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The development of acceptable toughness and creep strength in high temperature intermetallic

alloy matrices is closely related to the formation of proper distributions of second phase particles

in the alloy microstructures. Second phases are needed both to arrest crack growth at low

temperatures and to resist creep at high temperatures. The possibility of developing new processing

strategies for high temperature alloys based on intermetallic compounds has been investigated. In

particular rapid solidification and/or rapid solid state quenching followed by controlled heat treatment

can provide a broad range of multiphase microstructures. This report describes research performed

in the Metallurgy Division at NIST under DARPA order #7469 between 1/1/89 and 12/31/92.

Various research tasks were completed and the results have been published or have been submitted

for publication.

0 A predictive model based on thermodynamic constraints was developed for the formation of

disordered intermetallics by rapid solidification. Experimental tests were performed on

Ni2TiAI.

* A unified approach, which uses crystallographic symmetry group/subgroup relatior. between

phases, was developed to predict the complex transformation paths that change the high

temperature BCC and ordered BCC into the low temperature hexagonal, orthorhombic and

omega-type phases in the Ti-Al-Nb system.

* A thermodynamic calculation of the Ti-Al-Nb ternary phase diagram was completed that is

consistent with most experimental observations.

* The phase constitution of alloys near the composition Al2TiTa was determined. The
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equilibrium phases present in this oxidation resistant alloy with 25at%Ti, 25at%Ta, and

50at%A1 at temperatures between 1200"C and 1550"C were determined experimentally and

possibilities for heat treatment elucidated.

0 Phase diagrams of MoSi2 alloys with additions of TiSi2 and TaSi2 were measured and

possible composition ranges for two-phase structures determined.

Short research highlights in each of these areas follow. In the Appendix, copies of the 12

published and/or submitted papers resulting from this research are attached.
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Research Highli"hts - Rapid Solidification of Intermetallics

One of the major processing paths to produce high temperature intermetallic alloy composites

with microstructures designed for specific performance utilizes atomized powers. Powders are being

combined with reinforcing fibers and particulate through various consolidation processes such as HIP

to produce components. A paper published earlier under DARPA Order# 6065, Acta Met. L7

(1989) 3379-3391, has placed the prediction of alloy microstructure of atomized (rapidly solidified)

intermetallics on a firm theoretical basis. The as-solidified microstructure of the powders determines

the path of microstructure evolution during subsequent processing.

The research treats the chemically ordered nature of the freezing solid and predicts the range

of solidification rates required to achieve certain ideal microstructures. These ideal microstructures

consist of solids without the normal segregation found in more slowly frozen material and also the

possibility of forming a chemically disordered form of the intermetallic (disorder trapping). The

thermodynamic constraints on the range of nonequilibrium order and solubility extension were

determined under the current program (see paper #1).

An experimental test of the disorder trapping model was conducted on Ni2TiAl alloys. Using

laser surface melting test performed in collaboration with Prof. M. J. Aziz (Harvard University) the

Heussler order normal for this composition was suppressed by rapid solidification and the alloy

formed a metastable B2 structure (see Paper #2).
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Research Highlight - Phase Transformations and Eauilibria in the Ti-Al-Nb System

Phase transformations in (fti(l.x90 x 2Al (O<x<0.34) alloys - Phase transformations in (Ti(l_.

x)Nbx)3 AI (0<x<0.34) alloys have been studied using TEM and crystallographic space group

analysis (Papers 3-6). These composition include many which are currently being used for the

fabrication of titanium aluminide intermetallic matrix composites. Upon cooling from the #/B2 phase

field, these alloys exhibit a complex transformation path into hexagonal and orthorhombic phases

which depends on composition and cooling rate. As with most Ti alloys the properties are very

sensitive to the heat treatment schedule employed. The transformation path establishes a hierarchy

of microstructural scales which allows one to trace the transformation sequence. A method that

considers reductions in symmetry according to the crystallographic group/subgroup relations between

the involved phases was applied to this system for the first time. The group/subgroup relationships

together with considerations of minimum elastic energy enables one to predict the transformation

path and the main microstructural features of the domain structures formed by chemical and

displacive ordering. Knowledge of these paths permits an optimization of the heat treatments used

for these alloys. Three phases (high temperature BCC, low temperature ordered hexagonal cr2

(DO19), and orthorhombic Ti2AINb) are involved in the microstructures. For example, the Ti-25AI-

12.5Nb (at%) alloy upon cooling from the 0 phase field exhibits a complex transformation path that

begins with a martensitic transformation from cubic to hexagonal and ends with a transformation,

from c2 to Orthorhombic phase. During these stages a complex domain structure is formed.

Characteristic of the this transition, is a small transformation strain between the two phases which

can be accommodated by platelet form and symmetric arrangement of rotational domains of the
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ower symmetry orthorhombic phase.

[he Crystal Structure of the Ti2AINb Orthorhombic Phase - The results of a neutron diffraction

itudy, performed in collaboration with B. Mozer, Reactor Radiation Division, NIST, confirm and

-efine the structure of the orthorhombic phase in the Ti-Al-Nb system (Paper #7). The structure is

ýmcmn (HgNa or Cd 3Er) with a=0.6089 nm, b=0.9569 nm, and c= 0.4667 rnm. Ti(Nb) fills the

ýg site, Al fills one 4c site, and Nb(Ti) fills another 4c site. The structure involves ternary ordering

)f the hexagonal DO 19 phase. The ordering causes a break of the hexagonal symmetry and

;orresponding distortion of the unit cell; viz., contraction of the b and expansion of the a

parameters. The c parameters of the two phases are essentially identical. Compared to a random

mixture of Ti and Nb on the Ti sites of a 2, the ternary ordering, coordinate change, and distortion

to the orthorhombic phase permit an increase of Al-Nb distances from 0.285-0.289 nm to 0.302-

D.306 nm while slightly reducing the Al-Ti distances to 0.280-0.285 nm. These distances are

consistent with estimates of L-J potentials for Al-Ti and Al-Nb which yield minima at interatomic

d1istances of 0.279 and 0.292 nm.

Two-nhase structures of orthorhombic and nonshearable omega structures in Ti-Al-Nb Intermetallic

&IqU - Based upon research involving the ordered omega phase developed under previous DARPA

Order #6065 and continued under the present program (Paper #8), a series of Ti-Al-Nb alloys in the

following composition range: 48-52 at% Ti, 28-32 at% Al, 16-20 at% Nb were investigated (Paper

#9). The alloys are intended to have low density, room temperature ductility and high-temperature

strength and stability for possible aerospace applications. The high strength and microstructural

stability is achieved when these alloys are induced by proper heat treatment to form a natural (in
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thermodynamic equilibrium) composite of relatively ductile orthorhombic Ti2AlNb and plastically

unshearable omega-type B82 intermetallic phases.

Ti-Al-Nb Phase Diagam Calculation - In order to interpolate and extrapolate the above data and

those of other researchers to other compositions and temperatures in a thermodynamically consistent

manner, calculation of the Ti-Al-Nb system has been performed (Paper #10). The description of

the Nb-Al binary recently developed at NIST was used together with the descriptions of the Ti-Al

system by Chang and co-workers and Nb-Ti by Kaufman and Nesor. From experiments it is known

that the intermetallic compounds that exhibit wide ranges of homogeneity in the Nb-Al and Ti-Al

binaries also reveal wide ranges of homogeneity in the ternary Nb-Ti-Al system. Also, the

isomorphous compounds NbA]3 and TiAl3 form a continuous solid solution. In order to model the

ternary ranges of the intermetallic compounds Nb3Al, Nb2AI, Ti3AI and TiAl ternary interaction

energies were necessary. The calculated diagram generally produced the correct lines of two fold-

saturation for the liquidus surface and reproduced all solid equilibria within the precision of the

experimental data except for phase fields involving the orthorhombic phase. The diagram provides

valuable and useful data for subsequent alloy development and suggests experiments to be carried

out in critical compositional and temperature ranges in order to elucidate more fully the phase

equilibria in this important system.
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ýsearch Highlifht - Investi2ation of AI2TiTa and MoSi2-based

Lase Equilibrium in Alloys of Composition AI2TiTa - Research at Lockeed and Pratt Whitney has

monstrated that the composition Al2TiTa has good oxidation resistance at temperatures

proaching 1500"C. The ternary phase diagram of this system is not known. In order to provide

sound data base for heat treatment and further alloy development, the phases present in this alloy

-tween 1200 and 1550"C have been determined. The solidus for this alloy is -1575"C. Below

e solidus the alloy lies in a broad BCC solution phase region that extends into the ternary from

e binary BCC (Ti,Ta) solid solution phasse. Between 1500 and 14250C, the alloy consists of BCC

id HCP. The HCP phase region extends into the ternary from the Ti HCP phase. At 1400'C the

loy consists of BCC, HCP and o phases. The a phase extends into the ternary from the binary

phase based on the composition Ta2Al. Between 1375* and 1350"C the alloy is two-phase HCP

id a. At 1330"C the alloy is composed of three phases: HCP, o, and -y. The y phase extends

om the binary TiAl phase. Below 1325"C the alloy consists of a and -y (Paper # 11).

MoSi2- based allys - One candidate material for high temperature applications surpassing

e capability of Ni-based superalloys is MoSi2 . Despite its excellent oxidation resistance due to the

ormation of a continuous SiO2 scale, it is clear that monolithic MoSi2 lacks adequate mechanical

•operties. A paper was presented (jointly with J. H Perepezko, University of Wisconsin-Madison)

Sthe First Disilicides Workshop (Paper #12) that reviewed the literature on ternary phase diagram

ita for a number of systems involving MoSi 2. Ternary diagrams are necessary to understand the

actions that occur in various composites based on MoSi2 and are very useful to develop strategies

ir alloy design. For example, the high temperature stability of various artificially introduced
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reinforcements were examined, such as Nb or SiC in a MoSi2 matrix, the former being prone to

reaction products while the latter is a stable composite. Parts of the MoSi 2 - TiSi2 and MoSi2 - TaSi2

quasibinary diagrams were measured experimentally to determine the possibility for developing two-

phase structures of the C11b and C40 crystal structures. The phase equilibria exhibited in these

systems lead to the conclusion that there is no C40 high temperature polymorph in pure MoSi2.
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438 Materials Science and Engineering, A133 (1991) 438-442

Thermodynamic constraints on non-equilibrium solidification of
ordered intermetallic compounds

William J. Boettinger
Metallurgy Division, National Institute of Standards and Technology, Gaithersburg, MD 20899 (U.S.A.)

Abstract

Thermodynamic constraints on permissible values of temperature, liquid composition, solid composi-
tion and long-range order parameter at the freezing interface during non-equilibrium solidification of
intermetallic phases are defined in terms of the liquid and solid free energy functions.

1. Introduction Indeed the observations of rapidly solidified

phases with high densities of antiphase domains

Any solidification process involving solute when the phase is normally ordered to the melt-
trapping and interface undercooling must involve ing point is a clear indication that disorder has
a free energy decrease. Baker and Calm [11 have been trapped by the process of rapid solidifica-
used this fact to describe the domain of possible tion [3-7]. The antiphase boundaries (APBs)
solid compositions that can form for various result from the ordering of a disordered phase
liquid compositions at a given temperature during made by the solidification process during post-
rapid solidification. The free energy change for solidification cooling. The present paper defines
solidification is given by the thermodynamic constraint on long-range

A G = G.s- (/UALXAS + ,ULxBs) (1) order and composition during the rapid crystal-
lization of intermetallic phases.

where Gms is the solid molar free energy, /AL and

tBL are the liquid chemical potentials for com-
ponents A and B, and xAs and xBs are the mole
fractions of A and B in the solid. Equation (1) is
the basis for the usual "tangent to curve construc- The method of Baker and Calm can be gen-
tion" to graphically show the change in free eralized to treat chemically ordered solid phases
energy for a given phase change. Gms is evaluated [81 using a free energy for the solid phase, which
for the composition of the solid phase at the inter- includes the dependence on long-range order
face and UAL and p 5 L are evaluated for the com- parameter as well as the composition and tern-
position of the liquid phase at the interface. perature. The condition AG<0 yields domains
Figure 1(a) shows this construction for one tern- of the allowable order parameter and solid com-
perature and Fig. 1(b) shows the allowable range position that can solidify from various liquid
of solid compositions that can form from a given compositions at a given temperature. Any predic-
liquid composition at various temperatures [2]. tion of a kinetic model must yield values of order,

Non-equilibrium solidification of intermetallic solid composition, and temperature for each
phases that are normally ordered to the solidus liquid composition and growth velocity consistent
also must satisfy thermodynamic constraints. The with these domains.
long-range order parameter and composition are Quantitative predictions of this constraint
constrained as a function of the interface values require good thermodynamic models for the
of the liquid composition and temperature. phases of interest. The data base for thermo-

0921-5093/91/S3.50 0 Elsevier Sequoia/Printed in The Netherlands
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dynamic modelling is poor. Measurements of the composition XBL, and of the solid Gms, which is a
equilibrium order parameter are often not avail- function of T, solid composition XBS, and long-
able, especially for materials of technological range order parameter q as
interest with high melting points. Additionally aGmS/ir = 0 (2)
separate thermodynamic free energy functions are
often used for the ordered and the disordered s Gis a G=s LaGmL
phases in phase diagram modelling. The present Gm -XB - - ?I GL - XB L (3)
theory requires a single potential that represents xaS a aXB

both the ordered and disordered phases. It is ac S S
important to note that many complex ordered GinS+ (1 _-XB ) I a7
phases, such as a phases, bear no resemblance to ax8  a7)
simple disordered structures such as b.c.c. and aGmL

thus no single solid free energy can represent GL-(1--x8L) axBL (4)
both the ordered and disordered phases. This
theory is not applicable to cases where such com- Equation (2) expresses the condition of equi-
plex phases are eliminated by rapid solidification librium order in the solid, while eqns. (3) and (4)
and replaced by a simpler disordered phase. give the liquid-solid equilibrium.

These conditions are depicted geometrically in
3. Results and discussion Fig. 2 for some fixed temperature. The solid free

The conditions of equilibrium between a liquid
and an ordered solid phase [8] can be given in
terms of the molar free energies of the liquid GmL,
which is a function of temperature T and liquid

S

L
Gm XL

AG L ......

(a) 
Y

(a)(

E

(b) Composition (b)

Fig. 2. Equilibrium between an ordered solid and a liquid is
Fig. 1. (a) Schematic free energy vs. composition diagram at given by a plane with aG./atj- 0 that is tangent to the free
the temperature indicated on the phase diagram (b) showing energy surface for the ordered solid and the usual curve for
the tangent to curve" construction to obtain AG for the the liquid. The tangent plane defines the equilibrium solid
phase change from liquid of composition xsL to solid of and liquid compositions, x3s and x,,L, as well as the equi-
various compositions. The crms-hatched region super- librium value of the order parameter q/,. (a) and (b) represent
imposed on the phase diagram defines those solid composi- solids with and without a minimum along v -0 correspond-
tions at the various temperatures where AG <0. Only these ing to solids which would undergo metastable first-order or
states are thermodynamically possible non-equilibrium pro- second-order ordering transitions above their solidi. The
ducts of solidification, solid free energy surface is shown truncated at the tangent.
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energies shown are even functions of r/( + j7 and constucts the tangent plane (with aGm//ai = 0) to
- j7 are equivalent in energy) and have two the liquid curve at the liquid composition of inter-
general shapes depending on whether the solid est, as shown in Figs. 3(ab). The intersection
state ordering reaction, which for these consi- curve of this plane with the solid free energy sur-
derations occurs above the solidus, is first order face defines the condition A G = 0 according to
or second order. Figure 2(a) shows the case of a eqn. (1). Solid compositions and order param-
first-order ordering reaction with a minimum eters inside this curve (values where Gms is below
along ?I- 0, while Fig. 2(b) shows a second-order the tangent plane) define thermodynamically
ordering reaction with a maximum along 17 = 0. allowable (AG <0) solid conditions.
Both have their lowest extrema at ± ?1 0 0, which Quantitative results will be given for hypotheti-
correspond to the equilibrium order for each cal alloys with phase diagrams having a con-
composition of solid. The liquid free energy lies gruently melting ordered phase at XB = 0.5 using
only in the Gm - xB plane. Equilibrium is given by the following form of the solid free energy Gms
the lowest plane tangent to the solid free energy [8]. This form will also permit predictions when
surface and the liquid free energy curve. The the order-disorder transition is first order or
plane must have aGm/ar1=0 independent of second order
whether Gms is even in j7.

To inspect the range of allowable solid com- Gms= GAs(1- xas) + GBSXBs
position and order parameter for a fixed tem-
perature and liquid composition one merely + Q4 {xB(1 - XB) + ¼./2} + Q2 ,4

+ ½RT{(xBs- ½ln(Xs ½17)

G. + (x~s + ½1 ?) In (x~s + 1½r7)

+ (1 - XEs -7'77)In (1 - x )s - ½21)
.+ +(I - x~s + ½•/) In (1 - XBs +101]) (5)

where GAs and G.S are the free energies of pure
solid A and B and Q, and Q 2 are constants. If
- 2=0 and Q1<0, eqn. (5) describes a Bragg-
Williams phase with near neighbor interaction 0 1
and ideal entropy. If Q22<0 and S21 2129 2 the

....... transition between the ordered and disordered
a phases is a first-order phase transition.

(a) Figures 4(a) and 5(a) show calculated phase
diagrams using an ideal liquid and solids with the
constants given in Table 1 with

GAL -GAs GBL_ Gs = S(Tm T) (6)

where GAL and GBL are the free energies of pure
liquid A and B and where S and T. are the

...... i." entropy of fusion and melting point of the pure
components (assumed equal).

Z .. Figures 4(b,c) show curves of AG=0 for

(b) liquids of composition 0.5 (at the congruent melt-
ing maximum) and 0.4 respectively projected

Fig. 3. Curves of solid compositions and order parameters onto the x-q plane for various temperatures of
where AG-0 for a given temperature and liquid composi- solidification. The area inside the curves satisfies
tion xs" are given by the intersection of the solid free energy
surface with a plane tangent to the liquid free energy curve at the condition AG< 0. At the liquidus temperature
xL with 8G./4,q-0. The regions inside the projection of of the phase diagram (equilibrium) only a single
these curves onto the composition-order parameter plane solid composition and order parameter are per-
correspond to possible non-equilibtium solidification states
where AG <0. The solid free energies are as in (a) and (b) of mitred. At lower temperatures the range expands
Fig. 2. as shown.
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Fig. 4. (a) Calculated phase diagram between liquid L,
ordered solid 0, and disordered solid D, and curves for Fig. 5. (a) Calculated phase diagram and curves for AG-0
AGG-0 at various temperatures for a BraW-Wiuiams solid at various temperatures for a solid with a first-order ordering
and an ideal liquid for a composition (b) at the congruent reaction and an ideal liquid for a composition (b) at the con-
melting maximum for the ordered phase 0 in the phase gruent melting maximum in the phase diagram (x'- 0.5) and
dia.0am (ZOL-0.5) and (c) away from the maidmum (c) at x L-0.4. Regions inside the curves define solid com-
(x, 4). Regions inside the curves define solid compos- postons and order parameters where AG < 0. The dashed
dons and order parameters where AG<0. There is no curves in (a) are the metastable liquidus and solidus of the
metastable liquidus and solidus for the disordered phase. disordered phase.
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TABLE 1

Choice of thermodynamic parameters

Solid thermo. T. (K) SIR Q1.R (K) ,/R (K) 0 2 /R (K)

First order 1000 2 0 -2000 -566.2
Second order 1000 2 0 -3000 0

For kinetic reasons, the portions of these composition uniquely define the solid composi-
curves that are most important involve the tions at the interface as well as the long-range
regions of r and x~s that are closest to zero and order parameter of the growing solid. For depar-
XB , respectively. Such states are favored under tures from equilibrium this uniqueness is lost. For
rapid solidification conditions because they example, for a fixed liquid composition at the
require the minimum of diffusional sorting of the interface, a range of solid compositions and order
components in the liquid prior to crystallization, parameters are allowed thermodynamically
In the case of Figs. 4(b,c) (second-order ordering depending on the interface temperature. The
reaction), the minimum value of the order param- highest temperature where the solid can have the
eter allowed decreases towards zero continuously same composition as the liquid (the To tempera-
as the temperature of solidification is decreased. ture) and the highest temperature where the solid
For a liquid composition away from the con- can have zero long-range order parameters are
gruent melting maximum (Fig. 4(c)) one can see identified. The results depend on the shape of the
that at some temperatures of solidification (e.g. solid free energy surface as a function of com-
1366 K) a solid can form with zero-order param- position and order parameter. In particular the
eter but not with the same composition as the constraints are quite different for solids whose
liquid. Only at temperatures lower than those order-disorder transitions are first order or
shown is the formation of a disordered solid with second order.
the same composition as the liquid possible.

For a first-order ordering reaction for the solid,
curves of AG = 0 are shown for liquid composi-
tions of 0.5 and 0.4 in Figs. 5(b,c). The tops of the Acknowledgments
curves are omitted and lie very close to the limit- The author wishes to thank J. W. Cahn for
ing values of the order parameter possible at each many helpful discussions. This work was sup-
composition (1½71<x~s and 12½7?<1-xBS). In ported under DARPA Order #6065.
addition to the range around the equilibrium, an
island of states surrounding the zero-order
parameter appears as the temperature is reduced
below the metastable liquidus of the disordered References
phase, shown as the dashed line in Fig. 5(a). The
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Abstract

Pulsed laser melting and rapid resolidification can induce disorder trapping in Ni2AITi at the solidifica-
tion interface. The alloy formed from the melt with the nonequilibrium B2 structure and subsequently
transformed to the equilibrium L21 Heusler structure during cooling to room temperature.

1. Introduction ordered phase quite rapidly during solid state

We consider here experiments in which an cooling to room temperature. Although oneWe cnsidr hre eperment inwhic an might speculate that such APBs occur as growth
ordered intermetaUic alloy forms a related and m
less (chemically) ordered phase during rapid defects directly at the interface, rapidly solidified

solidification [1-61, e.g. ýb.c.c. instead of B2 or alloys in general do not have a high density of

f.c.c. instead of LB0. In this case, t trnition to structural defects such as dislocations, stacking

the nonequilibrium phase can be described theo- faults or twins. The high density of APBs may be

retically by a decrease in the long-range order important technically as a way to alter the path of

parameter of the growing crystal to zero. A model microstructural change that occurs during subse-

of interface kinetics [6) predict this decrease with quent heat treatment [7].
increasing interface growth speed for a simple The present paper examines experimentally

AB compound. A critical velocity VT above the case where the equilibrium phase has two
which theoalloyund. formithi sordrel y V habe levels of disorder. We will determine whether thewhich the alloy must form the disordered p hase Heusler alloy, Ni2AlTi, with the L2 1 (DO3) crys-
(complete disorder trapping) is approximately tal structure will form a less ordered related crys-
given by tal structure, B2 or even possibly b.c.c., after laser

VT= VD[(TCITM)- 1] (1) surface melting and rapid resolidification. This

where VD is the ratio of the interface diffusivity to composition has a congruent melting maximum
there jumpVdistance, is the ratirof t il tema e rtury t [4, 81 in the phase diagram at (1513±5)°C [9].
the jump distance, T r is the critical temperature Previous research on a series of NiAl-NiTi alloysfor the order-disorder transition and TM is the [4 a hw html sinn a rdc h
solidus temperature of the compound. Only [4) has shown that melt spinning can produce the

soldu tmpratreofth copond Oly B2 stutr at compositions near the eutectics of I
phases that are ordered at their solidus point are B 2 Astruwth bth NiAi an N th

considered, i.e. Tc/TM > 1. Large values of To, Ni2AITi with both NiAI and NiTi.

which relate directly to the strength of ordering, I
require large velocities to trap complete disorder. 2. Experiental pocedure

In experiments it is usually difficult to retain
the disordered phase. Typically the microstruc- Arc-melted material of composition Ni2TiAl
tural signature of complete disorder trapping is a was homogenized by heat treatment at 1400 *C in
high density of antiphase boundaries (APBs) in gettered argon for 6 h. The grain size was -0.2
the ordered phase. These occur because the dis- um. Disks 3 mm in diameter and 1 mm thick
ordered phase produced by the solidification pro- were prepared by diamond sawing and sparkcess usually transforms to the equilibrium cutting. Laser surface melting and resolidification

0921-5093/91/S3.50 0 Elsevier Sequoia/Printed in The Netherlands
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of metallographically polished disks was per- cates that sample temperatures were approxi-
formed using a pulsed eximer (XeCI, A = 308 un) mately 75 *C lower than the nominal
laser with a 40 us pulse duration with 300-400 temperatures and thus the highest temperature
mJ of pulse energy. Melting was performed with measured was - 100 *C below the melting point.
either a spatially uniform beam using a commer- Examination of integrated intensities for the 111
cial beam homogenizer or with a focused beam. peak corrected for the Debye-Waller factor
In the first case, one-dimensional heat flow is shows little decrease in L21 order as a function of
obtained and simultaneous measurement of temperature, as might have been expected if the
reflectivity with an Ar' ion (A = 488 rnm) probe alloy were to disorder just below the melting
laser was used to determine the time that the point. (This transition is crystallographically per-
specimen surface was molten. This measurement mitted to be second order with a continuous dec-
permits an estimation of the solidification velocity rease in order parameter to zero wmith increasing
by way of heat flow calculations. For the speci- temperature.) Thus one concludes that Ni2TiAl
mens examined by TEM a focused beam was has L2, order at its melting point.
used to generate a range of solidification veloci- Figure 3(a) shows the reflectivity of a sample
ties in the single laser shot. measured with the probe laser during surface

TEM samples were prepared by back grinding melting and resolidification for a case with a later-
and one-sided electropolishing and ion milling to ally uniform homogenized beam with a measured
preserve the thin ( -1 #m) melted region. The fluence of 4.2 J cM- 2 from the pulsed laser. The
melted side was protected with lacquer. Sample time the surface is molten is seen to be -80 us.
preparation was quite difficult because of micro-
cracking in the melted regions, as shown in Fig. 1.

High-temperature X-ray powder diffraction
studies were also performed on the homogenized
material to be certain of the presence of L21
order up to the melting point. Diffraction sam-
pies, 3 mm diameter x 1 mm, were made from
homogenized alloy, ground to - 160 /m powder,
and cold pressed in a WC die at 4 GPa. During
high-temperature diffraction, samples were sup-
ported on a horizontal tantalum strip heater
coated with a thin Y20 3 layer and were equili-
brated for 50 min at each temperature before the
data collection. Temperature was measured with
a Pt-Rh thermocouple welded to the back side of
the heater. Sample temperatures were checked
with an optical pyrometer. Diffraction was per- (b)
formed in gettered helium. 0

3. Results and discussion

High temperature X-ray diffraction profiles
(Fig. 2) show the presence of the 111 and 200
peaks of the L21 structure at the nominal tem-
peratures of 600 *C, 975 *C, 1375 *C and
1500 *C (a - 5.92 A, 5.95 A, 5.98 A and 5.99 A
respectively). This indicates the presence of
Heusler L21 order at all measured temperatures
under equihlbrium conditions. The disappearance
of the 11 peak would have indicated a transition
from L2, order to B2 order. The disappearance Fig. 1. (a) Optical micrograph of an ion-milled TEM sample

e200 peak would have indicated a transition showing melt zone and the location of the perforation.
of the 2(b) Low magnification TEM view of perforation showing
from B2 order to b.c.c. Optical pyrometry indi- cracking in sample.
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Using values of the thermophysical properties of epitaxial from the underlying alloy. However, esti-
nickel [10] to approximate those of the inter- mates of the regrowth velocity discussed above
metallic except for the melting point, and an remain reasonable because the grain size is corn-
energy reflectivity for the pulsed laser of 0.76 and parable with the calculated melt depth.
0.71 for the solid and liquid respectively, a good fit The inset in Fig. 4(b) shows the SAD, which
to the measured melt duration vs. fluence data (Fig. confirms the presence of 111 reflections indicat-
3(b)) is obtained. These same calculations yield ing the presence of L21 order in the grains. How-
estimates for the solidification velocity of 8-20 m ever, the grains contain a high density of I
s- and estimates of the melt depth of 0.8-0.2 antiphase boundaries in the L2, structure, as
,um for fluence values between 6 J cm- 2 and 3 J shown in the 111 dark field image of Fig. 4(b).
cm- 2 respectively. For this pulsed laser and this These domain boundaries have (100) displace-
material, these values serve as practical limits to ments indicating that they result from the occur-
the range of solidification velocities. Surface rence of a B2 to L21 transition. No evidence of
vaporization would limit heat imput for higher APBs with (111) displacements was detected in
values of the fluence while the length of the laser dark field images using 200 reflections indicating 1
pulse limits velocities at lower values of the the absence of a b.c.c. to B2 transition. These
fluence. The estimated velocity scales approxi- observations strongly suggest that the rapid sohl-
mately as the ratio of conductivity to the latent dification produced the B2 structure and that
heat so that as better thermophysical data subsequent cooling to room temperature pro-
become available, these estimates may be revised duced the L21 structure and the fine domains.
accordingly. Thus we conclude that solidification velocities

For the samples examined by TEM, the laser
was intentionally focused to cover a range of 10
energy densities in a single shot and growth
velocities following the above discussion were • a
between 8 m s- and 20 m s-. Figure 4(a) is a
bright field micrograph from the melted region e .
showing a -0.3 Am grain size which is 103 times
finer than the starting material. This refinement o

*4of grain size indicates that the growth was not

. . . . . . . . . . . . . • • I . .
0 10 00 3W0 4W 0 0So

Time (na)

"150 .. .... ....... ....
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Fig. 2. High temperature X-ray diffraction profiles showing Fig. 3. (a) Reflectivity vs. time measured by an Ar÷ ion probe
the presence of 111 and 200 peaks at the nominal tempera- laser from the surface of a Ni 2TiAI sample during surface
tures of 600 "C, 975 C, 1350 *C and 1500 °C indicating the melting and resolidification with a XeCa laser with a
presence of Heusler L21 order at all temperatures under measured fluence of 4.2 J cm- 2 . (b) Measured melt duration
equilibrium conditions. Optical pyrometry indicates that vs. fluence data and fit obtained using heat flow model with
sample temperatures were approximately 75 C lower than pulsed laser reflectances of 0.76 and 0.71 for the solid and
the nominal temperatures. liquid respectively.
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0.6 VD and 1.8 VD to suppress L2, and B2
order respectively. A value for VD of 12 m s-I
would provide consistency between theory and
experiment. This is of the same order of magni-
tude as the value of VD determined in solute
trapping experiments in metallic systems [12].

4. Conclusion

Rapid solidification at velocities in the range of
8-20 m s- are sufficient to suppress the forma-

S%'lp tion of the equilibrium L21 ordered structure but
not the less ordered B2 structure in Ni2TiAl.
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Upon cooling from the f or B2 phase field, Ti-Al-Nb alloys exhibit a complex transformation
path depending on composition and cooling rate. The transformation path establishes a hierarchy
of microstrucaural scales which allows one to trace the transformation sequence. Another hierarchy
appears as a change of crystallographic symmetry according to subgroup and supergroup relations
between the phases. The subgroup relations establish the main features of the domain structure.

In the present work the microstructure and transformation of two alloys cooled from 1100 * C
were investigated. For a Ti1 AINb alloy, a B2 ordered phase transforms directly to the orthorhombic
low temperature phase. For a Ti5AlNb alloy, the BCC phase transforms to a hexagonal phase
preceding the orthorhombic phase formation. The small transformation strain between the latter two
phases can be accommodated by a platelet morphology and a symmetric arrangement of rotational
domains of the lower symmetry orthorhombic phase.

1.Introduction

The need for low density structural materials with high temperature strength and low
temperature ductility has stimulated much interest in Ti-Al-Nb alloys. In particular alloys near the
Ti3 AI-Nb3A1 pseudobinary section with Nb levels up to 30 at. % have been investigated [1-3]. In a
recent review [3] it has been shown that the alloys have very promising combinations of specific
strength and rupture life at high temperature (< 800°C). Equilibria along this pseudobinary section
in this temperature range involve four phases, high temperature BCC (8) and ordered B2 along with
low temperature ordered hexagonal DO1, (Ti3Al or ct2) and orthorhombic Ti2AINb. All of these
phases are structurally related to each other, and the structural relations are reflected in the observed
orientation relationships between the different phases.

Because of this structural relationship, a correspondence between atom sites in these phases
can be found, and the structures can be described by common Wyckoff positions of the lowest
symmetry phase which is the orthorhombic Ti2AlNb phase. With this approach, possible
transformations between the phases that occur without long-range diffusion (change of composition)
can be considered as order/disorder transformations of a displacive or chemical nature with, in
princple, a single thermodynamic potential and paths which can be analyzed using
subgroup/supergroup symmetry relations [4,5]. Transitions involving homogenous (Bain)
deformations, shuffle transitions and chemical ordering can be treated with this approach. Such
analysis can preclude certain transformation paths, and assist in the interpretation of observed paths
[4]. Domain microstructures after transformation, i.e. the dimtibution of orientational (twin) and
ranslational variants and their iterfaces can also be predicted assuming coherency of the

transformations. Such coherency produces morphologies that minimize strain energy, mostly with
invariant plane strain boundaries.
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2. Experimental

Two alloys with compositions Ti5AILNb and Ti2A1Nb were prepared by arc melting, and were
homogenized at 1400 C. Samples were subsequently heat treated at l1000C for 4 hrs. and at 700°C
for up to 30 days with either water quenching or slow cooling at -400 C/min.

3. Crvstallocraohic structures and their suberouR/sunr~rouD relationship,

The orthorhombic Ti2AINb phase was first discovered by Banerjee et al.[1] and involves
ternary ordering of the hexagonal D01 9-TiAI phase. This structure with Cmcm space group was
confirmed and refined by neutron diffraction [6]. With the ternary ordering the hexagonal lattice gets
small orthorhomic distortion of the (0001) plane. The orthorhombic structure has three Wyckoff
positions, 4c1 ,4c2 and 8g, each of them occupied mostly with Nb, Al or Ti atoms, respectively, as
is presented in Table 1 (xi and yi are measured coordinates of the Wyckoff positions).

Letting 4c2 and 8g have the same occupancy (mixed Ti and Nb), the structure becomes the
hexagonal DO,9 (with lattice parameters in the ratio b/a--/3), Table 1. The P63 /mmc space group
of the hexagonal phase is a maximal supergroup of the orthorhombic Pmcm.

TABLE 1 - Description of Various Phases Based on Common Sites in the Cmcm Space Group

S= = = == == --------- = === == = ============== ==----------=-= == = = ====

Structures Special Conditions Occup. Wyck. x y z

TO2AINb, yl=0.163; Y2=0.623 A &1 0 Y 11/4
H217, cm y3=-.904; x3 -0.231 B 4= 0 Y2 1/4

C 99 -3 Y3 1/4

Ti3A1. D0 19  bla =v/3 A &1 0 1/6 114
Ni 3Sn, P63 /mmc B 2/3 1/4

B ag 1/4 11/12 1/4

aT4 A3 b/aV3 A 4 0 1/6 1/4
Ma, P63 /mMC A 4C2  0 2/3 1/4

A ag 1/4 11/12 1/4

Ti-Nb, A20 Yl1 0.1 A 4CI 0 Y1 1/4
aU, CmcM A 4C2  0 1/2 +y1  1/4

A 8g 1/4 314+y1 1/4

Ti-Ni, B19 YlO0.156 A 4CI 0 Y1  1/4
AuCd, Puma(Pmma) y2 -0.906 A 4C2  0 1/2+yI 114

B ag 1/4 Y2 1/4

Sri, A2 b/a -V2 A 4cI 0 1/8 114
W, Im3m c/av2t.2 A 4' 2  0 5/8 1/4

A sg 1/4 7/8 1/4

TiNL B2 b/a V'2 A 4ci 0 1/8 1/4
CsCl, Pm3m c/a -V2/2 A 4C2 0 5/1 1/4

B ag 1/4 7/8 1/4

The BCC and B2 structures can also be described within the Cmcm space group assuming a
correspondence between the atoms in 110 of the cubic and 004 of the orthorhombic structure (the
correspondence fits the observed Burgers orientation relationship). The lattice parameters have
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restricted ratios and the position of atoms are fixed and significantly different from the orthorhombic
phase. For the BCC all three site are disordered, whereas for B2 4c, and 4c2 have mixed occupancy
of Al and Nb atoms and 8g is filled with Ti atoms [1] (Table 1).

A path of maximal subgroup or supergroup symmetry relations [5] between the BCC and
the orthorhombic phase involves a few intermediate structures not described above. These structures,
the disordered HCP (A3), orthorhombic disordered &-U prototype (A20) and ordered AuCd prototype
(B19), are all known as martensitic phases in various other Ti-based alloys and may well be
metastable or unstable phases in the Ti-Al-Nb system (see Table 1). Homogeneous distortions
expected in the course of transformation will be represented by two additional intermediate space
groups. Fig.1 summarizes these relations along disordered and ordered branches. From here three
transformation paths from the Im3m to the ordered Cmcm seem likely:

(1) Ir3m -, [14/mmm,Fmmm] -, Cmcm(disord) -P l4/mmc(disord) -- P63 /mmc(ord) -.

Cmcm(ord);
(2) Im3m -, Pmn3m -- [P4/mmrn,Cmmm] -. Pmma - Cmcm(ord);
(3) Im3m -, [14/mmm,Fmmm] -. Cmcm(disord) -- Pmma -* Cmcm(ord).

The microstructure resulting from such a sequence will consist of a hierarchy of interfaces
(interdomain boundaries), decreasing in scale with each subgroup transformation step with details
depending on kinetics and elastic accommodation of the coherent phases.

Padm (B2) 141MMM

M/mmm FumUn P63 .•mc (AW)

Cmnun Cmc= (A20) P6 3 /i (DO19 )

PmM a C)19)

Fig. 1. Subgroup/supergroup symmetry relations between the high temperature high symmetry
BCC(Im~m) phase and the lower temperature lower symmetry orthorhombic Ti2AINb(Cmcm) phase.
Vertical and oblique paths are chemical and displacive ordering respectively.

4. Microstructure after cooling from the BCC/B2 field.

When the cooling rate from 1100"C is high (water quenching), it is possible to suppress
most of the low temperature transformations. The quenched-in phase has B2 order for both alloys,
however observation of a high density of anti-phase boundaries (APBs) for the Ti5AI2Nb suggests that
it is disordered BCC at I100*C. For both phases annealing prior to quenching establishes 10" cm
sized grains.

A microstructure in the ;Lm range is observed for slower cooled specimens. It consists of a
martensite-type structure, coarser and needle-like type for the Ti5 AI2Nb alloy, and much frner and

plate-like for the Ti2 AINb alloy (Fig.2). For the Ti2AINb alloy the transformation to that structure
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Fig.2 Martensite-type structure (,um structural scale) observed for slow-cooled specimens. (a)
Coarser and needle-like type for the Ti5AI2Nb alloy, and (b) much finer and plate-like type for the
Ti2AINb alloy.

Fig.3 The Ti5AI2 Nb alloy substructure Fig.4 The Ti5Al3Nb alloy after annealing at
(submicron structural scale) of the needles 700"C for 26 days. The annealing results in
consisting of orthonormal pairs of the re-precipitation of the DO19 phase as a
orthorhombic phase parallel plates. The plates modulation of the orthorhombic phase plates.
are in a twin relation according to the SAD
pattern.
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is very sluggish, and requires either very slow cooling (e.g. furnace cooling) or additional isothermal
treatment. Selected area electron diffraction (SAD) and convergent beam (CB) electron diffraction
of several major zone axes from a single plate of the Ti2AINb alloy confirms that its structure has
orthorhombic Cmcm symmetry, in accord with results of Banerjee and co-authors [2]. The
microstructure exhibits an elastically accommodated domain structure, with most domains in a twin
relation consisting of (110) mirror planes of the cubic symmetry. The crystallographic orientation of
the domains with respect to cubic axes and to each other and the type of APB and stacking faults
observed inside the plates suggest that transformation path (2) took place.

Close examination of SAD patterns from the Ti5AI2Nb alloy reveals similar patterns as above
but with spot splitting and streaking. Streaking is the result of the presence of parallel interfaces from
the plate-like substructure (submicron structural scale) of the needles (Fig.3). Analysis of the spot
splitting indicates that the domains of the orthorhombic phase being are in a twin relation. In contrast
to the Ti2AINb alloy, the twinning operation is by mirror planes which are symmetry elements of the
6/mmm point group and not a part of symmetry group of the contacting variants. Such domain
structure will have three sets of orthonormal pairs of parallel plates in order to minimize elastic
energy 17], which is indeed observed (Fig.3). Therefore, the intermediate hexagonal phase must be
part of the transformation path. From the orientation of the domains and the type of APB and stacking
faults, we conclude that transformation path (1) occurred for the TisAI2Nb alloy.

5. Microstructure after annealing at 700°C.

Annealing of the Ti2AINb alloy at 700°C results in coarsening of the plate-like structure in
earlier stages, and then in complete recrystallization. Since the Ti5AI3Nb alloy is in an equilibrium
two-phase field, the 700°C annealing results in reprecipitation of the DO 19 phase. The DO 19 phase
appears as a modulation inside the orthorhombic phase domains (Fig.4). Formation of such structure
could be by mechanism of conditional spinodal decomposition where the orthorhombic phase first
separates to Nb dilute / reach regions, and then the dilute regions disorder spontaneously to the DO19
phase. The habit plane of the interfaces satisfies the condition for an invariant plane between the
phases in order to minimize elastic energy.

6. Conclusion

During cooling from 1100"C, the high temperature cubic phase of (Ti,Nb)3 AI alloys
decomposes into low temperature orthorhombic phase by two different paths depending on Nb
content. One involves the intermediate formation of a hexagonal precursor while the other involves
the formation of precursor B2 phases. These two different paths are seen as feasible after an
examination of subgroup/supergroup relation between the various phases. This research was
performed under DARPA Order 17469.
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ABSTRACT

In the present work the microstructure of rotational domains of the orthorhombic 0 phase in
continuously cooled Ti-25AI-12.SNb (at%) and Ti-25AI-25Nb (at%) alloys were investigated. For the
Ti-25AI-25Nb alloy the domains form from tl,.c B2 phase through a transient B19 structure and have
a stress accommodating polytwin structure. For the "I-25AI-12.5Nb alloy the domains form from the
disordered BCC phase by (1) the formation of hexagonal phase domains and subsequently (2) their
transition to the 0 phase by ordering. The stress accommodating morphology occurs in the second step.
The configuration of the domain interfaces can be understood on the basis of strain energy
minimization.

1.INTRODUCTION

Upon cooling at sufficiently high rates from the #1/B2 phase field (Ti(.xz)Nbx) 3A1 (0> x>0.35) alloys
exhibit complex diffusionless transformations with morphologies resembling martensite (1-4]. From
recent work [2,4] it follows that five phases, high temperature BCC (6) and B2, low temperature
disordered hexagonal a ,W. ordered hexagonal DO19 hexagonal (Ti3AI, or a2) and orthorhombic
(T2AMNb) 0 phase are involved in equilibrium microstructures of these alloys. All five phases are
structurally related to each other. The structural relations are reflected in the maximal crystallographic
group/subgroup relations as described in [4]. According to this scheme, different transformation paths
from the high (Jmm) to low (Cmcm) symmetry structure can be deduced. Different hierarchies of
interfaces will be established in the microstructure for different paths (each type of interface
corresponding to a particular group/subgroup transition of displacive or chemical ordering). It has been
shown for the Ti-25AI-25Nb (at%) alloy that the 132 phase transforms to the 0 phase through a transient
B19 structure [4]. For the Ti-25AI-12.SNb (at%) alloy the formation of the hexagonal phases precedes
the 0 phase formation [4]. The two paths for the transformation are: Im3m -- [14/mmm,Fmmm] -
Cmcm(disord) -lP6 3/ammc(disord) -, P63Immc(ord) - Cmcm(ord) for the 12.5%Nb alloy and Pm~m
-' [P4lmmnCmmm] -- Pmma -- Cmcm(ord) for the 25%Nb alloy.

In the present work strain accommodating microstructures of Ti-25Al-12.5Nb (at%) and Ti-25AI-25Nb
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(at%) alloys established by continuous cooling from 1 1000C were investigated. Usually for coherent
transitions with a change in the symmetry of the lattice, i.e., for rotational domain formation, an I
accommodation of transformation strain occurs by the formation of alternating plates of two variants
with planar strain-free interfaces (SFI) [5,6]. For rotational domains the elastic energy has a larger
contribution to the total energy than does the interface energy. For the Ti-25AI-12.5Nb (at%) alloy
transformation path, the rotational domains form in the Pm3m - [P4/mmm,Cnmmm - Prnma step (from
the cubic to the orthorhombic lattice). For the Ti-25AI-25Nb (at%) alloy, the rotational domains form
in two steps: Im3m -- [14/nmmFmmm] -- [Cmcm(disord) - P63/mmc(disord)] (cubic to I
orthorhombiclhexagonal lattice) and P63/mmc(ord) - Cmcm(ord) (hexagonal to orthorhombic lattice).
SFI's for these transitions are calculated using the small strain approximation, and the results are
compared with experimental observations. I
2. EXPERIMENTAL

Two alloys with compositions Ti-25AI-12.5Nb (at%) and Ti-25AI-25Nb (at%) were prepared by arc
melting and 1400°C homogenization, as described in [4]. The homogenized specimens were heat treated
at 1100°C for 4 days and subsequently cooled to room temperature at 400"Imin. The microstructure
of the alloys were studied by optical and transmission electron microscopy (TEM).

3. CALCULATION OF SFI's.

We only consider the features of rotational domain structures which minimize elastic energy while
ignoring their interfacial energy. The most important characteristic which determines a domain structure
is self-strain, e-. Different variants of a step in the transformation sequence are characterized by
different self-strain tensors according to the different orientations of the crystal axes of the variants.
The self-strain tensor of two different variants, 1 and 2, are connected by the following relation:

e =(2) = ggjtekl(1) (1)

where gg, is a matrix representing one of the symmetry operations lost from the space group of the
parent after transformation. If the variants remain coherent and if the transformation strains are small,
the orientation of each SFI plane, given by a vector xi lying in the plane, can be predicted [6] using

xi(eij(2) - eij(l))xj = 0 (2)

The equation reflects the conditions of strain compatibility along the planar interface between variants
I and 2. This quadratic equation carl be factored into the product of two linear forms whose zeros
determine the coordinates of two SFI planes. Besides the solutions corresponding to the rational mirror
planes in the parent phase, Equation 2 also has solutions that depend on the lattice parameters of the
product phase, and therefore yield orientations that are generally irrational and depend on the effective
transformation temperature and the alloy composition.

For the transitions considered here, namely for BCC to orthorhombicihexagonal and for HCP to
orthorhombic, solutions of Equation 2 are as follows. For the HCP - 0 phase transformation, there
are only symmetric SFI's of the { 1 0 0 )h and 1 1201h types. Each pair of variants (taken from the three
possible variants) has two SFI's of the two types that are normal to each other. For the BCC --
orthorhombic (or HCP) transformation, there are three SFI's of the (100), type, six of the (110)} type,
and six irrational flik)0, types with an h/k ratio depending on the lattice parameters of the orwhoombic
(or hexagonal) phase (h/k = 2(2c0 - bl)/(bo + 2c0 - 2a,012). For the lattice parameters of the DO19
and 0 phases taken from the literature [3], the {hhk) interfaces are close to {155)} and 1144)c,
respectively. For each pair of variants (taken from the six possible variants) there is a pair of



orthogonal hiterfaces, and each interface can exist for different pairs of variants. Figure 1 shows the
SF1 traces. as dicy would be seen whien viewed alonig the [011), zone axis. Such a drawing will be
useful in analyzinzg the interfaces as observed in TEM specinens. Figure la, presents traces of the
symmetric 1001)- and (110)-type interfaces and Figur lb presents traces of the non-symmetric (blik)
type interfaces. The- labeling of variant pairs is given in 14].
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4. MICROSTRUCTURE OF THE ROTATIONAL DOMAINS IN ALLOYS CONTINUOUSLY
COOLED FROM THE BCC/B2 FELD.

4.1 Ti-25A.-25Nb alloy

For the Ti-25AI-25Nb alloy the transformation of the B2 to the 0 phase is very sluggish. For cooling
rates of -400C/min, the transformation proceeds by copious nucleation of 0-phas regions that grow
outward uniformly until impingement. From the TEM observations of partially transformed structures
(figure 2) it is evident that the 0-phase regions consist of a complex microstructure identified by I
selected area electron diffraction as platelets of the 0 phase in a Burger's orientation relationship (OR):
[001]//1<110> 0 and <ll0>o//<lll>".

Figure 2. Low magnification TEM image
of the microstructure of the slowly
cooled, partially transformed Ti-25AI-
25Nb alloy showing islands of
transformed material, surrounded by a B2

n phase matrix. 1"he islands consist of a
complex plate-like structure of the 0

The microstructure has features of an elastically accommodated domain structure. A typical example
is shown in figure 3 where two polytwin plates with an "edge-on" A-A interface are seen in an [01I]c
orientation of the TEM film. Dark field imaging with the 0200 reflection (figure 3b) proves that the
plates labeled 5 and 5' in figure 3a on both sides of A-A belong to the same variant oriented with
[00110 parallel to [011],. The remaining plates have orientations close to <212>0 and belong to other
variants.

Referring to figure 1, we conclude (judged from the directions and widths of the B-B and C-C interface
projections) that the B-B interface corresponds reasonably weft to the hhk (or hkh) SFI between variants
315 (or 2/5) and the C-C interface corresponds to the hkh (or hhk) SF1 between variants 115 (or 4/5).
(The ambiguity as to the correct pair of variants can be resolved if one determines which side of the
projected B-B and C-C interfaces intersects the upper and lower surface of the TEM foil). Since the
intersection line of the B-B and C-C planes lies in the A-A plane, the polytwins are a combination of
either 4/5 and 2/5 or 1/5 and 3/5 variants.

The A-A interface consists of an alternation of two structurally different segments. One segment is a
(01I), interface between 4 (or 1) and 2 (or 3) variants, and according to figure 1 is a symmetric SF1.
The second segment separates plates of the same variant that are misoriented by about 100 and
constitute a low angle boundary, possibly relaxed by a dislocation wall.
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Figure 3. Typical arrangement of single variant 0 phase plates into a larger size secondary (polytwin)
plate alternating with another polytwin plate as seen in the [011]J orientation. (a) and (b) are dark-field
images with 020o and 0 40 o reflections, respectively. Traces of the observed A-A, B-B and C-C
interfaces correspond to Sm's, according to figure 1.

4.1 Ti-25Al-12.5Nb alloy

For the BCC to orthorhombic/hexagonal phase transition of the Ti-25AI-12.5Nb alloy, rotational
domains with SFI's and morphology similar to those previously discussed in Section 4.1 are expected.
However, as figure 4 shows, the microstructure for the same cooling conditions is noticeably different
(even though the OR is of a similar Burger's type). Instead of a strain accommodating polytwin
structure, the microstructure is needle-like with irregular interfaces. Some grains are separated by a thin
layer of the BCC phase. Enrichment of Nb in the BCC layer was detected by EDS. The observed
morphology suggests a diffusion controlled growth of the needles. In this condition, the ductility of the
phases is apparently high enough to accommodate the transformation stresses by plastic flow. Higher
cooling rates result in lowered transformation temperatures where coherent plate-type transformations
occur.

Figure 4. Bright field TEM micrograph
showing acicular morphology of the Ti-
25AI-12.5Nb alloy. The needles have
very irregular interfaces. The blocky
grains between elongated needles are
merely needles with their long axis
normal to the TEM foil. A thin layer of
the BCC phase is found between the

• '•.._. .:. •;. ,grains.

Close examination of selected area diffraction (SAD) patterns from individual needles reveals spots
splitting and streaking (figure 5a). Analysis of the spot splitting shows that they correspond to the twin
related domains of the 0 phase. The twinning operation is by mirror planes which are symmetry



elements of the 6/mimm point group of the DO19 phase and not a part of the symmetry group of the
contacting variants. Such twinning planes coincide with the expected SF1 domain structure which have
sets of orthonormal plates. Such domain structures wvere indeed observed as a part of the needle
substructure (figure 5b).

1Y~

Figure 5. (a) SAD pattern. taken from an areas where only one set of parallel interfaces is present Split
spots correspond to twin-related variants of the 0 phase. (b) TEM dark field image. slightly off of the
[00011 zone axis in order to give a different excitation error for different domains.
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ABSTRACT

Possible paths for the constant composition cohert transformation of BCC or B2 high
temperaure phases to low temperature HCP or Orthorhombic phases in the TI-AI-Nb system are
analyzed using a sequence of crystaloraphic structural relationships developed from subgroup
symmetry relations. Symmetry elements lost in each step of the sequence determine the possibilities
for variants of the low symmetry phase and domains that can be present in the microstructure. The
orientation of intrdomain inmterfaces is determined by requiring the existence of a strain-free
interface between the domains. Polydomain structures are also determined that minimie elastic
energy. predictiom are made for comparison to experimental resuls given in Part
II.



1. Introduction

•he need for low density structural materials with high temp strength and low

temperature ductility has stimulated mudk Interest in Ti"-A-Nb alloys. In particula a nearnd

in the TI3AI-Nb 3AI pseudob section with Nb levels from 10 to 30 at. % have been investiated

(1-8]. It has been shown that alloys with 10-12 and 25 at% Nb have very promising combinations

of specific strength and rupture life at room and high (<800C) temperatmes .[1,6,9-141. The

mechanical properties of these alloys were found to be very sensitive to their microstructure. Most

of the microstructures were formed by heat: treannets that involve continuous cooling from a high j
temperature (> 100oC) single-phase field with subsequent heat treatment at lower temperaturs.

The microstructure developed during continuous cooling depends strongly on cooling rate and alloy

composition [15-19] and thus affects the microstructure produced from it during the subsequent

lower tempertAure (600 to 900oC treatmen. From a technological point of view, an understanding

of the formation mechanisms of both continuously cooled and annealed microstructures is very

important for processing these alloys for optimum properties, for controlling behavior during thermal

cycling, and for obtaining weldability.

Equilibria along the T'iAI-Nb3 AI pseudobinary section with Nb<30 at% involves phases

based on two distinct fundamental structures: body centered cubic (BCC) at high temperatur and

hexagonal close-packed (HCP) at lower temperatures. The BCC-based phases appear over a wide

range of compositions at high temperatures as either a disordered A2 or an ordered B2 (CsCI-type)

structure depending on the exact temperature and composition [2-5,201. For Ti-Al-Nb alloys the B2

ordering appears to have Ti on one site and Al/Nb on the other site [21). For low Nb content, the

HCP-based structures have a disordered hexagonal a phase at intermediate temperatures and an

ordered hexagonal DO19 phase (Mb3 Al or a2) at low temperatures. At higher Nb contents, the

HCP-based low temperature structure is an orthorhombic O-phase (Ti2AINb) [2,4-6,22]. The DO19
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rucaure involves binary ordering of the a structure wit T'INb occupying one site and Al the other

te [23). The 0-phase structure involves further ternary ordering of the a2 phase with Tli, Al, and

b predominnly occupying three different sites [2,24]. Due to the structural relations (reflected

L the observed Burger's orientation relationships between tie phases [24,7,8,25]) it is well known

Lat the structural changes (transformations) from BCC- to HCP-based phases can be described as

result of:

1) distortions of {110)c planes and changes in their interplanar distances;

2) shuffles, or relative displacement of neighboring (110), planes;

3) reordering that changes the distribution (occupancy) of Ti, Al and Nb atoms among the

lattice sites.

vhere (hkl)W refers to the cubic phase.

In the spirit of the Landau theory of phase transitions [26] a common framework is sought

o describe all of the BCC- and HCP-based phases. Then in principle, a single thermodynamic

otential can be identified as a continuous function of a set of order parameters that describe these

hree types of structural changes. To obtain such a common framework, a site-to-site

:respondence between the structures must be found. Thia correspondence between atom sites in

hese phases can be obtained by a single set of Wyckoff sites of the lowest symmetry phase

:onsidered, which in this case is the orthorhombic O-phase. Changes in the coordinates and

uandaes of the Wyckoff positions are related to the three types of structural changes mentioned

above. Special values of the site occupancy parameters (and lattice parameters) will correspond to

hanges in crystal symmetry that will follow subgroup/mpergroup paths. Analysis of these paths

lad to imprtant information regarding the sequence of phase transitions, possible ansient~states,

interonncios between the structures, and domain interface configurations.
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To make this approach valid, two assumptions are required.

1) The transformations are diffusionless; i.e., no changes in compositions of phases may

occur. The assumption seems to be valid considering the time scale of long-range diffusion

as compared the interatomic jumps or displacemens required for chemical or displacive

ordering respectively;

2) The transformations are coherent; i.e., no discontinuities occur by slip or fracture in order

to relieve internal stress during the phase transformation.

Both assumptions are likely to hold for the Ti-AI-Nb compositions considered either during

sufficiently fast continuous cooling from the high temperature single-phase BCC or B2 field or

during the initial stages of isothermal annealing of the metastable quenched-in phase. Experimental

microstructural results indicate the occurrence of marteisihetype ordering transitions and coherent

structures under these conditions. Phase separation involving long-range compositional diffusionwill

be treated in Part II of this paper.

In Part I of the paper we analyze the possible continuous transformations on cooling in the

Ti-AI-Nb system and the expected features of idealized coherent microstructures. The approach here

is to see the transformations as a sequence of symmetry reductions, and microstructure as a

collection of domains. The microstrucmral features determined by this analysis will be used for

comparison to the actual experimental results of Part H of the paper based on microstructural studies

of three Ti-Al-Nb alloys, mainly by transmission electron microscopy (TEM).

Prediction of the microstructural features relies almost entirely on the known structural and

symmetry relations between the highest and lowest symmetry phases. The necessary infotmation

concerning the symmetry relations is contained in the space group tables of the International Tables

for Crystallography [27, Chapter 7]. Based on this information, maximal group/subgroup symmetry
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relations between phases will be established in Section 2. Each transformation step will be

considered as a symmetry change, and the transformation path as sequence of subgroups. The

symmetry analysis can preclude certain transformation paths, assist in an interpretation of the

observed paths and also predict possible intermediate phases. From the predicted path, domain

structures can be anticipated. Such domain structures will consist of a hierarchical distribution of

interfaces due to the formation of orientational (twin) and translational (anti-phase domain) variants,

(Section 3). It is expected that the formation of domain structures will minimize the elastic energy

arises due to the coherency of transformation. Therefore, low energy, stress free interfaces (SFI)

between orientational domains as well as their nmutual arrangement are considered in Section 4. In

Section 5 results from the previous sections will be summarized to show what microstructures are

expected to be seen for different transformation paths.

2. Group/sbgr= relations between BCC inmm. HCP (IT6mme) and ordered orthorhombic

(Cmcrm) phases.

2.1 Sequence of maximal subgroups.

The Landau theory of phase transition of first or higher order assumes that the symmetry

of the product phase is a subgroup of the parent phase and that the atomic positions of the two

structures are closely related by a set of order parameters. Usually the low tmpeat phase has

symmety lower than the high temperature phase and the decrease in symmetry is known as ordering

while an increase in symmetry is known as disordering. The grouplsubgroup relationship between

the parent and product phases need not be maximall. However in this paper, we will search for a

1 A subgroup H of space group G is called a maximal subgroup of G if there is no subgroup

L of G such that H is a subgroup of L, i.e. G > L > H [271.
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sequence of maximal group/subgroup relationships in order to anticipate all possible (but not

necessarily occurring) intermediate states. Such a sequence can be obtained using the Iternational

Tables for Crystallography [27], where the maximal subgroups and supergroups of all 230

crystallographic space groups are tabulated. Table 1 gives examples of such subgroup tables for

(a) the Im3m space group (e.g. of the BCC structure) and (b) the P63/mmc space group (e.g. of the

HCP structure). Examples of the known structures represented by these subgroups are B2 (Pm3m)

in the Ila subgroups of lm3m and DO19 (P63Immc) in the Uc subgroups of P631mmc.

Often there is no apparent subgroup relation between parent and product phases. Examples

are found for transitions between structures with cubic and hexagonal symmetry, like the phases in

the Ti-AI-Nb system. Here the non-coinciding 3-fold <III> cubic and 6-fold [0001] hexagonal

symmetry axes preclude such a relation. Usually transformations between two phases which do not

have a grouplsubgroup relation are considered reconstructive and not treated by the Landau

approach. A connection between symmetries can be restored in some cases by introducing an

intermediate structure with space group Gt that is either a supergroup of both structures, G, and G2,

or a subgroup of both structures [28]. When qt is a supergroup (also called a paraphase in [28]),

it is at least a group union of the G1 and G2 groups and might not necessarily exist. Such is the case

for the BCC and HCP phases considered here which already have very high symmetry. However

a subgroup, G% can always be found (and not necessarily the trivial group P1) as the intersection

group of G, and G2. In particular, for the disordered BCC and HCP phases with Im•m and

P6./mmc space groups and an orientation of unit cell axes according to the Burger's relationship

(parallel close-packed directions [111W 11 /2D)Jh and planes (I10)J/(0001)h),the intersection group

Gt is the orthorhombic Cmcm, with its c-axis parallel to the [11O]c direction.

The Cmcm space group (with appropriate choice of Wyckoff sites) can represent a structure
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which is close to HCP but differs in symmetry and relative position of the atoms in the basal planes

(Fig. 1). Such an intermediate structure was reported as a marteasitic phase in some Ti alloys [29].

The Cmcm structure can also be considered as the BCC structure distorted by shuffles (relative

shifts) of the (110). planes. In this case the Canc group could have been found procedurally by

taking the intersection of the cubic symmetry and the symmetry of the shuffle displacement wa

(mmm point group symmetry for the (I 10)C1101-type shuffle [30,311). Such symmetry can be locally

present in the premartensitic tweed states of quenched BCC or BCC-based structures, which are also

known to have the (I10)[110]-type soft phonon modes (tweed BCC). 2

Sequences of maximal subgroups were found that connect the highest symmetry cubic and

hexagonal space groups to the low symmetry orthorhombic intursection" space group (Fig. 2). Tihis

sequence incldes all known equilibrium phases observed in alloys near the Ti3AI-Nb 3A1 section

with less than 30 at% Nb. The figure incudes sequences along disordered (BCQ and ordered (B2)

branches of the high temperatu phases. In the figure the space groups are connected to each other

with arrows indicating Tmmea . The numbers shown are the indices of symmetry

reductions between two neighboring subgroups (the index of a subgroup is the ratio of the number

of symmetry elements in a group to that of the subgroup). These integers give the number of lower

symmetry variants (domains) that would be possible if a transition from high to the low symmetry

occurred. Inclined arrows indicate symmetry changes due to atomic site (Wyckoff) position changes

2 The use of an intesction group to create continuity of group/subgroup relations has been
succeusfilly used in a study of the formation of 0ttype phases from a B2 high-tempersare phase in
a different region of the Ti-Al-Nb system containing 37.5 at% Al and 12.5 at% .Nb [32]. In this
case the [1111(111) shuffle displacement wave of the omega transition has the cylindrical coh
symmetry (for coinciding wave and polarization vectors) [301. The intersection point group of the
m~m (BCC and the coh (with the mirror plane h parallel to one of the < 111 >, directions) has the
trigonal Sm point group symmetry. The POml space group (3m. point group) is obtained from the
intsection of space groups of the two stable phases, the high-empeature B2 (Pmrm) and the low-
temperature hexagonal B82 (P631mmc). The structure with the trigonal Plml symmetry was indeed
observed as an intermediate state in the transformation path.
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leaving the occupancy fixed, Le., displacive ordering. Vertical arrows indicate symmetry changes

due primarily to changes in atomic sie occupancy, Le., chemical ordering. Slight adjustments of

site positions and occupancies due to the now atomic environments will accompany the chemical and

displacive ordering respectively. As descibed in Section 3, one possible tranformation sequence

for the formation of the lowest symmetry orthorhombic phase from BCC will involve symmetry

increase (supergroup formation) from the A20 structure to the A3 structure. In this case no new

variants are formed.

2.2 Intermediate subgroups and their corresponding structures.

In addition to the space groups of the Ti-Al-Nb equilibrium phases, (A2(BCC):Inmn,

B2:Pm~m, A3(HCP):P6/mmc, DO 9:P4lmme and 0-phaseTi2AlM:Cmcm), several other space

groups must be introduced in order to keep the subgroup relation maximal (Fig. 2).

Crystallographic structures corresponding to the space groups in Fig. 2 are shown in Fig. 3 and 4

(with occupancies relevant for the ternary Ti-AI-Nb alloys). These figures assume an atom to atom

correspondence between the structures. In Fig. 3 all of the structures are presented in a common

projection normal to their close-packed planes. Frames of both the largest unit cell (of the O-phase)

and of the particular crystal structure unit cells are also shown. Analysis of the intermediate

structures lead to the following details.

The 14/mmm and Fmmm structures (obtained from the disordered BCC, Im-m) and the

P41mmm and Cmmm structures (obtained from the ordered B2, Pm3m) represent homognIous

strain of the cubic lattice. The 14/mmm (Wyckoff position 2a) and P4/mmm (Wyckoff positions la

and 1d) ar tetragonally distorted along the cubic <100> direction. The Fmmm and Cmmm are

structures with different distortions along two orthogonal cubic <011> directions (with Wyckoff
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positions 4a and 2a, 2c, respectively, and a doubled unit cell, recentered and rotated by 45"

(a'-a+b; b'-a-b). The homogeneous strains of ortorbombic symmetry do not change the number

of atoms per primitive cell - there remains one atom/cell for the dsdered and two atomscell for

the ordered structures (Fig. 4).

The overall orthorhombic distortion of the cubic structure, if not supported by ordering, is

most probably unstable for materials with simple metallic bonding. Therfore, these structures are

not expected to exist as metastable states but rather represent a homogeneous strain accompanying

(and selecting the orientation of) the subsequent symmetry reduction by shuffle displacement (from

Fmmm and Cmmm to Cmcm and Pmma, respectively).

Structures corresponding to the Cmcm and Pmma space groups are known in the literatur

as the Sukturbeidct A20 (a-U prototype) and Big (AuCd prootpe), respectively. These

stctures can be obtained by heterogeneous shuffles of pairs of (110). planes of either disordered

or ordered cubic structure (corresponding to either 100 or 010 planes of the Fmnum and Cmmm,

respectively (Fig. 4)). The amplitude of the shuffle displacement wave is reflected in the parameters

of the y coordinate of Wyckoff positions: 4c (Oy,114) for the Cmcm structure and 2e (14,y1,O);2f

(1/4,y2 ,1/2) for Pmam. The symmetry changes do n=t depend on the size of the displacent. The

effect of the shuffles on the disordered Fmmm (010) is that its mirror planes are changed into

diagonal glide planes, and all two-fold axes disappear, as shown in Fig. 5 which compares the

symmetry elements of these two space groups. The Cmcm structure (or equivalently Amam for the

Fmmm coordinate system) has a shifted coordinate origin at either 0,-1/4,-1/4or 0,1/4,1/4 (in order

to have coincidence of common symmetry elements as shown in Fig. 5). Similarly, for the odered

Cmmm (010) mirror planes and two-fold axes disappear; and the symmetry became Pmam (or

conventional Pmma [27] with a permutation of the b and c axes). A new coordinate origin of the
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Pmma is also at ± 1/4,0,1/4.

The two origins correspond to two translational variants, with a (0,1/2,0) displaement

vector. Formally, from the maximal subgroup relations [27], the tanslational variants are the result

of a lattice decentering. Structurally, the formation of the two variants can be described by shuffle

displacement waves that are out of phase by a half period in opposite directions. Because of the

displacive nature of ordering, a translational interface between them has a stacking fault nature with

atomic distances different from the bulk material. We will discuss details of the interface structure

later.

For some special values of Wyckoff positions (y coordinates) and/or of lattice parameters,

a structure can degenerate into a structure of higher symmetry. Such a higher symmetry strcture,

the hexagonal P631mmc (Fig. 3), occurs for the disordered Cmcm when the shuffles are such that

Wyckoff position parameter y is /3 and the ratio of lattice parameters, b/a, is/3. For the ordered

orthorhombic Pmma such a symmetry increase by displacement is precluded by the chemical order

inherited from the B2. The disordered hexagonal P63/mmc is expected to be more stable than the

disordered orthorhombic Cmcm; in a hard sphere approximation P63/mmc has higher entopy (due

to its higher symmetry) while interaction energies are comparable. No thrmodynamic barrier for

the Cmcm (A20) to P63/mnc (A3) transition is expected, and therefore the disordered Cmcm

structure is believed to be unstable. This conclusion cast doubts on the existence of the truly

diodered othorhombic iamrsie [29]. (Neverthelu disordered Cmcm(A20) structums are

known for U, Am, Ce, Ga with nonspherical electron densities). Conversely, the Pma structure

(B19) could well be a stable or a metastable phase and exist as a transient state. Indeed mnmeous

B19 phases are known in different systems as either metastable (martensitic) or stable phases, e.g.,

AuCd and NiTi.
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Mw sftucturm with the lowest symmetry, the o-pbase, also has the cmcm space group and

ternary ordering on trme Wyckoff positions, 4c1, 4c2 and 8g. The O-phas translations on basal

(001)o plane are twice that of the binary ordered Pmma (Big). The structure can be obtained by

ordering either Pmma (B19) or P6NImmc (DO19). T7e DO19 structure itself can be obtained by

binary ordering of the disordered HCP (M3) and could be in a intermediate rmetstable state.

2.3. Description of structures as special cases of the lowest synmmetry Cmcm.

To summarize, the stuctures from the group/subgroup sequence can be described in terms

of the lowest symmetry Cmcm space group corresponding to the T'2AINb phase. The

o•thorhmbic structure has tmree Wyckoff positions, 4c , (Oyt1,/4), 4c2 (O,y2,1/ 4) and 8g

(x3 ,y3 ,114). Special values of the Wyckoff coordinates, the site occupancies, and the ratios of the

orthorhobic lattice parameters can descritb all the strcture. The results are summaized in Table

2 where the space groups, Struckturbercht name, prototypes, restrictions on lattice parameters (if

any), occupancies (genral values and measured values for Ti,AM,Nb) and coordinates of the

Wyckoff sites are presented. From the schematic representation of the data in Fig. 3 one can

visualize the transformation sequence as a continuous change of atomic sites occupancies and

positions within the framework of the O-phase. Regardless of whether the transformations occur

by a continuous mechanism, the common geometrical description of the known equilibrium phases

permits the realization, in principle, of a single Ihaodymc potential representing all of the

phases U a function of a set of order pmmeer based on the site positions and occupancies.

3. Tranformation paths. ttMs and hierarhv of domai interfaces.

The formal crystallographic sequence of group/subgroup relations (Fig. 2 and 3) suggests
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different ways that the cohebret phase transformations from die high temperature BCC (lm3m) phase

might occur in reality. While the direct formation of dfe lowe symmetry phase by a recontucve

ransfomation is possible, microsuiral evidence presented in Part H1 suggests ft contrary. The

taformation proceeds by steps according to the sequence which imply metsable transient phases.

Each transiet phase may exist over some temperature ntrval between upper (to the supergroup

phase) and lower (to the subgroup phase) critical tempaatures (or temperatures of phase instability

for Ist order transitions). Each transformation step of the sequence will reduce a crystal of the

higher symmetry phase into lower symmetry phase variants (except A20 - A3 where an increase

of symmetry does not lead to new variants). The orientation and relative translation of the variants

will be related to each other by the symmetry operations of the preceding higher symmetry phase

that disappeared after the t ition. herefore a hierarchical (in a sene of both symmetry reduction

and domain interface dishtaution) is expected. Assuming th nucleatio of different

low symmetry phase variants in each variant of the high symmetry phase and the absence of

significant domain coarsening, a hierarchy of mi'o-structural scale is also expected. The

transformation sequence can then be recognized by the way in which the variants of the lowest

symmetry phase are grouped.

Starting from the A2 (BCC) phase, the lowest symmetry O-phase can be obtained along

different traformation paths (different sequences of tasformaion steps). Using the maximal

subgroups relations in Fig. 2 and reasoning about the stability of structures discussed in 2.2, one

finds that following three trnsformation paths are feasible:

[12] [Il [41 (31

Imim(A2) - Cmcm(A20) -. P63Immc(A3) -- P63/mmc(D 19) - Cmcm(o) (3.1)
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[2] [121 [2]

hnkmA2)-. Pndm(2)- Pma(Bg9) -Cmcm(O) (3.2)

[121 [21 [21

IagmA2) -- Cmcm(A20) -- Pnmna(B9) - Cmc(O) (3.3)

where the umbers in brackets are the number of variants possible after symmetry the change.

The mio reting from thse sequences will otisist of the same O-phase but with

ditnctly diffrent hierarchies and types of interfaces. The type of mierfaces, eiter rotational,

tmnslational or mbxed, is obvious from the - relation. Each symmetry reduction has

necessarily more then one variant of the low symmery phase. Variant generating operations and

tir matrices, g, can be obtained with the help of the International Tables for Crystallography 27

fromthe it f SM NU Q~d=of the spac group, after excluding the symmetry operations

of the subgroup ited in the Maxi zbM s table (see Table 1).

The number of variants in each transition is equal to the index of the subgroup (square

brackets in Fig. 2 and in (3.1) - (3.3)). For a sequence of transitions the inumb of lowest

symmetry phase variants (with respect to die highes symmetry phase) will be the product of indices

for each step. For h thansrm ao paths, (3.2) and (3.3), the nnmber of variants is the saw;

viz., 48 (2u12x2 or 12x2x2). For the tnsformtion path, (3.1), more variants occur, viz., 144

(12xlx4x3) because of the hexagonl symmetry present as mw rniediate state. The index of 12

in (3.1)-(3.3)lis the product (3x2x2) of indices of die indivdual maximal subgroups, that ac~tDpU*s

the homogneous distortion and the shuffles between 1m. and Cmcmn or between Pmnm and

PmmL
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The maximal subgroups in [27] (e.g. shown in Table 1) are divided into isomorphic and non-

isomorphic subgroup classes. The isomorphic subgroups (iic) differ from their parent group only

by a translation group; Le.. an increased unit cell size (e.g., HCP to DO1 9 ordering which maintins

the same rotation group but doubles the unit cell dimensions in the basal plane). Tie non-isomorphic

class is divided into three subclasses. Class la, in which the unit cell is decentered, will have

translational variants similar to the isomorphic subgroups (e.g. ordering of BCC (Inm) to

B2(Pm3m)). Class lib, in which the unit cell is decentered and enlarged, will also have only

translational variants (e.g ordering in the Fe-Al system of the B2(Pmn3m) to the DO3 (Fmzm) phase).

Therefore variants of these Classes, Ba, lIb and lc, are purely translational. The third type of non-

isomorphic subgroup is Class I (t subgroups), which retain all translatioa, and have only rotational

variants (e.g. transition in the YBa2Cu3O7.S high T. supeconductor from the tetragonal P4Immm

to the orthorhombic Pnmmm superconducting phase). For non-maximal subgroups

translational/rotational combinations ame possible. In Table 3, the type of interfaces which are

created in each group/subgroup transformation step of the transformation paths (3.1)-(3.3) are

summarized.

In the case of coherent structure formation, the contacting volumes of the different variants,

which form differently oriented or shifted lattices with respect to each other, are known respectively

as rotational and translational domins. Mixed rotaional/ranslaional domains are also possible for

transitions with non-maximal subgroup relation. A single rotational variant of a transformation

usually has slightly different orientation of axes with respect to its parent than those following the

structural correspondence. The orkntation depends on the kind of variant of the surrounding

domains and the interface orientation. In general, the number and orientation of coexisting domains

as well as the configuration of the domain interfaces, i.e., the domainsl., um, depend on the

thermodynamics and kinetics of the phase transformation.
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Two major factors will effect the morphology and the orientation of equilibrium n -

their surface energy and their bulk elastic energy due to the misfit between different variants and

between the matrix and different variants. For rotational domains the self-strains generate significant

long range strain and one expects elastic energy minimization to dominate the selection of the

interface patterns, as described in detail in section 4. For translational domains, (class 11 subgroup

transitions) there is no change of crystal system (e.g cubic to cubic lattice in the BCC -- B2

transition), and therefore only dilatational strains are expected. Thus the surface energy, or more

precisely its anisotropy, controls the morphology. However, as many examples from ordered alloys

show, these surface energies oftn have weak anisotropy and domain walls are isotropic and wavy.

This is especially true for chemical (subitional or interstitial) ordering [331. Based on this, wavy

isotropic interfaces are expected for the following transitions presented in Table 3: Im-,. - Pmrm,

P631mmc(A3) - P6/mmc(D 19), Cmcm(A20) - Pmma(Bl9) and Pmma(B19) -, Cmcm(O). Less

clear are two cases of translational domains in the Im3m -o Cmcm (A20) and the Pm3m -- Pmma

(B19) transitions as discussed in detail in Appendix A & B.

4. Equilibrium structure of rotational domains: interfaces and their arrangement.

For rotational domains the elastic energy dominates the interftcial energy for sufficiently

coarse structures. We will only comside equilibrium features of rotational domain structures which

minimize elastic energy while ignoring their interfacial energy. For interfaces with equivalent elastic

energy, the interfacial energy, which can be different for different types and orientations of

interfaces (even for the same pair of variants), determines the relative stability.

It is convenient to subdivide the elastic problem into two steps. First, we will consider the

simplest domain structure - two domains of two different variants. Secondly, using results for the
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domain pairs, we will discuss the domain structures consisting of more than two domains. The

r lmts, firm discussed in general terms, will be applied to two transformations in the Ti-Al-Nb

system involving rotational domains: cubic to orhorhombic ( - C- cmn Pmrm -. Pmma) and

hexagonal to orthorhombic (P63/mmc -* Cmcm).

4.1 Pairs of Domains.

The most important characteristic which determines a domain structure is if-distortion, So,

or its symmetric part, self-strain, e-. The self-strain is a homogeneous macroscopic sain that

accompanies each phase transformation. The inhomogeneous strains associated with shuffles can

be neglected since their effects cancel over a few atomic dimensions. Different variants of each

transformation are characterize by different self-strain tensors according to different orientations

of the crystal axes of the variants, and therefore of the principal axes of the tensor. The self-strain

tensors of two differem variants, e.g. I and 2, are connected by the following relation:

e1j(2) = g~gjf1 d(l) (4.1)

where g& is the matrix of one of the parent phase space group symmetry operators which are not

a part of the space groups of the two variants. Operating on the self-strain tensor of one variant

with these lost symmetry element generate the self-strain tensors for the other variant. Examples

of these matrices for the hex -. 0-phase and the BCC -. 0pase transformations are given in the

Appendix A.

In a coherent crystalline system incompatibility of the self-strains on both sides of the

inerface between domains creates internal stress originating from the interface. Such stress will not
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arise, and a stress-free interface (SFI) will result if

1) the interface is planar, and

2) the self-strains on both sides are compatible; i.e., no discontinuity of displacements occurs

at the interface.

To meet the requirement of compatibility it is necessary and sufficient that the difference between

two self-strains can be represented as the symmetric part of a diadic product of two unit vectors, m

and n,:

Aej = e-,(2) - eij() = %s(n ng + nmj) (4.2)

where n% is a vector normal to the planar interface considered, n is a vector orthogonal to the mj,

and s is a scalar measure of self-strain difference [33]. The rotation of the variants necessary to

maintain contact between the domains is given as

S= - (4.3)

When the strain difference given in Eq.(4.2) is combined with the relative rotation of domains given

in Eq.(4.3), a simple shear will describe the relationship between the two domains. The disrtmon

tensor descrbing this simple shear ia ether snM along a plane with m normal in the direction a or

smA along the plane with n normal in the direction m. These simple shears are twin shears, and

the domains can be considered as twins with two twinning planes, m or n, normal to each other.

One of these twinning planes coincides with a mirror plane of the parent crystal structure (which is

not a symmetry element of the variants under consideration) and therefore has rational indiceS The

other one can be a plane with irrational indices in coordinates of the parent crystal. The rational

mirror plane corresponds to type I twinning, whereas the second, irrational plane, corresponds to
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type 11 twinning [34]. Using a simple two-dimensional example of a square to a rectangle (p4mm

to p2mm) transition, Fig. 6 illustrates the operations described above. (Only Type I twinning occur

in this example.)

The orientation of SFI's as well as the domain misorientations can be found directly from

Eq.(4.2) in the coordinate system of the principle axes of the strain difference tensor Ael- [33,35].

For all other coordinate systems it is convenient to transform Eq(4.2) by multiplying it by 3qxj,

where xi is an arbitrary vector belonging either to the m (xmi = 0) or n (xn= 0) SFI planes to

obtain [36]

xI(ejj(2) - ejj(l))xj = 0 (4.4)

This quadratic equation splits into the product of two linear equations whose solutions determine the

coordinates of two SFI planes. (The absence of a solution of Eq. (4.4) implies that the difference

between the self-strains of the variants can not be represented in the diadic form of Eq. (4.2), and

therefore a domain pair generated by these variants cannot have a SFI.)

Both equivalent equations, (4.2) and (4.4), were obtained with the assumption that the self-

strains are small [33, 36]. However, Eq.(4.4) can be easily generalized to avoid the small-strain

approximation using standard finite deformation analysis. A plane belonging to the parent phase

becomes a SF1 if any vector xk in that plane, after being transformed, will have the same length in

both variants. In variant (1) the vector xk becomes X(.) = (6& + Sk(l))xk, where 6&5 is a unit

matrix, S&(1) is a self-distortion tensor of the variant 1. The variant (2) transforms the samevector

xk into Y.(2) -(6& + Sap2 ))xk. The equality ofthe lengths (K2(1) = X(2)) leads to an equation

similar in its form to Eq.(4.4) but where
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Eq.(4.5) is a strain tensor commonly used to descm-be finite deformation and provides an exact

definition of self-strain as a symmetric tensor based on the known self-distortion tensor of a

transformations, and it includes a quadratic term of the distortion tensor, SU. For weakly first order

and second order ferroelastic-type transformations, the quadratic term can be neglected in the

vicinity of transformation because S• (related to the order parameter) is small. For strongly first

order martensitic transformations, with large distortions, the quadratic term can be considerable.

Besides the solutions corresponding to the rational mirror planes in the parent phase,

Eq.(4.4) has solutions that depend on the lattice parameters of the product phases, and therefore

yield orientations that are generally irrational and depend on transformation temperature and the

phase compositions. The solutions for orientations of SFIs for 94 different combinations of higher

and lower point groups, relevant for ferroelastic transformation, are given by Sapriel by solving

Eq.(4.4) [36]. For the transitions considered in this work, namely for BCC/B2 to

orthorhombictHCP structures (Imn3m(A2) -. Cmcm(A20)/P6 3/mmc(A3) and Pm3m(B2)-'Pmma(B19)

) and for HCP to orthorhombic ( P63/mmc(DO19) --P Cmcm(O-phase) ), specific forms of Eq.(4.4)

and its solutions are given in Appendix A. For the HCP - orthorhombic transformation, there we

only symmetric SFIs of the (liO10h and {112 0)h types (the irrational solution degenerates into a

symmetric one). The SFIs correspond to {110) and (130), respectively, when transformed to

coordintes of the O-phase. For the BCC -- orthorhombic (or similarly HCP) transformation, there

are three SFI of the {100}, type, six of the 11l0), type, and six irrational {hhk)} types with h/k

ratios depending on the lattice parameters of the orthorhombic (or hexagonal) phase. The iational

PSFs correspond to 1021)o and 1221)o, respectively, when transformed to coordinates of the 0-

phase. The {hhk),-type interfaces in the O-phase coordinates are of the form {1,(s-1),2(s+l))o
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where s=k/Lh. The Jhhk), interfaces, when calculated for the lattice parameters of the DO19 or 0

phases taken from the lterature [41, are found to be close to 115S}) and 144, respectively. The

pair of orthogonal interfaces between different pairs of variants are summarized in Table 4 where

the labeling of the pairs is given according to Fig. A.2.

4.2 Polydomain Structures

Two rotational domains separated by a planar SF1 are a unique morphology that avoids long

range elastic stress fields. Two domains cannot be bounded by the two conjugate orthogonal SFIs

as shown in Fig. 7a, because the corner where these SFIs intersect each other would be a

disclination, and therefore a source of a long-range distortion.

"The optimal shape of one domain included ins another is a plate with a small thickness

to length ratio. (Eprimentally the plates usually are found lenicular.) If the wide facets of the

plate are SFI's, the stress field would be concentrated only near the plate edge, in a manner similar

to a dislocation loop field (Fig. 7b) [35, 371. This long range field can be reduced if a packet of

plato-like domains is formed (Fig. 7c). If the boundaries of the packets (imaginary planes through

the plate edges) are aligned parallel to the conjugate SF1 plane n of the SF1 plane of the individual

plates, m, then interfeece of the edge fields cancels the long-range stress field components. Such

planparallel packets (also named in the literatuve as poltwle (by analogy with polysynthetic

twins), or polydomains) are a typical element of domain morphology.

1The polytwin as a whole can be considered as an effective "domain" of second order in a

hierarchy of domain structures [33,371. By analogy domain structures of even higher order can also

be constructed. Examples of a domain structure of 2nd order for the BCC -- Ort transition
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consisting of 3 variants are discussed below and illustrated in Fig. 8.

"Iwe pseudo-SFIs between polytwins can be determined by the same Eqs. (4.4) and (4.5),

where e% (or Sq) is an &yC= self-strain of the polytwin as a whole. For example, the equations

for the SFI between the polytwin consisting of domains I and 2 and the polytwin consisting of I and

3is

xj(euj(1,2) - eij(1,3))xj = 0 (4.6)

The average self-distortions Sq(1,2) and S-(1,3) are expressed through an average distortion of the

polytwins

Sq(1,2) = (1-a)Su(1) + ashy2) (4.7a)

SV(1,3) = (l-P)Sq(1) + PSjj(3) (4.7b)

where a (or P) is the fraction of domains 2 (or 3) in polytwin (1,2) (or 1,3), and where the

distortions SU(1), S,-•2) and Ss-3) include the spplentaiy rotations (Eq. (4.3)) of the domains in

the polytwins required for conserving coherency.

In general, to determine the psmdo-SFI between polytwins, the firtions a and P must be

known. If a = P, the stress free boundary between polytwin (1,2) and polytwin (1,3) may run

along the SFI between domains 2 and 3. For that, a line of iersection of the 1,2 SFI and the 1,3

SFI has to belong to the 2,3 SFI. For the BCC -- ORT transformation there are three different

interfaces of this type between polytwins consisting of 3 types of domains: along (100}c, 1110)c and
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{h11I according to the three possible onientations of the SFI's between the domains given in Table

4. Using Table 4 it is not difficult to find all possible second order polydomain morphologies for

the a = j case. Such morphologies for three-variant structures are represented in Fig. 8. It is very

likely that such structures with a = • correspond to a minimal energy.

While interfaces between polytwins that satisfy Eqs. 7, 8 have no long-range stress field, they

do have microstresses distributed in the packet boundary. Even in the case of good matching (a -

A), the rotation between different domains causes microstresses which can be described as fields

from disclination dipoles. These microstresses at the boundary could manifest themselves during

annealing as sites for further microstructural change.

The approach of packing first, second, and higher order effective domains can be applied

in principle for the analysis of any hierarchy of domain structures. The scale of such hierarchical

structures should be determined by the competition between the short-range microre distributed

in the packet boundaries that tend to disperse the structure and the effective interfacial energy that

tends to coarsen the structure3. The number of the variants in the polydomain structure which are

necessary to accommodate the self strain depends on. boundary conditions. For a polydomain

structure inside an untransformed matrix, the simplest polytwin that has an invariant plane boundary

with the matrix is sufficient [39,40]. If the boundary of the region to be transformed is fixed, e.g.

it coincides with a grain boundary, mininmm elastic energy corresponds to the minimum average

self-strain of the region, or zero average shear. This condition can be achieved only when all

3 As shown by [33,35,371, similar hierarchical structures can also be formed by dAmains
consisting of different phases. For example, the structure morphologically similar to the 3-domain
structure in Fig. 8 can be created by incorporating two domains of the 0- phase inside of which
there is one domain of the hexagonal DO19 phase (domain 1). The geometry of such a heterophase
structure will be analyzed in Part II.
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variants take part in the polydomain structure. "1e number of the variants determines an internal

hierarchy of the polydomain structure.

5. Expected Microstructures and Transformation Paths

The present analysis suggests that three different types of domain structures are possible for

a single phase microstructure of the O-phase depending on the transformation path traversed. The

paths are summarized by Eqns. 3.1.3.2 and 3.3 in the form of subgroup sequences. These paths

differ primarily as to whether the hexagonal symmetry phases or the B19 phase occurs at an

intermediate stage of transition. The path involving the hexagonal phases (Eqn. 3.1) involves the

formation of a supergroup; Le., the intermediate orthorhombic A20 structure transforms to the

hexagonal A3 by pure displacement In general this is impossible (as a. pure displacive

transformation) if the parent phase has either long or short range chemical order of a type which

would have been required to adjust to form the higher symmetry [411. Thus path 3.1 is only

possible for alloys quenched from a disordered BCC phase.

For Ti-AI-Nb alloys quenched from a B2 phase field, path 3.2 is clearly expected. The path

is characterized by the presence of the B19 structure as an intermediate stage of transition, which

in this case forms by a purely displacive transition from B2. The B19 phase could also form from

an alloy quenched from the disordered BCC field by path (3.2) or by path (3.3). This latter path

involves the formation of the B19 structure from the orthorhonbic A20 by a pure ordering reaction

between Ti and AM/Nb. Experimentally, evidence for the occurrence of one of the three paths can

be obtained with microsauctural information for the transient existence of B19 or A3 phases in the

final O-phase domain structure. In alloys near the Tt3AI-Nb3AI section of the ternary system, the
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tendency towards B2 order in the high temperaure BCC phase is strongest for alloys near TANb

because the two Wyckoff sites of the B2 are known [211 to be filled with Ti and a mixtuL of Al and

Nb. Thus paths to the 0-phas involving the B19 phase are most likely for alloys with Nb contents

around 25at%, while the path to the O-phase involving the hexagonal phase is expected for lower

levels of N%.

The microstructural development for the three paths is depicted in Fig. 9, starting from a

large grain single phase BCC and ending with single phase orthorhombic. It is assumed that the

interface configuration does not change significantly after formation at each stage of the

transformation. All three paths, in their first stages, have similar microstrucuires Composed of

orthorhombic phase domains (either disordered Cmcm(A20) for path 3.1 and 3.3 or ordered

Pmma(B19) for path 3.2). According to the discussion in Sec.4, the domains will form a polytwin

morphooy with SEU parallel to e•it•r {(100}, {110). or conjugate (bhk)cplanes. In path 3.2, tde

BCC -- B2 ordering precedes the formation of the orthothombic phase but does not influence the

formation and morphology of the polytwin structure. The APBs due to this ordering (curved lines)

separate either interconnected or closed volume domains and may be found continuously crossing

the polytwin domains. If path 3.2 starts from the B2 phase, such APBs will be absent.

Inside the polytwin plate-like domains, as Fig. 9 shows, anisotropic planar interfaces

(schematically represented as rectangles, or straight lines for interfaces connected to twin

boundaries) separate two translational domains resulting from antiphase shuffles (formally due to the

Fmmm -- Cmcm and Cm=m -- Pmma symmetry changes). The anisotropy is expected because of

the stacking fault nature of the interface structure. Because of the anisotropy the interfaces are

distinct for each orthorhombic phase variant orientation.
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After the formation of the polytwin shuctr by displacive ordering, the next step in all hree

tramsformation paths is chemical ordering. For path 3.1 the ordering involves two steps. First, A3

- D0 19 orderi of t hexagonal lattice (between Al and WM) results in a four Uaslational

domain struchure with isotropic interfaces shown in Fig. 9 as thin lines with triple Jýmcions. Some

of t interfaces are shown to coimcide with previously formed translational iterface. Mbese

coinciding segments will have a strucmre where changes in both atomic environment and distances

are combined. Secondary ordering (DO19 -- 0-phase) between Ti and Nb results in a second

polytwin domain strucure with planar interfaces running through the D019 APBS, which are not

effected by the secondary ordering. ib interfaces in the same primary plate can have different

orien Ations (either orthogonal or 60 rotated) as discussed in Appendix A and shown in Fig. 9.

In path 3.2, the ordering (B19 -- O-phase) between Al and Nb results in a two domain

structure, with isotropic in-t or cosed inerfaces. Due to the presumed lower temperature

of transformation for this stage, the size of these aniphase domains is shown in Fig. 9 smaller then

of those from the first BCC -. B2 ordering. If the path starts from the B2 phase only the second

type of antiphase domains will occur in the final microstructure.

In path 3.3 there are two steps of chemical ordering - the first one between Ti and AlINb

atoms (A20 -- B19) and the second one between Al and Nb (B19 -- 0-phase) - resulting in isotropic

interfacýs. Again, due to the difference in the presumed temperatur of transformation, the size of

thee antphase domains may be differet. Hwever te difference, as it is shown in Fig. 9, is les

than for path 3.2, and this is the only diffeec in these two final microstruchu.
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AM diLA SFIs for the P63I/mnc(DO 9) -- Cmcm(O) (61mmm-- mmm) transition.

The snutural relation between the phases (o - orthohombi¢; h - hexagonal) gives the

following lattice correspondence: a -= alia; b -= al, + 2a2h; C -= %. Fig. A.I shows

stereographic projections of the point groups of the hexagonal and of the orthorhombic phase

variants, according to the lattice correspondence. When the symmetry elements of a pair of variants

are compared, we find a set of two orthogonal mirror planes which belong to the parent phase but

not to the pair considered. E.g., for variants 2 and 3 in Fig. A.I, the set of lost mirror planes is

x = 0andy =0. Similarly, for the 1/2 and 1/3 pairs ofdomains the sets are yix = tan30°

v-3/3, y/x = tan 120* = 4/3 and y/x = tan 60 =-V/3, y/x = tan 150* = AV3/3, respectively.

Being mirror planes, and therefore twinning planes, the three sets are planar SFIs running parallel

to the z-axis.

The same results can be obtained by solving Eqn. (4.4). For this purpose, the self-strain

tensor of the three variants must be first determined. For variant 1 in Fig. A. 1, the self-strain tensor

will be

CI 0 0
e(1) = 0 e2 0 (A. 1)

0 0 e3

where

•- a + a2/2; e2 b + bV2; e3 c + c2/2.

I
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with

a a°-a .cb-b--* c -C,.

all rCC

The self-strain tensor for the other two variants will be obtained using Eqn. (4.1). The

variant generating symmetry operation in that case is chosen to be the three-fold anti-clock-wise

rotation (g - 3-), so that e,4(3) = 3- 3- ed(1) and ej(2) = 3- 3- %(3) (see Fig. A. 1). In order to

do calculations in orthogonal coordinates, the matrix of the three-fold rotation must be presented in

the same coordinates. It is found as

-1/2 -4I2 0

3; = /-2 -1/2 0 (A-2)

0 0 1

After matrix multiplication we find that

44 44

e(3)= _F3_+r _4b 3-+.4 0 (A-3)

4 4 4 4

0 0 C

and

_-__-(- A - 1 0.(A.4)

0 00

Eqn. 4 for the SI interfaces between variants 3 and 1 will be
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[e#(3)-()]xx, = x I-yJ-+-I-xy=O (A-5)

or

(y - V3x)(y + xA/3) = 0. 4
Two solutions for the quadratic equation are y/x = •'3 and y/x WV3/3 and they do not depend

on the parameters a, b and c. These'are the same mirror planes found with the help of the J
stereographic analysis performed above. Solutions for the other variants can be found similarly, and

they are the remaining mirror planes of the 6/mmm with y/x = 313, 43 (for the 1/2 variants) and

x = 0, y = 0 (for the 2/3 variants). A pair of variants can be identified unambiguously from their

interface orientation.

Appm& B. SFts for the hn3(A2) -- Cmcm(A20) and Pm3m(B2) -. Pmma(B19);

i.e., the (m3m -. mmm) transition.

The structural relation between the phases (c - cubic; o - orthorhombic) gives the following

lattice correspondence: a , .- a1 ; bo = a ,p + ,&; c = - aj According to the lattice

correspondence, Fig. A.2 shows the stereographic projections of the point groups and the

crystailographic axes of the parent cubic (m3m) and its six subgroup variants of the orthodhombic

(mmm) phases. Comparing symmetry elements belonging to a pair of the variants with those of the

parent cubic, we can find mirror planes of the parent (but missing in the product variants) tha reflect

the variants into each other. The mirror planes serve as the SFls. For a pair of variants sharing

the as axis (1/2, 314 and 516 pairs in Fig. A.2), there are two orthogonal mirror planes of,(100)}

type (parallel to the a, axis). For the other pair of variants, not sharing a common direction, there

is only one such mirror plane, of O110). type. Orthogonal to the (110) plane is either a (hfik)} or
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a {hhk}E plane, generaUy of an irrational orientation which depends on the ratio of the lattice

parameters. In order to find h and k, eqn.(4) must be solved.

We solve Eqn. (4.4) in the coordinate system of the cubic phase shown in Fig. A.2. First,

we find the self-strain tensors of the six variants using the variant ge awing operators, Eqn. (4.1).

All variants can be generated by the mirror plane operations, starting from the firs variant

e(2) = mloomloe(l); e(5) = mlo-Imto-te(l); e(4) = m011mue(l);

(B.1)

e(6) = mnoimone(5); e(3) = mloomlooe(4).

Matrices for the mirror planes are given in Table 11.4 of The bernational Tables for

C t ( [37]. Ile self-strain tensor for variant 1 (see Fig. A.2) in the coordinates of the

variant is

a 0
e4'(1) = 0 b 0(B)

where

a -a ;b= ; c= 4 ;

and at, ao, b., c. are the lattice parameters of the cubic and the disordered orthorhombic phase (for

the ordered O-phase half of their values of a. and b. should be used).
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In order to obtain the e'•(1) tensor in cubic coordinates, the tensor's axes must be rotated

450 around [100]©, which is obtained by the rotation and permutation matrix

"a = - ; m = r (B.3)

The tensor eij(l) in cubic coordinates is then

e4,4) = alt a,, eL() =.B A 0 (B4)
00

where A = ll2(b + c); B = 1/2(c - b); C = a.

The self-strain tensors for other variants are:

A -B0 A 0B

e0,(2) =-B A 0 e(3) =0 C 0 ;

eý(4) 0C 0 e5. 0 B6

A 0

co(4) = 0 A -J9s) (B.7)
0 -B

-BA
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Eqn.(4) for the S1 interfaI between variants I and 2 will be

0 2B 0
(e( 2 )-eq(l))xxj = 2B 0 xx, = xy = 0 (BS)

000

Solutions are the symmetric x = 0, (100)., and y = 0, (010)., the twinning mirror planes expected

from symmetry.

For variants 1 and 3 Eqn. 4 is

08B -B

(e(3)-e,())xx,xj = B A-C 0 xx= (y-)2Bx+(A-C)(y+z)j = 0 (B.9)

-B 0 C-A

One solution of the equation is the expected symmetric case, y = z, which corresponds to the (011),

crystallographic plane. The second, non-symmetric case, is 2Bx + (A-C)(y + z) = 0. This is

the equation of a plane having a normal n where n. = 2B, ný = (A-C), and nz = (A-C). This plane

has (hkk), Miller indexes, and therefore orthogonal to the (01%)c. The ratio of h to k is 2B1(A-C),

or 2(c-b)I(b+c-2a) and depends only on the lattice parameters of the orthorhombic phases (h/k =

2(2c. -b.)/y(b + 2c, - 2,2a,)). For the lattice parameters of the Ti-AI-Nb D019 and 0 phases [4],

the Miller indexes are close to (i 5 5)c and (1 4 4)c, respectively.

Similarly, the solutions for all 15 pairs of domains were found. The results are given in

Table 4. There are 30 (N=6x5) SFhs, of which only 21 are different orientations: 3 of the (100)c

type, 6 of the {110}) type and 12 of the {hkkIc type.
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Fig. A.3 shows the directions of the SH traces muperimposed on the [o11]) stereographic

projection, as they would be seen for crystals oriented for TEM at the [0111, zone axis. Such

drawings are useful in analyzing the nature of interfaces observed in TEM specimens of the Ti-Al-

Nb alloys, as shown in Part iH of this paper. Fig. A.3a presents traces of the symmetric {001}- and

11{10)-type interfaces. Fig. A.3b presents traces of the non-symmetric fhhk}e-type interfaces.

Two of the {hhk),-type interfaces are oriented edge-on (khh and kh h), and two are inclined but with

a rational trace direction [0111 (khh and 6h). Since the lattice parameter varies with temperature

and composition, a range of possible orientations of the interfaces is given for the orthorhombic

phase having lattice parameters ranging from those of the ThAINb O-phase (determined in (24] as

ao=0.60893 am, bo=0.95694 am, C0 =0.46666 am) to those of the hexagonal DO 19 phase

(determined in [4] as ah=0.5 7 8 am, h=1.001 inm, ch=0.46 6 mu).
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TABLE 1 - Subgroups and Supegroups from the
Iiiernational, Tables of Crystallography for Imdm and P63 /MMC

Maxima nm~saorpbi inApops

I t31 14/rn 121m (14/mm.)
[31 Wm, 12/m, (14/nmm.)
[3]14/ W12Wi (Win..)

-~~ [4] I102/r (1dm)
(41 11321.n (1.)

141 11u2/. (Rim)
C2] 1m31, (1m3)
1211432

- Ha [21143m

11 [21 Paun
121 Pinun

[2] Mnm.

lib none

Maximal isomorphic subgroups of lowest hndex

11c [271 Imumn (a'=3a, b-3b. c'-3o)

Minimal Don-isomorphic supzvup.
I none
H [4] Pinun (2a*=&, 2b*=b, 2c*=c)

Maximal non-:isomorphic subgroups
1 [2] P63222

[21 P63Im11(P6 3Im)
[21 P63uic
[2] P3.1

[21 P~u2
[21 P&2c

-. [31 Plmec (Cincu)
[3] Pmnmc (Cane.)
[3] Pminc (cmc.)

II& none

111b [31 H6 3 /nmm (&*-3a, b=3b) (P63/ncm)

Maximal isomorphic subgroups of koweat Wadx

. Be P31 P63/mmc (o'-3o); (41 P6 3/nmc (a* 2a~b'-2b)

Minimal non-somorphic Subgroups
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TABLE 2 - Description of Various Phases Based on Common Sites in the Cmcm Space Group

StzUCwMz I afice co.dkaa Oaccu. Wyck. Z' y z

MA . y1 =0.163; y2=0.623 A d4c1  0 Yl114
HgNa.CuOn= Y3 -0.90; 130.31O B 42 0 Y2 114

C 8g X3 Y3 1/4

1"i3I, D01 bla=-V3 A do1  0 116 114
Ni3Sni, P63/umm B d4C2  0 W/ 1/4

B ag 114 11/12 1/4

&M. A3 bla --V3 A 4c, 0 1/6 1/4
Mg- P6 3Imme A 4-2  0 2/3 1/4

A 8g 1/4 11/12 114

Ti-Nb, A20 Y1=O.1 A 4o1  0 YI1/4
*U, CMCM A 42 0 l/2+y1  1/4

A 89 1/4 3I4 +yl 1/4

Ti-Ni. B19 y1 O0.156 A 4c1  0 YI1/4
AuCd. Pmam(Mma%) y2 =0.906 A 42 0 l12+y1  114

B gg 1/4 Y2 1/4

BT4,A2 bIa--V2 A do1  0 1/8 114
W, Imim c/a ---/2/2 A U2 0 5/8 1/4

A 8g 1/4 7/9 1/4

TiN4 B2 b /a -- 2 A 4 0 1/8 114
CSCI PM5M /a --/2t2 A 4C 0 518 1/4

B gg 1/4 7/8 114
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Table 3

Lia of interfaces between domains in difle group bgoup transitions. 1Ie Class represent type

of symmetry reduction [371, t interfaces are described by domain generating symmetry operation

(of lowest symmetry).

Group/Subgroup Class of Subgroup Type of Interface

Im3m -. Pmsm Ila translational (APB)

Im -. Cmcm(A20) I+I+Ua rotational (twins of I and II kind),

translational with stacking fault mixed

twin/translational

Cmcm(A20) - P63/mmc(A3) Supergroup no new interface

P631/mc(A) - P63/mmc(VO19) Uc translational (APB)

P63/mmc(D019 ) -~ Cmcm(O) I rotational (compound twins)

Pm3m -, Pmma(B19) I+I+l+a rotational (twins of I and H kind),

translational with stacking fault, mixed

twin/translational

Cmcm(A20) -- Pmma(B 19) Ha translational (APB)

Pmma(B19) -- Cmcm(O) Jib translational (APB) -
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Table 4

List of SH entecf s for ali possible pairs of domain of the 0-phase in the mam -- mmm
type tansformation. Labeling of variants and iuerface indexes are given in the cubic coordinates
of Fig. A:2. s = kah = 2B/(A-C)

Pair Interface equation Interface In Mwler inie
of domains

1/2 x = 0; (100)
y =0; (010)

1/3 y = z; (011)
-2Bx + (C-A)(y + z) = o; ( 1 1)

114 y = -Z; (01 1)
-2Bx + (C-A)(y-z) = 0; (s 1 i)

115 x = z; (101)
-2By + (C-AXx+z) = 0; (1 a 1)

1/6 x = -z; (101)
-2By + (C-AXx-z) 0; (1 a 1)

2/3 y = -z7 (011)
2Bx + (C-A)(y-z) 0;. (2 al)

2/4 y = z; (011)
28x + (C-A)y+z) = 0; (. 11)

2/5 x = -z; (101)
2By + (C-AXx-z) = 0; (1 a 1)

2/6 x = z; (101)
2By + (C-AXx+z) = 0; (1 2 1)

3/4 x =; (100)
z o; (001)

3/5 xy; (110)
-2Bz + (C-AXx+y) =0-, (1 1 2)

3/6 x -y; (110)
-2Bz + (C-AXx-y) =0; (1 IS)

4/5 K-y. (110)
28z + (C-AXx-y) -0; (11 .)

4/6 x M y; (110)
2Bz + (C-AXx+y) = 0; (11 a)

5/6 y - - (010)
z=O; (001)
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TABLE CAPTIONS:

I
Table 1. Exmlsof subgroup tables as it is presented in Interational Table of

Crystallography [271. (a)e If3Wm space group of the BCC structure and (b) the

lirmmc (of both simple HCP and ordered DO19) hexagonl structures. Different j

types of subgroups are listed according to: I - no change of translations; ha -

decentering; lib - enlarging the conventional cell; lIc - no change of the group type.

(x] - index of the subgroup which gives the number of variants. In a right side - list J
of symmetry elements of the group which were preserved in the subgroup.

Table 2. The structures space groups, Struckb"terichte name, prototypes, restrictions on

lattice parameters if such, occupancies (in general and for measured distnrition of

"r'AI,Nb) and coordinates of the Wyclkff sites are presented for maximal subgroups

of the BCC to O phase sequence.

Table 3. Type of domain interfaces which are created in each group/subgroup step which

appears in the transformation paths (3.1)-(3.3).

Table 4. list of IS interfaces for all possible pairs of domain of the O-phase in the

mnm-.mmm transformation Labeling of variants and inerface indexes are given in

the cubic coordiaMtes of Fig. A.2. Lattice paramnetrs of the 0 and DO19 phases and

indexes are according to the refa. (24] and [41.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1. The Crncm space group is representod by the structure (a) which is cose to both the

HCP (b) and BCC (c) but nevertheless different in symmetry and the relative

positions of their basal planes. The structures are shown in projections along their

[001] (ab) and [1101 (c) directions. Black and white shades represent two

neighboring layers of atoms.

Fig. 2. Subgroup/supergroup symmetry relations between the high symmetry Im3m (BCC)

and the lower symmetry orthorhombic Cmcm (Tr2 AINb) space groups. Space groups

are connected to each other with arrows pointing in the direction of a decrease in

symmetry. The number shown in square brackets next to each arrow is the index

of symmetry reduction. Vertical arrows are used to indicate changes in symmety

due to displacive ordering. Angled arrows indicate that the difference in symmetry

is due to changes in atomic site occupancy (chemical ordering).

Fig. 3. Structures corresponding to the Fig.2 subgroup sequence, as viewed along the [0011o

([101 t.) direction. Frames of the largest unit cell (of the O-phase) and of each

particular crystal structure are drawn. Increasing size circles represents Al, Ti and

Nb atoms, respectively. Flled and empty circles correspond to different parallel

layers of atoms.

Fig. 4. Space groups and structures representing homogeneous strain distortion of thm-cubic

lattice (a). (b) The I41mmm and P4/mmm are structures of tetragonal distortion along

cubic <100> (with Wyckoff positions 2a and la, Id, respectively). (c) The Fmmm
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and Cnnnm are structures with tic biaxial distortion along orthogonal

cubic <011> directions (with Wyckoff posiions 4a and 2a,2c, respectively, and a

doubled size unit cell.

Fig. 5 Comparison of the space-group diagrams of Fmmm and two translational variants of

Cmcm. In order to have coincidence of common symmetry elements of these two

space groups, the Cmcm diagrams must have a coordinate origin shifted to either 0,-

1I4,-1I/4 or 0,1/4,1/4. The translation vector between two Cmcm variants is [0 1/2

1/2].

Fig. 6. Two-dimensional example of the square to rectangular (p4mm to p2mm) transition

illustrating frmation of two pairs of domains, their rotations, strain-free interfaces

and description by twinning.

Fig. 7. Schematic drawing of two rotational domains (white and gray shades) separated by

planar SFIs and corresponding long range elastic stress fields. (a) Disclination field

of a dihedral angle of a domain interface. (b) Dislocation-like field of a single domain

inside another domain serving as a matrix. (c) Self-accommodated group of domains

with reduced long range field.

Fig. 8. Polydomain structures of two second order polytwin plates composed of different

combinations of three rotational variants (white, light and dark shades) of the

orthorhombic phase as seen in the [011O]Jdirection. The domain interfaces are-either

SFH (twin boundaries) or low-angle boundaries (dislocation walls). Continuous lines

represent 'edge-on' planes while doted lines are inclined planes. Possible
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combinations of three variants are: (a) (1,3)1(133), (2.4)1(1.4); (b) (4.5)/(2,5),

(2.6)14,6), (3,5)1(1,5), (1,6)/(3,6); (c) (1 )/1(2,4), (3,4)1(2,4). (1.2)1(1,3), (3,4)/(1,3);

(d) (1,2)1(2,3), (1,2)1(1,4), (3,4)1(2,3), (3,4)1(1,4); (e) (4,6)/(2,6), (1,6)/(3,6),

(1,5)/(3,5), (4,5)1(2,S); (f) (1,2)/(2,4), (3,4)1(1,3). (ihe labeling of the variants

follows Fig. A.2.)

Fig. 9 Graphical representation of the microstructural development for the three paths,

starting from a large grain single phase BCC and ending with single phase

orthorhombic. For the figure it is assumed that the interface configuration does not

change significantly after formation at each stage of the transformation.

Fig. A. 1 Stereographic projections of the point groups of the hexagonal (6(mmm) and of the

orthori•mbic phase variants (mmm's), according to their lattice correspondence.

When the symmetry elements of a pair of variants are compared, a set of two

orthogonal mirror planes is found that belong to the parent phase but not to the pair

considered.

Fig. A.2 Stereographic projections of the point groups and the crystallographic axes of the

parent cubic (mi3m) and its six subgroup variants of the orthorhombic (mmm) phases.

Comparing symmetry elemets belonging to a pair of the variants with those of the

parent cubic, mirror planes that reflect the variants into each other can be found.

Fig. A.3 Directions of the SFI traces superimposed on the [0011, stereographic projections,

as they would be seen for crystals oriented for TEM at the [001]J zone axes. (a)

traces of the symmetric 1001)- and {1lO}-type interfaces. (b) traces of the non-
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symmetric lattice parameter depended {hhk-type interfaces. A range of possible

orintations for the orthorhombic phase having lattice parameters ranging from those

of the TI2 Iý O-phase. (determined in M241 as a=0.60893 rni, b=0.95694 arm,

c=0.46666 arn) to those of the hexagonal DO19 phase (determined in [41 as a=0.578

nm, b=1.001 urn, c=0.646 rnm) is shown as shaded area.

Fig. A.4 Directions of the SF1 traces superimposed on the [011]€ stereographic projections,

as they would be seen for crystals oriented for TEM at the [011], zone axes. (a)

traces of the symmetric 1001}- and {110)-type interfaces. (b) traces of the non-

symmetric lattice parameter depended. {hhk)-4ype interfaces. A range of possible

orienmations for the orthorhombic phase having lattice parameters ranging from those

of the Ti2AINb O-phase (determined in [24] as a=0.60893 nrm,-b=0.95694 rnm,

c=0.46666 um) to those of the hexagonal DO1 9 phase (determined in [4] as a=0.578

nm, b=l.001 rim, c=0.646 rnm) is shown as shaded area.
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Transformation of BCC and B2 High Temperature Phases to
HCP and Orthorhombic Structures in the Ti-Al-Nb System.

Part II: Experimental TEM study of microstructures.

L. A. Bendersky and W. J. Boettinger

Metallurgy Division
National Institute of Standard and Technology

Gaithersburg MD 20899, USA

ABSTRACT

In Part I of this paper possible transformation paths that involve no long range diffusion

and their corresponding microstructural details were predicted for Ti-AI-Nb alloys cooled from

the high temperature BCC/B2 phase field into close-packed orthorhombic or hexagonal phase

fields. These predictions were based on structural and symmety relations between the known

phases. In the present paper experimental TEM results show that two of the predicted

transformation paths are indeed followed for different alloy compositions. For Ti-25AI-12.5Nb

(at%), the path includes the formation of intermediate hexagonal phases, A3 and DO19 , and

subsequent formation of a metastable domain structure of the low-temperature 0 phase. For

alloys close to Ti-25AI-25Nb (at%), the path involves an intermediae B19 structure and

subsequent formation of a translational domain structure of theorthorhombic (0) phase. The

path selection depends on whether B2 order forms in the high temperatur cubic phase prior to

transformation to the clos&eacked structure. This paper also analyz the formation of a two-

phase mod ted microstrucre during Iog term aneang at 700-C. The structure forms by

congroe ordering of the DO19 phase to the 0 phase, and then reprecipitation of the DO19

phase, possibly by a spimnodal mendmism. The thermodynamics underlying the path selection

and the two-phase formation are also discussed.
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1. Inrdcionf

In Part I [11 of this paper we have analyzed different phase transformation sequences and

corresponding microstructures that may be possible in the course of transformations with no

long-range diffusion (partitionless) of a BCC-based high emperature phase to close-packed

phases for Ti-Al-Nb alloys. The analysis is based only on the crystallography of the equilibrium

low and high temperature phases existing near the (Ti,Nb)3AI binary join. Based on formal

maximal group/subgroup relations, possible connections spanning the high and low temperature

phases (corresponding to high and low symmetry) have been found. These relations give

different sequences involving symmetry-decreasing subgroups and one symmetry increasing-

supergrou that might be considered to represent possible transformation paths. The

transformation paths involve intermediate transitional structures, possibly metastable or unstable.

Assuming that the formal transfom tion eps actually occur as phase transitions,

different transformation paths will result in different sequences of domain formation, i.e., in

different final microstructures. The final single phase microstructures can be distinguished by

the type and hierarchy of domain interfaces. Analysis of the interfaces is essential for

under gthe trans- path, and is the major subject of this paper.

Transformation paths, derived from group/subgroup relations, can only be applied to

transitions where no long range diffusion occurs, i.e. when a single phase transforms to a single

phase of the same composition. For equilibrium transformation in multi-component systems, this

can only occur at special 0ompostio (consolo poits) or for second or higher order

mrsitions [2]. However partitionleu w tr mations can also occur during cooling for first

order transitions (for alloys with equilibrium multipbase fields) when sufficien undercool of

the high temperature phase is achieved that a limit of metmstability Is reched. This limit defines

a tempemrure where the metastable undercoled phase becomes unstable and spontaneous
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traformation ocrs with no long-range diffusion requirement (congruent ordering) [3-5].

Ep l, such congruent ordering could occur during coninuous cooling if the cooling

rate is fast enough to prevent competing transformations involving long-range diffusion. Clearly

a mechanism for fast transformation kinetics must be available for these partitionless

transformations; i.e., fast short-range diffusion in chemical (substitutional or interstitiao ordering

or mobile defect motion producing the necessary atomic displacements in displacive (martensitic)

ordering.

In this paper experimenal observed microstructures of three alloys from and near the

pseudo-binary (Ti,Nb)3AI section will be analyzed. The alloys are Ti-25Al-12.5Nb (at%) (Alloy

1), Ti-25AI-25Nb (at%) (Alloy 2) and Ti-28AI-22Nb (at%) (Alloy 3). The alloys are close in

composition to some alloys studied by different research groups in attempts to develop titanium

aluminldes for aerospace high temperature structural applications (see refs. I to 22 in [11). We

believe that the approach used here where the transitions are viewed as a sequence of symmetry

changes will provide a unified view of the complex microstructural transitions in these materials.

The microstructures studied, as represented by the disftrbtn, type and morphology of

interfaces induced by the transformations, will be compared with the interfaces predicted by the

theoretical considerations of Part 1 (1]. The predictions represent idealized traformations,

without taking into account such complications as dhe temporary coexistence of parent and

transformed phases, or the mobil•ty of the intrfaces created. Therefore the predictions will be

considered primarily as a point of reference for comparison to the details of the actual

traformation process. The main goal of die paper is to demonstrate that the miaructures of

the alloys studied correspond very closely to two of the possible nformation paths predicted:

for Alloy 1 - with intermediate bm agonal phases, qm0n(A2) -. Cmcm(A20) -.

P63/mmc(A3) -- P63/=Mm 19) -- Cmcm(O)),
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for Alloys 2 & 3 - with an intermediate orthorhombic B19 structure (Proem(B2) --

Pmma(B19) -- Cmcm(O)).

In addition to the study of the diffusionless tranformaions, the effect of prolonged

annealing, which results in a compositional phase separation, has been also investigated for the

Ti-25AI-12.5Nb alloy. In this case the mechanism of microstructure formation becomes clear

when the thermodynamic principles of both ordering tranformation and phase separation in

systems where both order and composition parameters variables are used (3,5].

2. LEerimcn-W

2.1. Specimen Mrevaration

Three alloys with the compositions Ti-25AI-12.5Nb (at%) (Alloy 1), Ti-25AI-25NM (at%)

(Alloy 2) and Ti-28AI-22Nb (at%) (Alloy 3) were prepared by arc melting. A minlimom of ten

remelts was necessary to ensure mixing of the components. All samples received a

homogenization treatment at 14000C for three hours in a vacuum tight furnace under 2/3 atm of

gettered Ar. During beat treatment samples rested on a Y2%-coated Al203 substrate supported

on a moveable pedestal which could be lowered out of the hot zone of the furnace into a lower

chamber. The cooling rate of the samples during such cooling was estimated to be about

400C/rmin. SEM microprobe of these samples using elemental standards gave the following

cMmpoitio: (Alloy 1) Ti-24.7AI-12.6Nb (at%) (Alloy 2) Ti-23.2A-25.SNb (at%); and (Alloy

3) T`I-27.9A1-22.SNb (at%). Typical oxygen, nitrogen and hydrogen levels for this procedure

were less then 500, 350, 40 wppm, respectively as determined by inert gas fusion (0, N) and

vacuum hot extraction (H).
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For the study of the partitionless transformations, samples were examined after additional

annealing at 1100°C for 4 days and cooling to room temperature at two rates: at about

400"C/min in the furnace described above or by water quenching. These latter samples were

heat treated in another furnace in evacated and Hbadkflled quartz tubes after being wrapped

in Ta foil. As the results will show, the 400"C/min cooling rate was slow enough to permit

complete transformation to the orthorhombic phase for Alloy 1. However only partial

transformation occurs for Alloys 2 and 3. Therefore samples of these two alloys were given a

subsequent annealing at 700"C for 15 min in quartz tubes. To determine the phase equilibrium

at 700"C, the samples annealed at II00"C were additionally annealed at 700*C for different

lengths of time, up to 26 days in quartz tubes.

i TEM foils were prepared by a standard twin-jet electropolishing procedure using a 300

ml methanol, 175 ml n-butanol and 30 ml HCIO4 electrolyte at 0"C. Optical metallography was

performed by mechanical polishing and subsequent etching with Kroil's reagent.

2.2 The problem of artifact structures in Ti alloy thin foil M' sncimens.

The formation of artifact structures in different Ti alloys during electropolishing of TEM

specimen has been disaissed in the literature [6-131. Charging of thin foils by hydrogen in the

course of electrochemical thinning was found to be possible. The cn of hydrogen

may be sufficient to cause formation of either different hydrides and/or hydrogen-stabilized

martensites. Artifact structures such as fcc, fct, hcp and orthorhombically disorted a 2 have

been reported. The amount of the accumulated hydrogen depends on a specimen's thickess

prio to electropolisbing, and on the type and temperature of the electrolyte. It was claimed [7

that the charged hydrogen may escape from a thin foil after electropolishing, unless the foil is

protected by an oxide layer. If hydrogen escapes the specimen, the reversion of the hydride may
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result in the formation of 1/2 < 111 > dislocation loops in the BCC phase.

In order to be confident that microstructures observed by TEM in this study do not

contain the described artifacts, several TEM specimens of the same material were prepared for

comparison by two additional thinning techniques, presumably not affected by hydrogen

contamination. The first technique was twin-jet electrpolishing with non-acid electrolyte

containing a solution of CaC12 in methanol [14]. The second technique was mechanical grinding

to a 30 pm thickness with a dimpler followed by ion-milling. Specimens Prepared by these two

techniques show microstructures similar to those of the specimens prepared by an acid-based

electrolyte.

3. High-te=mrature phases: microstructure after water quenchinr from 1100°C.

The identity of the high temperature phase was evident from the microstructural

examination of specimens water quenched from 1100°C. Optical examination revealed large

equiaxed grains that appeared a single phase. According to selected area electron diffraction

(SAD) at room temperatur6, the phase has B2 order for all three alloys.

For Alloy I the presence of a high density of ant-phase boundaries (APBs) (obseved

using a dark-field image with a superlattice 100 reflection) suggests that at 1100°C the high

temperature phase was disordered BCC. The cooling rate during quenching was fast enough to

prevent formation of the low temperature phases but not the ordering and coarsening of the anti-

phase domains (APDs). Typical of B2 ordering, the APBs have a two-domain interconnected

morphology with sotropically curved interfaces. From these studies I is not lear whether tde

BCC to B2 transition in the TI-Al-Nb system is first order (with a BCC+B2 two phase field) or

second order.

For Alloys 2 and 3 no APBs due to the BCC-B2 ordering were observed after
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quenching. This fact suggests that the B2 order for theme compositions exists at 11000C (im fact

up to 1400-C [15,'16J).

We have referred here to the quenched-in phase as being cubic B2. Howeve this is

strictly correct only if local displacements of atoms from positions of cubic symmetry are

ignored. The effect of such dislacements are readily observed as an overall "tweed' contras in

TEM inages for all three alloys (Ibis tweed is known in the literature for differen alloy systems

as pre-nmatnsitic, or pre,-transformation phenomena [17j). Due to these displacements, the SAD

patterns from all three alloys contain diffuse scattering: distortion of the cubic reflections,

streaking along < 011 > *and < 112 > *directions, and loci of diffuse intensity close to

1/2<O011> *and 1/2 <112> *positions in reciprocal space. As will be seen late, these are the

positions where reflections from different cryP.alograp-i variants of the 0 phase will occur.

For Alloy 3 additional weak diffuse scattering near 1/2 < I I1I> *positions is probably due to ca-

type distortions [18,191. In addition to the -tweed". defects stimila in contast to dislocation loops

are seen occasionally for all three alloys and are believed to be related to the nucleation

mechanism of the low temperature phases.

4. Microstructures due to the difsols rnfrainof the high tanm =rbr cubic nhase to

teorthorhombic 0 phase

4.1 Microutructure of Allos 2 aind 3 gga=sooding to the transformation path Pm3m=B~-

From fth tadnsormaio paths suiggested by the symetry cosdrain in Purt I of the

paper [11, the Iin~m(A2) -. Pm~u(B2) -., Pmma(B19) -o Cmcm(O) path (3.2) is the only one

expected when B2 ordering precedes the transition to the close-packed structure. Here we will
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demonstrate that the experimental evidence from TEM supports this formal supposition for both

Alloys 2 & 3 which have the B2 structure as the high-temperature parent phase. The observed

distnriution and type of interfaces of the 0 phase correspond to those shown schematically in

Fig. 9 of Ref. [1], with the exception that this schematic presumed the parent phase was BCC

and thus includes the APBs due to the BCC-eB2 ordering. Microstructures simila to those

observed here, but with B2 APBs, have been observed recently for a Ti-24AI-15Nb (at%) alloy

where the parent phase was indeed disordered BCC (Ref. 8 from [1]).

4.1.1. Formation of the plate-like domains of the 0 phase

For Alloys 2 and 3 the kinetics of transformation of the B2 phase to a low temperature

phase was found to be relatively sluggish as is evident from optical micrographs, Fig. la, b.

The micrographs show regions of partially transformed material, differing in their volume

fraction according to the differences in cooling rates of the specimens. Annealing of the water

quenched specime (with 100% retained B2 phase) at 700°C for 15 min. was sufficient to

produce complete transformation (Fig. ic). Apparently the transformation proceeds by copious

nucleation where the transformed regions grow uniformly outward until impingem T. The

transformation is partitionless without measurable difference in compositionbetween the parent

and transformed regions.

From TEM observations of the partially transformed specimens it is evident tha the

transformed regions have a complex microsucture of plate-like domains (Fig. 2). The smallest

plates typically form an atenatn sequence packed in a region named a polytwin in Part . The

polytwins thwemslves often have a plate-like shape and alternate with similar polytwin plates, as

shown In Fig. 3a, b. Growth of the plate-like structure into the B2 phase matrix appears to have

a common but ragged and diffuse transformation front (Fig. 2). Only occasionally were
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independenly grown saomain plates observed. Therefore in most cases the growth of a

plate is not independent but is correlated with the formation and growth of neighboring plates

with variants able to accomodate transformation strains.

SAD (Figs. 3c and 4) combined with convergent beam (CB) electron diffraction from

large plates that were occasionally observed and powder neutron diffaction [20] confirm the

plates to be the 0 phase. No other phases were found in the samples that were continuously

cooled or in those annealed at 700"C. From the SAD patterns of Figs. 4 a lattice

correspondence between the B2 and the 0 phase is evident as the common one for BCC and

close-packed structures [21]:

[00110o [010 and [1001o 11 [1001c (1)

(c - cubic; o - orthorhombic).

The correspondence is the same as that used for the subgroup scheme of Part I. It gives six

rotational variants of the orthorhombic rhase (either B19 or 0 for path 3.2), each with its basal

(001)o plane parallel to one of the six I110©) planes of the parent cubic structure. Small mutual

rotations of the contacting variants are necessary to accommodate the transformation strains (self-

strains) by creating stress-free interfaces (SFT), as discussed in [1]. This results in an

orientation relationship (OR) of domains slightly different from (1) and close to the OR known in

the literature as the Burgers OR [211.

The mic-ostrcture has an average cubic symmetry due to the presence of all six

rotational variants of the 0 phase. The symmetry is clearly sen in the SAD patterns of Fig. 4a,

b, c showing (a) 4mm, (b) 3rm and (c) 2mm average Lae symmetries cotspodn to the

majo zone aes of the cubic symmetry, [1001, [1 1 1],l and [110J. These average as indicate

the orientation of dte parent (traformed) 2 phase lattice.
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4.1.2. Stress accommodating morphology of the 0 phase.

I
All interfaces between the pairs of variants in and between the polytwin plates are

expected to be SFs, as discussed in Part 1 [1]. The pair of polytwins shown in Fig. 3 will be

analyzed in order to demonstrate tia the iterfaces are indeed described as SF!. The analysis

will be performed in coordinates of the parent cubic lattice. Two polytwin plates are seen in

Fig. 3a, with the planar A-A interface between them (for a [011J. orientation of the thin foil,

(Fig. 3c)). The A-A izterface has (01i), orientation and is 'edgeon'. The individual plates in

the polytwins have nearly parallel inclined interah (B-B and C-C sets) between the variants.

The interface traces are approximay :E45- to the (100J, direction. The plates in each

polytwin are nearly mirror related across the (011)e plane, and therefore there is an apparent

contiouq of the plates across the A-A polytwin wintece.

Dark field imaging with the 0200 reflection (Fig. 3b) proves that the plates labeled 5 and

5' in Fig. 3a from each polytwin belong to the same variant 5 (the variant labeling follows the

scheme described in [11). The variant is oriented with [00110 parallel to [01lel (the beam

direction) and the 0200, 200o and 11% reflections of the variant do not overlap with reflections

from the other variants. s between the 5 and 5' plates (around a common [O01Jo)

is measued as about 10° (Fig. 36). According to mlcrodiffrction the remaining two plate

orientatons are close to <212>o and belong to any pair chosen from among the 1, 2, 3 or 4

(not 6) variants [1).

If the structure shown in Fig. 3 is coherent and tain accommodating, the observed

inerfams are expected to correspond to the Sfh calculated in [1]. Referring to Fig. A.3 in

Appendix B of [1) (reproduced here u Figs. 3de) where the traces of the SFh for the (O111l

zone axis are given, we conclude (according to the meamred angle of dbe trace and the widths of

the B-B and C-C ierface projections) that the B-B interfac corespond to bb (or hkf)
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between variants 3/5 (or 2/5) and the C-C interface corresponds to hkh (or blik) between variants

115 (or 4/5) (Fig. 3d, e). The ambiguity of choice between the pair of variants in the polytwin

plate can be resolved if one determines what side of the projected B-B and C-C interfaces

intersect the upper and lower surfaces of the TEM foil. In order to have the line of intersection

of the B-B and C-C planes lie within the A-A plane (as Fig. 3 suggests), the combination of

variants must be either 4/5 and 2/5 or 1/5 and 3/5. These interfaces are irrational (twins of the

[I kind) and therefore their exact orientation depends on the lattice parameter of the orthorhombic

phase at the temperature of transformation (Fig. 3e shows the spread of possible orientations for

lattice parameters varying between Ti2AINb and DO19 phases, see ref. [1]).

The A-A interface consists of alternating segments that are structurally different. One

type of segment is a (01i), interface between 4 (or 1) and 2 (or 3) variants. This is a

symmetric SFI (twin of the I kind). TMe second type of segment separating variant 5 (5')

misoriented plates is a low angle symmetric boundary (-10°) which may be relaxed by forming

a dislocation wall.

All high angle interfaces in the polytwin microstructure in Fig. 3 are thus shown to be

SFIs. Observation of such-an elastic energy accommodated arrangement of plates suggests an

interacting process during their formation, i.e. a process where the presence of certain

combination of variants in one polytwin plate influences the formation of variants in a

neighboring plate. Formation of a strain accomdating arrangement of twins, of both the I and

I Idnd, is an important phenomena in martensitic transformations [22-241.

4.1.3. Substucture of the 0 phase primary plates.

Closer examination of Fig. 3a, b reveals a substructure of a relatively high density of

interfaces (defects) inside the plates of different variants of the 0 phase. The interfaces must be
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of a translational type because they do not affect the positions of the reflections in each single I
variant. Dark field imaging was used to determine the R value using standard R-g = n J
(n=O,±1,±2..) invisibility criteria (R is the translation vector between two domains separated by

the interface, g is an operating dark field reflection). Figs. 5a, b, c show three dark field images

taken from a single variant oriented close to the [110] 0 zone axis (SAD pattern in Fig. 5d). Two

types of interfaces, different in their displacement vector R and morphology, are seen in these

images. The presence of these interfaces is in accord with transformation path 3.2 in [1]. I
The interfaces of the first type, with a wavy APB appearance, are visible with the

superlattice reflections of the 0 phase, e.g., 1100 in Fig. 5b, but are invisible with the

fundamentals, e.g., 220O and 4 4 0 o in Fig. 5a and 5c. The second type has a distinct faceted I
appearance (clearly seen in Fig. 5a) and is visible with both the superlattice and some

fundamental reflections, e.g., ilo and 2200 (Fig. 5ab). Both types are invisible with 0020.

For the 440o reflection the faceted interfaces has only residual contrast (Fig. 5c). The I
experimental results on the visibility for both interfaces are summarized and analyzed for various I
displacement vectors in Table I. I

i

I
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TABLE 1

Experimental dark field visibilities and phase factors (R-g) for two types of interfaces forming

substructure in the 0 phase in Alloys 2 and 3 (both g and R are in the 0 phase coordinates).

g (used in dark field) 002 ho0 22 II 440 400

TreI (curved interfaces) i v i v i i

R-g ( R=1/2[0 1l0] or 0 1/2 1 1/2 2 0

R=1/2[I 0 0] ) 0 -1/2 1 -1/2 0 2

TIpe H1 (faceted interfaces) i v v v r i

R-g (R=1/4[0 12] or 1 1/4 1/2 114 1 0

R=1/4[0 101) 0 1/4 1/2 1/4 1 0

i - invisible; v - visible; r - residual.

Analysis of the R-g product for the first type suggests that the islacement vector R is

1/2[1010o. (C-centering of the Cncm space group of the 0 phase makes the 1/2110010 vector

an equivalent one.) This displacement vector is close to the aniphase vector between two

diffrenty ordered 4c, and 4C2 sites in the peud-hexmgona (001)o plme of the 0 phase (Fig.

6a). Such ABPs may result after orderng of the B19 orthrhombic structure to the 0 phase

structure (leading to a doubling of the a, b unit cell parsawete) and are expected in the last step

of the nformaion path 3.2. The ordering requires a separation of the mixed (AI,Nb) site of

the B19 (and B2) structure into predominanty Al (4c1).and Nb (4c2) sites in the 0 phase (see
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Fig. 3 of [1]). Such ordering will produce a two domain interconnected morphology with no I
triple junctions as schematically shown in Fig. 9 of [1]. The morphology is similar to that seen J
in Fig. 5b, where the curved APB interfaces appear as either closed loops (with enclosed

volume) or are attached to other interfaces. The presence of the 1/2[0101o APBs provides theI

only evidence for the existence of the possible transient B19 structure. J
The invisibility of the second type of interfaces with the 002 reflection suggests that their

displacement vector, R2, has a z-component that is either 0 or 1/2. Other visibility conditions I

(Table 1) correspond to the [0 1/4 1/21o (or [0 1/4 0]o) displacement vector of a two-domain

structure. Indeed, as Fig. 5a shows, no triple junctions of the faceted interfaces are seen, and

the interfaces form either interconnected or closed volumes. The [0 1/4 1/210 vector in the 1
smaller unit cell of the orthorhombic Cmcm(A20) or Pmma(B19) structures (with a and b j
parameters half of the 0 phase) corresponds to an unique vector [0 1/2 1/2]B19. As it has been

discussed in [1], such displacement between domains is expected for the B2 to B19 transition,

and therefore the faceted interfaces are due to the first step of the 3.2 transformation path.

The B2 to B19 (or similarly BCC to A20) transition is of a displacive type, with both

homogeneous and heterogeneous (shuffle) transformation strain components [1]. The

homogeneous strain determines the orientation of the six twin variants of the orthorhombic or

hexagonal structure, as was discussed in section 4.1.1. The translational [0 1/2 I/2]019 domains

result from shuffles acting in opposite directions ([251, Ref. 8 in [1]). An interface between

such translational domalis has the features of a stacking fault, and therefore structural relaxation

of such interfaces is expected. This is supported by the observation of residual contrast for the

4Wo reflection (Fig. 5c) suggesting small dispan in addition to [0 1/4 1/20o. (However

some contnrbution to the contrast from the 22O reflection to the 4400 in a systematic excited

row cannot be ruled out.) The faceted interfaces were analyzed by trace analysis in order to find

their orientations. Two different crystallographic planes for the facets were found: the basal
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(0 0 1)o and close to the 1221}o.1

When the twin plates are thin, the faceted interfaces appear as a sequence of stacking

fault planes rather than domain boundaries. Dark field imaging of the interfaces (Fig. 7a) shows

that they are (001)o planes. The APBs are seen as stretched between the twin boundaries (Fig.

7b), probably because of surface energy considerations (balance of imterfacial energies of APB

and twin-type interfaces at a triple-junction).

4.2 Microstructure of Alloy I correspondinM to the transformation path Inmm(BCQ -.

Cmcm(A20) -. 6lImc(A3M) -. l6mmc(Q1-)O -. Cmcm(O phase).

Alloys with compositions close to Alloy 1 exist at high temperature as a disordered BCC

phase [15,16,261. According to the theoretical considerations of [11, if the BCC does not order

to B2 prior to the displacive transition to a close-packed structure, two transformation paths, 3.1

and 3.3, are possible. Here we will show evidence supporting the transformation path 3.1 for

Alloy 1:

Im3m(BCC) -. Cmcm(A20) -- P63/mmc(A3) -. P63mmc(DO 19) -. Cmcm(O phase).

The main feature of the path is the formation of intermediate hexagonal symmetry phases. This

causes the 0-phase rotational variants to be related to each other not only by the cubic symmetry

of the parent phase but also by hexagonal symmetry.

4.2.1. Transformation to the coarse needle-like structure during continuous cooling.

For Alloy I the transformation kinetics are significantly faster than are those for Alloys 2

1Similr crystallographic planes have been observed in the 2H martensite of Cu-Al alloys.
Because the unit cell of the martensite is different from that described here, the indices of the
observed planes are different) [251.
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and 3, and therefore cooling from I IO0C to room temperature at a rate of 400*C/min was slow

enough to complete the transformation of the high temperature phase to the close-packed

structure. The transformed microstructure has a morphology resembling a martensite structure

when observed by optical metallography (Fig. 8). The TEM micrograph in Fig. 9 shows in

more detail that the morphology is rather needle-like. The needles have very irregular interfaces

(not resolved in Fig. 8), and no crystallographic habit plane. This is in great contrast to the

mostly regular plate-like structure seen in Alloys 2 & 3. The blocky grains surrounding an

elongated needle in Fig. 9 are probably cross-sections of needles oriented with their long axes

parallel to the electron beam direction. The wavy character of the interfaces seems to be the

result of impingement of needles during their independent growth. In a few regions, grains were

found to be separated from each other by a thin layer identified as the BCC phase (Fig. 10).

Enrichment of Nb in the BCC layer was detected by EDS for this and similar alloys (26]. The

observed morphology suggests that near impingement, some diffusion does occur during the

growth of the needles. We presume that in these regions the competing transformation with long

range diffusion is marginally possible. Thus the cooling rate of these samples is on the lower

limit for the dominance of the partitionless transformation.

Selected area diffraction from individual needles corresponds to the reciprocal lattice of

the D019 ordered hexagonal structure. The orientation relationship between different variants of

the hexagonal structure and the previously existing BCC phase is clear from Fig. 11, which is

taken from three grains that form a triple junction. Despite the different morphologies for Alloy

1 compared to Alloys 2 & 3, their SAD patterns are quite similar (Fig. 6b and 11). The present

pattern is indexed as three variants of the DO19 phase (h) with [101]0b1[lll] and

(0001uJ)b(110)c. Similar to Alloys 2 and 3 this is the Burgers orientation relationship [21).

(Note that according to the structural relation between the DO19 and the 0 phases,

(O001)h-*0(01)o and [1O1Olh-'[llOjW).
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Close examination of the SAD patterns reveals splitting of the spots and diffuse streaking

in and normal to the (0 0 0 1)h plane. These diffraction effects come from the substructure inside

the needles, which is seen as dark contrast in Fig. 9. The nature of the spot splitting indicates

the existence of orthorhombic distortions in the basal plane of the DO 19 phase and suggests the

presence of 0 phase domains. Therefore the hexagonal indexing that we use descnrbes only the

average symmetry and orientation of the needles.

The needle-like structure is not a stress accommodating plate-like structure as observed in

Alloys 2 and 3 even though the orientation relationships are similar. This difference may

perhaps be understood by considering the possibility that the transformation of the BCC phase of

Alloy I may occur at higher temperature than Alloys 2 & 3 as indicated by the occurrence of

some small level of long-range diffusion near impingement. At higher temperatures the ductility

of the phases may be sufficient to accommodate the transformation stresses by plastic

deformation and negate the requirement to form a stress accommodating structure. Indeed a

dependence of morphology on cooling rate has been observed for alloys similar in composition

to Alloy 1 [26] that range from those accommodating stress at high cooling rates to those similar

to the morphologies described here at lower cooling rates. The occurrence of similar OR's in

both diffusionless and diffusion controlled (precipitation) transformations is well known and is in

fact observed in some other Ti-Al-Nb alloys [161.

4.2.2. Substructure of the needles.

Similar to the result found for Alloys 2 & 3, the substructure of the needles has two types

of lattice defects associated with the translational domains. The defects (domain interfaces) have

been imaged in dark field with different reflections belonging to three zone axes, [11 2 01h,

[01101h and [1210]h, by tilting a single grain around the [00011h direction, starting from the
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[I1201 h zone axis (Fig.12). As with Alloys 2 & 3, two types of defect are morphologically

distinct: one has curved isotropic APB-type interfaces (Fig. 12h) and the other has planar

interfaces. However the planar defects only occur in (0 0 0 1)h planes for Alloy 1 (Fig. 12f) as

compared to two different crystallographic planes for Alloy 2&3. The observed visibility

conditions for both types of interface are summarized and analyzed for various displacement

vectors R in Table 2.

The wavy isotropic interfaces are APBs between the domains formed by ordering of the

disordered hexagonal structure to the DO19 structure [27]. According to Table 2 the APBs have

R=(1/6)< 11•>h displacement vectors (Fig. 6b). For the three such R vectors equivalent

under the 6-fold symmetry operation, there are three different APBs and four distinct

translational domains. (Compare this to the single APB and two domains observed in Alloys 2 &

3). When the APBs are imaged with superlattice reflections, only two of the three APBs are

visible according to the R-g conditions. Therefore no triple junctions of the APBs can be seen.

Comparison of the two dark field micrographs shown in Figs. 12e and 12h, show that some APB

segments are visible for both of these imaging conditions (for R=116[1 2101h), while some

segments are visible for only one of the imaging conditions in accord with Table 2.

"The second type of defect, with a planar morphology, has the nature of a stacking fault

displacement. These defects give rise to the [0001]* streaking. Invisibility of these defects was

found invariably for the 0002 reflection and occasionally for the 1210 and 2420 reflections. The

reason for this was found using dark field imaging of the same area oriented for different zone

axes. Invisibility of the defects for the [01101 zone axis orientation with 0002, 2110 and 4220

(Fig. 12g, h, i, respectively) and their visibility for [1120] and [1210] zone axes orkntations with

1100, 22•0 (Fig. 12e, f, respectively) and 1010 and 2020 (Fig. 12k, 1, respectively) suggest that

the displaimen vector R is 1/4 10110]h as analyzed in Table 2. Because of the hexagonal

symmetry of the D019 phase, there are two additional crystallographically equivalent directions
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(1/411010]h and 1 /4[11 00 ]h) for the R vector. Regardless of this equivalence, the simultaneous

invisibility of all ptanar defects for 1010 and 2020 for the [01101 zone axis orientation (Fig. 12

h, i) proves that only one such R vector (1/4[0 11 0]h) is present. Such deviation from hexagonal

symmetry suggests that the preferred direction (or orthorhombic symmetry) existed prior to the

formation of the hexagonal symmetry, which is consistent with the initial step of the path 3.1.

TABLE 2

Observed dark field visibility and calculated phase factor (g'R) for two possible types of interface

forming the substructure of the 0 phase in Alloy 1 (both g and R are in the DO19 phase

coordinates).

g (used in 0002 1100 22M0 2110 i220 1010 2020

dark field) (d,g) (e) (t) (h) Ci) (k) (I)

curved interfaces i v i v i v i

R-g (R= 1/6[f120]) 0 1/2 1 -1 -2 1/2 1

R-g (R=1/6r-12101) 0 -1/2 -1 1/2 1 0 0

R-g (R=116[11201) 0 0 0 -112 -1 1/2 1

faceted interfaces i v v i i v v

R-g (R. = 1/4[1100]) 0 1/2 1 3/4 3/2 1/4 1/2

R-g (R1=1/4[10610) 0 1/4 1/2 -3/4 -3/2 1/2 1

R-S (Rf=1/4[0110]) 0 -1/4 -1/2 0 0 1/4 1/2

i - invisible; v - visible
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The interfaces identified with the 1/4[100]h displacement vectors are similar to those of

Alloys 2 & 3 and iogether with the similar OR indicate a similar displacive transition. In the

case of Alloy 1 the phases are disordered: Im3m(BCC) -- Cmcm(A20) -- P63/nunc(A3) whereas

for Alloys 2 & 3 the path is ordered: Prnm(B2) - Pmma(B19). The presence of the disordered

hexagonal A3 as an intermediate state is established by the presence of the 1/6<1 120> h APBs,

which can only be due to the P63/mmc(A3) - P63 mmc(DO19 ) transition.

4.2.3. Congruent ordering of the DO19 to 0 phase.

The presence of domains of the 0 phase (as a part of the primary needle substructure) is

manifest in the splitting of the DO 19 reflections and in the complex contrast showing [0 0 0 11h

directionality as seen in Figs. 12f, i, I. The domains with plate-like morphology can only clearly

be seen in the [00011h Zone axis orientation where the domain interfaces are 'edge-onu, as

shown in Fig. 13a. (In order to obtain maximum contrast, the TEM foil must be slightly off of

the exact [0 0 0 1lh zone axis in order to have a different excitation error and accordingly contrast

for different domains.) In Fig. 13 two directions of interface trace, < 1H0>h (A-A) and

< 1 12 0 >h (B-B), are observed corresponding to (112O)h and (1i00)h interfacial "edg-on

planes. The SAD patterns (Figs. 13b, c) were taken from areas with only one type of interface,

A or B in Fig. 13a respectively. The corresponding SAD patterns are given in Figs. 13b and

13c. The patterns show splitting and streaking of reflections in directions normal to the

interfaces. The SAD patterns from Fig. 13 can be reasonably well explained as belonging to two

variants of the 0 phase, with coinciding (a) (130)o((1)1 ( 3 O)o planes (A-A interaces) and Wb)

(110)o( 1)R(110)0o2) planes (B-B interfacs) as seen in Fig. 14. SAD from a region of bright

uniform contrast (upper left side of Fig. 13) shows the hexagonal symmetry of the pattern

without the splitting of the peaks. This suggests that this region is untransformed DO19 phase.
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In a single grain (needle) most often only one orthogonal set of such interfaces (plates)

was observed, e.g. (11 00)h and (112 )h in Fig. 13. Neighboring grains in the same [0001]h

orientation have similar orthogonal sets of plates but rotated 60* or 120*. Occasionally the

rotated sets are observed in different locations of the same grain, as is seen in Fig. 15. These

sets of interfaces, related to each other by the hexagonal symmetry of the parent phase, belong

to other pairs of variants of the orthorhombic phase. The presence of the 0 phase domains

related to each other by the hexagonal symmetry clearly indicates the occurrence of the last step

in the transformation path 3.1; viz., the DO19 to 0 phase transition. As was discussed in [1),

the II100)h and 111 20 )h interfaces are SFIs accommodating transformation strains in the

hexagonal to orthorhombic symmetry transitions. In this transition the SFIs are always

symmetric.

5. Decomposition of the metastable 0 phase in Alloy 1 after prolonZed annealing at 700" C.

Annealing of specimens of Alloy 1 at 700"C for 26 days produces a third level of

microstructure finer than that produced during the initial cooling from II00C. The coarser two

levels of microstructure (shown in Figs. 9 and 13) are retained during this heat treatMen2 The

third level is contained within the second level shown in Fig. 13. A typical example of the

second and third level microstructure is shown in Fig. 16. The structure within each first level

needle remains coherent and preserves the average hexagonal symmetry and the ordering of the

transient parent DO19 of path 3.1 as the SAD pattern in Fig. 16e shows.

Different dark field images (Fig. 16b, c, d) taken with the same diffuse 1100 reflection

but in a slightly different TEM foil orientation reveal fine scale domains and their interfaces

2 The microstructure produced during cooling is more resistant to coarsening and

recrystallization as compared to Alloys 2 & 3 under the same annealing conditions [16].
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(tilting changes the excitation errors for different domains). Therefore the diffuse reflections are

in fact clusters of a few reflections very close to each other (additional diffuse intensities from

the presence of a high density of interdomain interfaces and lattice strain make it difficult to

resolve them). The SAD pattern, Fig. 16e, can be explained by a structure consisting of either 4
three variants of the 0 phase formed from the DOt9 phase (as was observed in the secimes

cooled from 1100°C, Fig. 13) or coexisting domains of the 0 and DO19 phases.

Because of experimental difficulties related to the similarity of the reciprocal lattices of

the phases, the fineness of the domains and possible elastic distortions due to the coherency of

interfaces, we were unsuccessful in providing direct TEM evidence of the identity and

distribution of the phases. Analysis of the broadening and position of peaks in a neutron

diffraction pattern obtained from a specimen similar to that of Fig. 16 has indicated the presence

of both 0 and DO19 phases (unpublished research, [201). Indirect evidence for the phase

constitution can be obtained by analyzing the possible orientations for strain-free coherent

interfaces which would be expected between the 0 phase domain variants or between domains of

the DO 19 phase and a variant of the 0 phase.

For a domain structure of the 0 phase formed from the DO19 phase, as was shown in [11

and confirmed experimentiy in 4.2, the interfaces have locked-in symmetry and have either

{WL00)h or f11 20)h planes (of the average hexagonal lattice). For contacting domains of the 0

and DO19 phases, the intmerfa• s depend on the lattice parameters at the temperature

of formation, and in general are irrational (non-symmetric). Because the c-parameters of the 0

and DO19 phases are similar 120,281, the interes are expected to contain the (0001]h direcion.

M e of the directions of te ma traces with respect to the average

hexagonal lattice in Fig. 16 are sufficient to establish a significamnt deviation from the I I 0 0 )h

and 11120 )h planes despite the retWively large measurement error due to the diffuseness and

shorness of the interface segments. We consider this deviation as evidence for the existence of
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a coexisng two-phase mixture. Such non-symmetric interfaces are often seen lying parallel

within a second level plate where the neighboring second level plate also has non-symmetric

parallel interfaces but with different orientation. The observation is illustrated in Fig. 17 a,b

where two dark field images (using the same cluster of reflections, (4 ' 0 )h, but with different

small tilts of the TEM foil) show two second level plates, A and B, separately. The interface

between them has a zig-zag shape but on average is close to the (1120)% plane (Fig. 17 c). The

zig-zag shape is formed by two segments of interfaces between the IX 19 and 0 phase domains

located in neighboring second level plates A and B. The segments planes also seem to be in

irrational orientation. The 'ntepretation of the distribution of domains and phases in the

microstructure of Fig. 17 is depicted schematically in Fig. 18 a, b. Another plausible two-phase

morphology of domains with SFIs is shown schemaically in Fig. 18c (and perhaps

microstructurally in Fig. 16). In this case the DOE9 phase forms zig-zag ribbons traveling

continuously through the second level plates in a modulated manner. The DO19 phase ribbon-

like domains have internal low angle boundaries (dislocation walls) and faceted SFIs with two

variants of the 0 phase.

Therefore, the variety of interface orientations observed in Fig. 16 is due to the fact that

the initial structure consisted of a three variant domain structure of the metastable 0 phase as

seen in Fig. 15 (second level mio). Subsequent reformation of the hexagonal DO19

phase takes place in the plate-like structure of the 0 phase (corresponding to A and B plates in

Fig. 17). The DO19 phase layers can have two equivalent stress-free habit planes for each

variant of the 0 phase. whe DO19 phase appears as a modulation of plates inskle the

oriorbombic phase domains. Because the 700"C anmealing results in reprecipitston of the

DO1, phase, Alloy 1 is believed to be in an equilibrium to-hase field at this Wperature.
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6. Thermodynamics of phase formation.

At the present time, neither the phase diagram nor its associated free energy functions are

sufficiently well know to permit a priori prediction of the To curves for the various BCC/B2 to

close-packed transitions in the Ti3AI-Nb3AI pseudobinary section. These To curves would

provide the thermodynamic framework necessary to nderstand the partitionless transformations

observed in the present work; viz., why there is a change in path from 3 1 to 3.2 for (Ti,Nb)3AI

alloys as the Nb content is increased (from that of Alloy 1 to Alloys 2 & 3). However we can

use the transformation path results of this paper, some knowledge of the ordering tendencies of

BCC and HCP systems, and the limited phase diagram results from other researchers to

construct a self-consistent pseudobinary section, a To diagram, and a 700"C free energy-

composition diagram as shown in Fig. 19. It will be seen that paths including and excluding the

intermediate HCP phase are quite reasonable. The construction of the three diagrams was

performed concurrently, adjusting curves to be consistent with the details described below.

The free-energy composition diagram (Fig. 19c) should be viewed as a superposition of

BCC-based ordering diagram (BCC and 132) and an HCP-based ordering diagram (HCP, D019,

B19, and 0). The relative heights (energies) of these two subsidiary diagrams have been adjusted

to be conshit with the fact that Nb is a beta (ICC) stabilizer; i.e., the HCP phase has a lower

fiee energy at small Nb content don the BCC phase, and conversely at higher Nb content. In

fact the intersection of the BCC and HCP free-energy curves (which gives the To composition

for the BCC to HCP transition) and the intersection of the BCC and B2 curve (which gives the

conposition for the BCC to B2 transition) were adjusted to agree with the experimental results of

this paper. The individual BCC-based and the HCP-baed free energy diagrams are sketched

using reasonable assumptions about the ordering tendencies and preferred stoicduonetries for the

BCC- and HCP-based phases in this alloy system.
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The BCC-based diagram is quite simple and consists of BCC and B2 curves. The BCC -.

B2 transition is assumed to be second order and thus the B2 free energy curve merges smoothly

with that of the parent BCC curve and no two-phase BCC+B2 fieMl exists in the phase diagram.

(Thus the To curve and the ordering critical curve are the same). It is reasonable to assume that

the composition range of B2 stability exits at intermediate Nb content, probably centered around

the Ti2AINb composition for the following reason. The two sublattices (or Wyckoff sites) of the

B2 structures of Ti-Al-Nb are known to be preferentially occupied by Ti and a mixture of

(AI,Nb) respectively (Ref. 21 in [1]). In the absence of competing non-BCC-based phases, the

maximum order is most likely to be centered along the region of the ternary system where the

atomic percent of Ti is equal to the sum of the atomic percents of Al and Nb. This region for

maximum B2 order and hence for maximum stability intersects the (Ti,Nb)3AI section under

consideron here at the T 2AINb composition. 3 The maximum in the ordering curve is

1400"C or higher [151.

The free energy curves for the HCP-based phases, A3, B19, D0 19, and 0, are more

complex. The HCP - D019, HCP -. B19, B19 - 0 and D0 19 -•0 transitions ar e al required to

be first order transitions under equilibrium conditions [29]. For first order transitions, shapes for

free energy vs. composition curves that contain end points and concave curvature have been

described in detail by Soffa and laughlin [51 and this shape was used for the ortho-hombic

ordering inFig. 19c. The D0 19 and orthorhombic Ti2 AMb phases wre assumed to be the

equilibrium phases at 700"C as Indicated by tde lowest common tangen giving a tie line that

would nearly He in this psaedobinary section. Generally the tie lIes will not le in the m ,Nb) 3Al

section. If, aft cooling, an 0 phase alloy finds itself at a composition and temperatre with a

concave free energy curve, spontaneous growth of composition fluctuatio can occur. If the

311w possibility of achieving B2 order decreases as one moves from the TiAl composition to the
TIMb composition because of the known positive heat of mixing of the BCC phase in the Ti-Nb
binary.
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local composition of a region of that alloy reaches the end point composition, then in that region

the ordered phase will spontaneously disorder, in this case, to the DO,9 phase.

The B19 phase is an AB phase having only two Wyckoff sites with occupancis similar to

B2 and would therefore be expected to have maximum stability in the same composition region

where the B2 phase has maximum stability; i.e., along the 50% Ti line, which intersects the

(Ti,Nb)3Ai section near the Ti2AlNb composition. Thus the B19 free Cenerg curve is centered

around this composition as indicated in Fig. 19c. The B19 phase has never been observed as an

equilibrium phase in this system and is thus metastable as all temperatures and compositions and

does not appear in the phase diagram. Finally the site occupancy of the ordered A2BC

orthorhombic phase [20] clearly indicates that its compoitional range of stability should also be

centered around Ti2AINb.

The D019 phase, an A3B phase, is known to have a prefeence for Al on the B sites and

a mixture of (Ti,Nb) on te A sites (Ref. 23 in 111) in Ti-Al-Nb alloys. Thus stability of this

phase with respect to HCP is expected across the eatire (Ti,Nb)3AI section at 700"C and hence

the free energy curve for D019 is drawn below the HCP. Near the composition Tt2AINb, it is

likely that the B19 phase would have a lower free energy than D0 19 because of the presence of

equal amounts of Al and Nb at this composition.

The pseudo-binary phase diagram section (Fig. 19a) was constructed using information

on the BCC, HCP and D09 equilibria from the calculated binary Tt-Al and from isothermal

sections of Ti-Al-Nb at 1100 and 1200C [30]. Te positions of phase boundaries between the

D0 19, B2, and 0 phases at 900"C were taken from the 900"C isothermal section of ref. [31].

The maximum in the B2 Io 0 trasito wa placed at 1000"C according to [16]. The remainder

of the diagram was sketched to be consiste with Figs. 19 b and c.

"The To diagram (Fig. 19b) contains solid curves that co pond to th equilifrim two-

phase fields in the phase diagram (Fig. 19a). The To triple points (intersections of solid curves)
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correspond to three-phase triangular regions in the phase diagram.4 Also indicated are dashed

extrapolations of the important BCC to HCP and BCC to B2 curves. A possible location for the

To curve for B2-1B19 is also given. These dashed curves only have meaning if the high

temperature BCC or B2 parent phase is retained for kinetic reasons during cooling through the

higher To curve(s).

We now discuss the observed results using these diagrams. Water-quenched samples of

all three alloys in the present work are ordered B2. This rapid quench apparently suppresses the

BCC-.D0 1, and the BCC-.HCP transformations for Alloy 1 and permits access to the BCC to

B2 ordering curve at -900"C as shown in Fig. 19b. At a slower cooling rate (-400 K/s), the

BCC-.D019 transformation is bypassed for the kinetically simpler BCC-.HCP transformation that

requires only displacive ordering. Once the HCP phase forms, subsequent partitionless

transformation to B2 is not possible. The formation of the HCP phase sets the stage for all of the

subsequent transformations of Alloy 1. Alloys with higher Nb content can not escape ordering

to the B2 at any cooling rate because the ordering temperature is relatively high. Indeed Alloy 2

is B2 at 1200"C. The presence of the B2 phase sets the stage for the subsequent transformations

of Alloys 2 and 3. For Alloys 2 and 3 the transformation BCC--HCP is not possible because of

the way the To curve plunges to low temperature.

For simplicity of discussion, the subsequen transformation paths for each alloy are

considered as occurring isoftrmally at 700" as indicated by the arrows in Fig. 19c starting

from the HCP for Alloy 1 and from the B2 for Alloys 2 and 3 following the above discussion.

The sequence for each alloy class undergoes partitionless transformation down athierarchy of

phases with decreasing free energy. One can see that for the alloys near the composition of

Alloy 2, a B2-,.BI9-.O path is likly. On the other hand for alloys near the composition of Alloy

'The intersection point of two To curves necessarily requires the intersection of a third To at the
same point.
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1, an HCP-D0019--O is likely. Thus we have constructed a set of thermodynamic relationships

between the phases that is consistent with the experimentally observed paths for the partitionless

transitions.

A later stage of transformation occurs for the low Nb content alloy shown in Fig. 19c

that involves long-range diffusion. The concave curvature of the free energy curve indicates that

the 0 phase formed for this composition by partitionless transformation is unstable on a longer

time scale with respect to small fluctuations of composition (spinodal decomposition). This kind

of process is termed conditional spinodal decomposition [3]. The Nb-poor regions of this

decomposition will approach the end point of the 0 phase free energy curve and will

spontaneously disorder (relative to the 0 phase) to the D019 phase. "Iis process is thought to

lead to the third level of domain structure described in Section 5.

7. Conclusion

During cooling from 1100"C, the high temperature BCC-based phase of (Ti,Nb)3AI

alloys decomposes into low temperature orthorhombic phase by two different partitionless paths

depending on Nb content. Microstructurally the two paths are differentiated by the substructure

of domain boundaries and the number of variants of the orthorhombic phase. For alloys with

-12.5 at% Nb, the transient formation of a hexagonal precursor occurs while at -25 at% Nb

ordering to the B2 precludes the hexagonal phase. In the latter case, defects are found that

suggest the transient existence of a B19 phase. However the B19 phase itself was never

observed in cooled samples. In the former cast formation of the 0 phase from the ordered

DO19 was observed along with defects indicating the hexagonal to the DO19 ordering. These

two different paths are seen as feasible after an examination of subgroup/supergroup relations

between the crystal structures of the various phases. The paths are also feasible based on
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reasonable assumptions regarding the thermodynamic relationships among the free energy curves

for the phases involved.

Detailed examination of the interfaces between the rotational domains/variants of the B2

to 0 phase transformation steps (for Alloys 2&3) and the DO19 to 0 phase transformation steps

(for Alloy 1) showed they are determined by the minimization of elastic strain energy through the

formation of stress-free interfaces with special orientations of twins of the I and UI kind. For the

Alloy 2&3 the twins are often arranged in a self-accommodating polytwin group consisting of

three variants of the 0 phase.

A two-phase modulated microstructure is observed after long term annealing at 700*C of

the Alloy 1. The structure morphology is determined first by a formation of the metastable 0

phase (by congruent ordering of the DO19 phase), and then by reprecipitation of the DO 19 phase.

The thermodynamics underlying the two-phase formation, possibly by a spinodal mechanism, are

discussed.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig.1 Optical micrographs of Alloy 3 specimens cooled from 1I00°C at different cooling rates.

Regions with different volume fractions tranformed according to (a) a higher and (b) a

slower cooling rate. (c) Annealing of the water quenched specimens (with retained B2)

for 15 mrin at 7000C was sufficient to produce complete transformation.

Fig.2 The TEM microstructure of the Alloy 3 specimen corresponding to Fig. la. The TEM

image shows islands of transformed material, surrounded by a B2 phase matrix. The

islands consist of a complex plate-like structure of the 0 phase. The phases do not differ

in composition.

Fig.3 Higher magnification view of the plate-like structure of Fig. 2 showing the plates to be

arranged into a larger size secondary plate (polytwin) which alternates with another

variant of polytwin plate. (a) and (b) are dark-field images with the g, and g2 reflections,

indicated in the (c) [0111. SAD pattern. The g2 reflection, 0200, images a single variant

(5) of the 0 phase. (d,e) show [011]. stereographic projections with superimposed

calculated [11 traces of the (d) symmetric and (e) non-symmetric SFIs and the

corresponding traces of the observed A-A, B-B and C-C interfaces of (a). The solid and

dashed traces correspond to edge-on and inclined interfaces respectively.

Fig.4 A series of SAD patterns taken from an Alloy 2 specimen which was water quenched

from 11000C and then annealed at 7000C for 15 min. The selected area aperture was

large enough to include mmewus varia contriNbuting to scattering. The patterns show

average Lawe symmetries (a) 4mm, (b) 3mm and (c) 2mm corresponding to the major

zone axes of the cubic symmetry, [1001, [1111 and (1101, respectively. The strongest

reflections (consisting of several reflections from different variants of the 0-phase)

correspond to the fundamental BCC reflections and determine the orientation relationship
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between lattices of the transformed B2 phase and the 0 phase variants.

Fig.5 Three dark field (a-c) images taken from a single variant plate in specimen of Alloy 3

continuously cooled from 1100"C. The dark field images are taken with the plate

orientation close to the (d) [11010 zone axis using (a) 220O, (b) 1100 and (d) 44OO

reflections in approximately a two-beam condition. Two type of interfaces with different

displacement vectors and morphology are observed. Both types are seen in (b) and only

the faceted type in (a). In (c) only residual contrast from the faceted interfaces is seen.

Arrow markers A and B identify the same places in all three micrographs.

Fig.6 (001] projections of the close-packed layers of the (a) 0 phase (according to [17]) and (b)

)DO19 phase (z=-14 - empty circles; z=3/4 - filled circles). Small, medium and large

size circles represent Al, Ti and Nb atoms, respectively. The displacement vectors of the

type I (due to chemical ordering) and the type H (due to displacement) interfaces are

shown.

Fig.7 Dark field images of (a) stacking fault (SF) type and (b) both SF and APB interfaces in

thin plates of an 0 phase variant oriented with [110]0 parallel to the electron beam. In (a)

and (b) 22 0o and 110o reflections were used respectively.

Fig.8 Optical micrograph showing a needle-like transformed microstructure of Alloy 1

continuously cooled from 1100"C at 400°C/min.

Fig.9 Bright field TEM micrograph showing the the detailed morphology of the needles shown

in Fig. 8. The needles have very irregular interfaces. Blocky grains between elongated

needles are most probably cross-sections of the needles with their long axes normal to the

TEM foil.

Fig.10 Thin (dark) layers of the BCC phase separating tramformed phase grains. The dark-field

image is taken with a DO19 reflection which is well separated from the BCC's. Dark

contrast in the upper-left part of the photograph belongs to a different grain.
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Fig. 11 SAD pattern taken from three grains forming a triple junction in the Alloy 1 cooled from

1100°C. The pattern has [10i0]h 11[l11]e (three 600 rotated <1010> h Pattern Wound

[111].) and (0001)h 11 {110}) in support of the Burgers OR found for the Alloys 2 & 3.

Fig. 12 Series of dark field images taken from a single grain of the transformed Alloy 1 in the

[1120]h, [0110]h and [1210]h zone axis orientations (SAD patterns of [1120]h and [0110]h

patterns are shown in (a) and (b)). The sequence of orientations was obtained by tilting

the grain around the [0001]h direction as shown in the stereographic projection (c). The

dark field images are taken close to a two-beam condition using the following reflections:

(d) 0002, (e) 1100 and (M 2200 from the [1120]h ZA; (g) 0002, (h) 2110 and (i) 4220

from the (0110]h ZA; (k) 1010 and (1) 2020 from the [1210]h ZA.

Fig. 13 (a) TEM dark field image of a continuously cooled Alloy 1 specimen, slightly off the

[00011h zone axis in order to give different excitation errors for different domains. Two

orthogonal directions of the interface traces, [1100]h (A-A) and [1120]h (B-B), correspond

to (1120)h and (1100)h interfacial planes between two variants of the 0 phase with

coinciding 1306() / 130o(2) and (110)oI (1 10)0o planes. (b,c) SAD patterns taken from

areas where only one type of interface is present (area A and B on Fig. 15a).

Fig. 14 The superimposed [001]o diffraction patterns of two variants of the 0 phase rotated 120*

to each other, with a coinciding row of (a) 130o0i) and 130o2) (plane A) and (b) I100()

and i102 (plane B) reflections, corresponding to the experimental SAD of Fig. 15b, c,

respectively. The kinematical intensities (size of the reflections) are calculated according

to the 0 phase structure parameters in ref. [191.

Fig.15 Bright field image of a continuously cooled Alloy 1 specimen, slightly off the [00011 zone

axis, where all three orthogonal sts of the 0 phase variant pairs (shown as AB and C)

rotated with respect to each other by 600 are observed in a single grain.

Fig. 16 Microstucture of the Alloy I after annealing at 700"C for 26 days. Bright field (a) and
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three dark field (b-d) images, all slightly different in a TEM foil tilt, show a complex

morphology of coherent domains.

Fig. 17 Two dark field images, a and b, taken with the same cluster of reflections (44 00 )h (c) but

different in a small tilt (close to [00011) show two second level plates, A and B, separated

by a zig-zag shape interface close to the (112O)h plane. The zig-zag shape is formed by

two segments of interfaces between the DOE9 and 0 phase domains located in

neighboring second level plates A and B. The segment planes are irrational orientations.

Fig.18 Schematic drawing showing the two-phase (0 and DO19) domain distribution based on

interpretation of the experimental images (Fig. 16, 17). The two-phase structure is

formed by re-precipitation of the D019 phase from the initial 0 phase twinned plates (a).

Two morphologies are shown: (b) one with a chess-board distribution of domains

surrounded by SFIs. (c) another with the DO19 phase forms zig-zaged ribbons traveling

continuously through the second level plates in a modulated manner. The DO19 phase

ribbon-like domains have internal low angle boundaries (dislocation walls) and faceted

SFIs with two variants of the 0 phase.

Fig. 19 Schematic (a) pseudobinary equilibrium phase diagram, (b) To diagram for partitionless

transformations, and (c) 700"C free energy vs. composition curves for the Ti3Al-Nb3AI

section of the Ti-AI-Nb system. The free energy diagram shows the superposition of the

BCC (B2) and HCP (DO19, B19, and 0-phase) families of phases. For Alloy 2, an

intermediae HCP or D019 phase cannot form during partitionless transformation from

cubic to the O-phase.
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The Ti-Al-Nb system has stimulated considerable investigation as a possible
lightweight, high temperature structural material. Blackburn and Smith (1,2] identified
the alloy Ti-24 at% Al-il at % Nb which has acheived a balance of room temperature
ductility and elevated temperature rupture resistance. Depending on exact composition and
heat treatment, this alloy may contain the ordered bcc B2 phase, the ordered hexagonal DO,,
a2 -Ti3AI phase, and/or an orthorhombic phase. This orthorhombic phase was first discovered
by Banerjee et al.[3] in coexistence with 02 in a Ti-25atAl-12.5atNb alloy that was
furnace cooled from 11O0"C. Convergent beam electron diffraction (CBED) established the
ý point syetry and the Taft-Spence technique, which maximizes the x-ray fluorescence

yield from specific crystal planes, was used to probe the nature of the site occupancy.
They deduced the structure given in Table 1.

Table 1 - Cmcm Structure Deduced by Baneriee et al. 131

Site Atom x y z
8g Ti 1/4 -1/12 1/4
4ci Al 0 1/6 1/4
4c2 Nb 0 -1/3 1/4

The Cmcm space group is a minimal subgroup of the P63/mcm space group of a2. It was
previously established that Ti and Nb occupy the same site for dilute (5 at%) additions of
Nb to the DO1 , a2 phase [4]. Thus the orthorhombic phase involves ordering of Ti and Nb in
DO 1 ,. The atomic positions above are in fact those of the hexagonal structure.

The composition range of the orthorhombic single phase field is quite broad in the 25
at% Al section and has been located by several investigators [5-6] although the boundaries
with a2 are subject to considerable doubt at present due the structural similarities of the
two phases. The orthorhombic phase does not exist at high temperatures. At -1100*C and
above, alloys of this composition transform to the B2 phase. This research presents a
structural refinement from single phase fine grain material prepared at 7001C.

Excerimental Method

A sample with composition Ti-25atSAl-25atNb was prepared by repeated arc melting and
was drop cast into a 32 mm die cylindrical Cu mold. This cylinder was extruded at 1050°C

2363
0036-9748/90 $3.00 + .00
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to a 9.2 m rod and ground to a 6 = rod. Segments of the rod were wrapped in Ta and heat
treated in a He-backfilled quartz tube at 1200"C for I hour followed by water quenching in
order to recrystallize the B2 phase. Using similar encapsulation, the rods were heat
treated at 700 "C for 228 h to form and equilibrate the orthorhombic phase. Samples were
prepared for optical metallography and TEM. Electropolishing was performed at 0"C in an
electrolyte containing 600 methanol, 35% butanol and 5% perchloric acid by volume.

Neutron powder diffraction was performed at room temperature with the high resolution
five detector diffractometer, BT-I, at the NIST reactor (71 using the experimental
conditions in Table 2. Four 2.5 cm long rods were bundled together with a common axis
about which they were rotated during diffraction in order to reduce any preferred
orientation effects that were caused by extrusion to at most, a fiber texture.

The data were analyzed with a code written by Prince [8] which allows the intensities
from the five detectors to be processed simultaneously. The background was represented by
a Chebychev polynomial function with up to six coefficients per detector. Six
coefficients were used for the first detector and two coefficients were used for the
remaining four detectors and were refined for each channel together with the profile and
structural parameters. The scattering lengths used for the refinement are b(Ti)= -0.3438
Fermi (10-12 cm.), b(Al)--0.3449 Fermi, and b(Nb)=0.7054 Fermi [9).

Table 2 - Exnerimental Conditions Neutron Powder Diffraction

Monochromatic Beam 220 diffraction from Cu with a pyrolytic graphite
filter to remove higher order contamination

Wavelength 0.1553(1) nm
Horizontal Divergences 10, 20, and 10 min. for the in-pile monochromator

beam, and diffracted beam collimators, respectively.

Rietveld refinement was performed using the structure in Table 1 as the initial guess.
First level refinement was performed to establish scale factor, background parameters,
lattice parameters, and spectrometer zero. Subsequent refinements were performed to
establish the atomic positions, and the temperature factors. For the first model, the
Wyckoff sites were occupied by a unique atomic species having individual densities fixed
according to the formula Ti2 AINb. A correction was allowed for possible fiber texture
which yielded a slight improvement. This model was not satisfactory in that the
temperature factor for titanium was larger than acceptable for a simple alloy and the
temperature factor for aluminum was negative.

To improve upon this model, we allowed the three sites to be occupied by combinations
of the three atoms and refined the occupancies along with all the other parameters. The
best refinement obtained was a model in which only aluminum occupied the 4cl site and
titanium and niobium were distributed on the 8g and 4c2 sites with the overall composition
fixed according to the chemical formula. Another possible model was used following the
suggestion of Banerjee et al.[3] in which different Wyckoff sites were assumed for the
atomic species, their model Fig. 7(c) of Table 4. This model and modifications of it
allowing each site to be occupied by a combination of all species gave a much poorer
refinement in agreement with the analysis of [3).

Fig. la shows a micrograph of the alloy after the 1200"C heat treatment. The alloy was
single phase (82 structure) with an 80 pm equiaxed grain size. Fig. lb is an micrograph
after the 700"C treatment. The alloy appears single phase with a 25 oa grain size. TEM
examination (Fig. 2a) confirmed the microstructure as single phase grains but with
irregular interfaces. This microstructure is believed to result from the isothermal
martensitic formation and subsequent recrystallization of the the orthorhombic phase during
the 700"C treatment. SAD and CBED (Fig. 2b,c) were consistent with the orthorhombic
structure.
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Fig. 1. (a) Qptical Micrograph of alloy after 1200*C. 1 h treatment.
(b) Optical Micrograph of alloy after 700C, 228 h treatment.

•-.4

Fig. 2. TEM view of sample of Fig. lb. a) bright field, (b) SADP, (c) CBED
pattern consistent with som point symetry.

The refinement of the powder neutron diffraction data of the orthorhombic phase of
TL2 Al•b was able to fix the model of the structure as one having only aluminum on the 4cl
site and a mixture of titanium and niobium on the Sg and 4c2 sites. The results of the

refinement are given in Table 3. The agreement between observed and calculated
intensities is shown in Fig. 3 for the five detectors of the spectrometer.
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Table 3- Stmarv of Neutron Powder Diffraction Refinement Results

Space Group Cacm

Atom Wyckoff Positions Temperature Relative
X Y Z Factor Occupancy

Ti(8g) 0.2310(12) -0.0959(6) 1/4 2.02(. l4) 0.823(4) -
Nb(8g) 0.2310(12) -0.0959(6) 1/4 2.02(.14) 0.177(4)

AI(4cl) 0.0 0.1633(3) 1/4 0.48(.12) 0.5

Nb(4c2) 0.0 -0.3643(3) 1/4 0.62(.10) 0.323(4)
Ti(4c2) 0.0 -0.3643(3) 1/4 0.62(.10) 0.177(4)

Lattice Constants

a=0.60893(2) rm b=0.95694(4) nu c=0.46666(2) na

Statistical Factors
Rnfi10.53 Rp=11.21 Rwff14.98 Re=8.11
Chi=1 .845

Notes. Figures in parentheses are standard deviations in the decimal
figures. The temperature factor is in Angstroms squared. R factors
are defined in A. Santoro, R.S. Roth, and D. Minor, Acta Crystallogr.
Sect. B 33, 3945 (1977).

Discussion

The results of this neutron diffraction study confirm and refine the structure of the
orthorhombic phase suggested by Banerjee et al. [3]. The structure is Cmcm (HgNa or Cd3Er)
vith a=0.60893(2) nm, b=0.95694(4) nm, and c-0.46666(2) nM. Ti(Nb) fills the 8g site, Al
fills one 4c site, and Nb(Ti) fills another 4c site. The structure involves ternary
ordering of the hexagonal DO,, phase. The binary DO,, phase (Fig. 4a) can be considered
(in an orthorhombic cell) as a sequence of (100) planes of (TiAI)-Ti-(TiAl). For the
ternary orthorhombic phase with composition Ti 2 AlNb and with perfect order (Fig. 4b), the
sequence is changed to (NbAI)-Ti-(Nb,Al); i.e., Nb replaces Ti on the 4c2 site. The
ordering causes a break of the hexagonal symetry and corresponding distortion of the unit
cell; viz., contraction of the b and expansion of the a parameters. The c parameters of the
two phases are essentially identical.

Compared to a random mixture of Ti and Nb on the Ti sites of o2 DO,, Ti 3 A1, the ternary
ordering, Wyckoff positions', and distortion to the orthorhombic symmetry permit an increase
of Al-Nb distances from .285-.289 na to .302-.306 = while slightly reducing the Al-Ti
distances to .280-.285 ro. Estimates of Lennard-Jones potentials for Al-Ti and Al-Nb yield
minima at interatomic distances of .279 and .292 ra respectively [101. This is consistent
with the tendency in the present case to form an ordered structure where the Nb atoms
increase their distances from the Al atoms.

Even though the alloy has exact stoichiometric composition A2 BC - one atom per site,
some mixing of Ti and Nb atoms on 8g and 4c2 sites was found. This reflects the
equilibrium long range order present at 700"C where the alloy was equilibrated by the 228
hours of annealing. For the Al (4c,) site no disorder was found. Although solubility
limits also depend on the neighboring phase in the phase diagram, one might expect a narrow
range of solubility along the TiAl-TiNb pseudobinary section and a wider range of
solubility along the T13Al-Nb3 AI section.
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a b

00

a
Fig. 4 (0011 proJection of layers at z=1/4 (dark) and 3/4 (light) of the (a) D019

structure (using an orthorhombic cell) with small and medium size circles
representing Al and (Ti,Nb) respectively and (b) the perfectly ordered orthorhombic
structure with small, medium, and large size circles representing Al. Ti, and Nb
respectively.
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Intoduction

In recent studies of phase equilibria in the Ti-Al-Nb system, chemical ordering of an w
phase was reported for some alloys (1-3]. The TiAA13Nb alloy, cooled from a B2 phase field
above 1100*C. has the following transformation path - B2 - w* - B82 - which involves
strongly coupled chemical and displacive order-disorder transitions.

The trigonal (P3ml) w" phase exhibits partial collapse of 111 planes of the B2 phase and
reordering relative to its B2 paent (2]. Evidently the stable transformation path would be
B2 -3 82, but the observed path includes the metastable intermediate phase (uw).
Furthermore, w' (P3ml) is of lower symmetry than either B2 (Pm3m) or B82 (P6 3 /amc), and it
is of lower configurational entropy than B82. The Z8z structure (InNi. prototype, (41) was
formed after prolonged annealing at 700"C. Both w" and B82 structures were verified by
means of transmission electron microscopy (TEI) and single crystal X-ray diffraction, and
their structures are shown in the schematic drawing of Figure 1.

In the present work we report a new Ti-Al-Nb phase which is apparently a more ordered
derivative of the B8z phase. The phase was found as fine precipitates in a B82 matrix. A
possible structure of the new phase will be discussed based on the results of electron
diffraction and hagh-resolution microscopy.

An alloy with the Ti-37.SAI-20Nb (at%) composition was prepared by arc melting according
to the procedure described in (2]. Three sets of specimens (HT1, RT2 and HT3) were studied
in this work. Nrl was annealed at 14OOoC for 3 hours and cooled at about 400'C/min.
Specimen HT2 was prepared from one of the HTi specimens by annealing at 1100*C for 25 hours
followed by quenching in water. The HT2 specimen was prepared by encapsulating Ta foil-
wrapped slices in evacuated ile-backfilled quartz tubes. A third set of samples (11r3) was
obtained by a heat treatment of some of the rTI in similar tubes at 700*C for 18 days
followed by a water quench.

All three specimens (ITI-RT3) were studied by transmission electron microscopy (TEK).
TEN thin foils were prepared by standard twin-jet electropolishing using a 300 ml methanol,
175 ml n-butanol, 30 ml HC1O4 electrolyte at 0"C.

icrostructures at 14001C. 11OO'C and 70O0C

All specimens cooled or quenched from 1400 and 1100"C (hTI, HT2 and HT3) contain two
different microstructural scales - one resolved by optical metallography, and another only
by TEK. The coarse scale represents the microstructure present at high temperature while
the fine scale represents a phase transformation of the matrix during continuous cooling
(2]. First we describe the coarse structure in order to indicate the equilibrium phases at
temperature and second we identify the microstructure of the transformed matrix.

Optical metallography shows that the 1400C samples (HTI) consist of large single phase
grains. According to TER analysis of its transformed structure (as will be evident later)
the phase has the 52 structure. The 1100C samples (HT2) consist of large grains of the
sm phase with blocky and needle-like precipitates (few tens of ps long) as shown in
Fig.2a. The precipitates occurred in an irregular morphology, and TEl analysis indicates
that they are an intergrowth of respectively e and Ll 0 phases. The 7000C (1rT3) samples have
needle-like precipitates finer that those in the HT2 specimens (Fig.2b and 3a). probably due
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to the lower precipitation temperature. As T(K analysis shows, the precipitates have a
peculiar structure of thin layers of both DO,, and Li 0 phases (FLg.3b.c). The origin of
this structure was not investigated in the present work.

The identity of the matrix phase at 1400 and 1100C for the UTi and HT2 specimens can
only be inferred, whereas for the HT3 the actual 700*C phases are believed to be observed.
Similar to our previous work (2) on a different composition we find the decomposition of a
B2 phase during cooling from 1400'C and 1100C temperatures to the w phase. No 52 APB's
have been observed, indicating stability of the 52 order as high as 1400°C. The
microstructure of the HT2 specimen indicates that the decomposition of the B2 phase occurs
only below 1100"C during continuous cooling.

Crvstallosranhv of the new ohase

Fig. 4a shows microstructure of the matrix of the HT3 specimen which consists of
rotational (four) and translational (three for each rotational) domains of the u-type phase.
The structure is similar to that of the 58, phase found for the TiAl3 Nb alloy [21 except
for the presence of spherical (elipsoidal) precipitates uniformly distributed in the matrix.
The precipitates can be imaged in dark-field separately from the matrix using reflections
additional to those of the 382 phase (Fig. 4b). These reflections are in fact superlattice
spots of the hexagonal reciprocal lattice of the 582 phase, as can be seen on a series of
selected area diffraction (SAD) patterns taken from an area including all four rotational
domains, Fig. 5a-c, (compared with those of only the 582 phase of the Ti 4 Al3Nb alloy, Fig.
5d-f).

From the SAD patterns and microdiffraction from individual domains it was found that the
superlattice g vectors are 1/3<1120W of the B8, reciprocal lattice. This corresponds to a
tripled hexagonal lattice of the precipitate phase:-% = 2a(sin6O0); c. = c (a=0.458 ha,
c-O.552 no for the 382 phase [2)). Axes of the new cell with respect to the 582 are:
2%, = &I + 2,, %,2 = -2a, " a2, c1 = c.

The results on the crystallography of the new structure are directly confirmed by high
resolution (HlEW) imaging. Fig. 6 shows such an HM image where two precipitates and the
B82 matrix of one rotational domain, both in [00011 orientation, are imaged simultaneously.
On that image the precipitates are translated with respect to each other by a.

Several structural models for the new phase can be suggested assuming further
substitutional ordering of the B82 phase and a group/subgroup relation between the phases.
The maximal non-isomorphic subgroup of the B82 P63/mac space group corresponding to our
experimental results is centered hexagonal H63/mac which is equivalent to primitive"
hexagonal P63/mcm with 90" rotated axes (and the c-glide plane) (5]. The subgroup has index
[3] which gives the three translational variants (in fact observed in the HRE1 image, Fig
6). The index (31 also implies, based on the Landau-LifschLtz theory of phase
transformation [61, that the ordering transformation is first order, which is consistent
with the precipitation nature of the transformation.

Because the cell was tripled by the ordering, the amber of atoms per unit cell is 18 (6
atoms per the 582 phase unit cell). For the cell with space group P63/mcm and Pearson
symbol hP18 we find a possible prototype phase, Ga4 Ti 5 [4). This structure has four Wyckoff
positions: (2)b 0,0,0; (4)d 1/3,2/3,0; (6)gl x1,0,1/4; (6)ga x2,0,1/4. For the 581 phase
referred to these positions the g, site is occupied by Ti and ga by Al atoms in a double
layer in Fig.1 [2]. We suggest that the observed ordering does not change the double layer,
and therefore occurs entirely on a single layer. Based on the estimated compositions of the
average matrix, B82 phase and precipitates, we suggest an ideal ordering on the single layer
with Nb on (4)d and Al on (2)b positions. This gives a (Ti3AI,)(AUIb2) stoichiometry for the
new phase, with occupancies Al (2)b, Nb (4)d, Ti (6)g3, Al (6)g, and x, and x. slightly
different from 1/3 and 2/3 of the w-type.

Another possibility could be the Strukturbericht D8. structure, rnSi prototype, also
with P6./mca space group but with 16 atoms per unit cell. For this structure the (2)b
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position is vacant. The (Ti 3•A 3 ) Nb2 stoichiometry has a good correspondence to mass balance
requirements. Further HRED and X-ray diffraction work is in progress to find the correct
structure.

The authors thank M.E.Williams for the Th( specimen preparation and L. Smith for the
optical metallography. The work was supported by DARPA under order No. 6065.
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The B2 structure is shown as a stacking of (111) planes. Different symbols j
represent different occupancies. (From Ref. 2).
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Fig. 2. Optical metallography of the (a) liT2 and (b) Mt samples.

Fig. 3. TUK images of the needle-like precipitates in the HT3 (700*C) specimen matrix. (a)
Low magnification image. (b) Internal structure of the precipitate and (c) the corresponding
SAD pattern (smailer cell - the DO19 phase, (1120]; larger cell - the L10 phase, (110])
showing alternating layers of the DO,, and Li0 phase and their orientation relationship.
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1

Fig. 4. Kicrostructure of the HT3 specimen matrix and spherical precipitates. (a) Bright-
field image of several rotational and translational domains. (b) Dark-field image of the
precipitates using superlattice (to B82) reflection.

Fig. 5. (a-c) SAD patterns taken from the HT3 specimen and compared to those (d-f) from the
382 phase of the Ti,4 Al3Nb alloy. Zone axes using cubic indices are: (a,d) - <110>; (b~e) -

<111>; (c,f) - <100>.
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Fig. 6. 1MM image of the B82 matrix and the precipitates (P) in an orientation of the
(00011 parallel to the electron beam direction.
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Internetallic Ti-Al-Nb alloys based on strengthening of the
orthorhombic phase by w-type phases J
L. A. Bendersky, W. J. Boettinger and F. S. Biancaniello
Metallurgy Division, National Institute of Standards and Technology, Gaithersburg, MD 20899 (USA) 1

Abstract j
The microstructure of an alloy, with composition Ti-30AI-20Nb (atomic percent), when annealed at temperatures
between 700 aund 900"C for up to 18 days, consists of two intermetallic phases: orthorhombic TiAINb and w-type
B8, TiAAI1Nb. The presence of the two phases in the microstructure is independent of the heat treatment path and, thus,
the two phases appear to be in thermodynamic equilibrium. The potential for high strength alloys in this two-phase field,
based on the combination of properties of the two different phases, is demonstrated by microhardness measurements.

1. Introduction phases. These w-type phases lack the close-packed
planes suitable for dislocation mobility. Depending

The need for low density structural materials with on morphology and microstructure [10], the phase
high temperature strength and low temperature ductil- can either cause brittleness or be used as effective
ity for aerospace applications has driven interest in tita- strengtheners (e.g. as with metastable w-phase in some
nium aluminides, especially those of the Ti-Al-Nb titanium and zirconium alloys).
system. Different approaches have been utilized to pro- Based on the compositions of the B82 and 0 phases,
duce mnicrostructures composed of the following an equilibrium two-phase field between them was
ordered intermetallic phases and their combinations: anticipated at elevated temperatures. Alloys in this
a2-Ti3AI (DO,9 ), a2-Ti3Al + y-TiAI (L10) in the Ti-Al two-phase field might exhibit the strengthening of the
system, and a 2-Ti3AI, a 2-Ti3AI + & (B2) in the Ti-Al- titanium aluminide (the 0 phase) by the stable w-type
Nb system [1-3]. Very promising combinations of phase. This combination of the w-type and the ortho-
specific strength and rupture life at high temperature rhombic phase has not been exploited in any of the
(up to 800 C) have been achieved for an alloy with a previous work on titanium aluminides. The present
composition close to Ti-24A1-11 Nb (atomic percent) paper presents some preliminary results which confirm
13]. the existence of the two-phase field and gives micro-

In a recent review by Rowe [31, it was indicated that structures and preliminary properties of an alloy with
the ordered O-Ti2AINb phase [4] may also have Ti-30Al-20Nb (atomic percent) composition.
potential as an elevated temperature structural
material. This phase has orthorhombic symmetry
(Cmcm) which can be thought of as a ternary ordering 2. Experimental details
of the a 2 lattice but also forms by a martensitic-type
transformation from the high temperature B2 (flo) An alloy with composition Ti-30AI-20Nb (atomic
phase [5, 61. The 0 phase, either as a single phase or an percent) was prepared by arc melting and homogeniz-
O +,80 structure, deforms more uniformly than the a 2  ing at 1400 *C for 5 h in gettered argon. The homogen-
phase and exhibits higher specific strength and fracture ized specimens were subsequently heat treated at
toughness than a 2-based alloys [7]. 1100 *C for 24 h, water quenched and then annealed

Another ternary phase recently found in the at 900, 850, 800, 750 or 700 *C for different lengths of
Ti-Al-Nb system has a composition close to time. Annealing was performed by encapsulating tanta-
Ti4AI3Nb, and appears to occur in equilibrium with lum foil-wrapped slices in evacuated and helium-
y-TiAI and a 2-Ti3AI phases at some temperatures [8, backfilled quartz tubes. The microstructure of the
9]. The phase forms readily from the high temperature alloys was studied mainly by means of transmission
B2 phase by a displacive transformation with sub- electron microscopy (TEM). TEM thin foils were pre-
sequent chemical ordering. The phase has the B8 2  pared by standard twin-jet electropolishing procedure
structure [9] which belongs to the class of w-type using a 300 ml methanol, 175 ml n-butanol and 30 ml

0921-5093/92/S5.00 C 1992 - Elsevier Sequoia. All rights reserved
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HCIO, electrolyte at 0 *C. Microhardness testing was
performed on specimens prepared for optical metal-
lography using a diamond pyramid indenter with a
1000 g load.

3. Displacive instabilities of the B2 structure

Both 0 and B8, phases have structural relations
with the cubic B2 phase which can be described as
combinations of displacive and chemical ordering. The
displacive ordering for these two phases is represented
by two fundamental modes: (1) shuffles of the (110),
planes in the [1 0], direction for the 0 phase and (2)
shuffles (or collapse) of the ( 11 ), planes in the [I 11.
direction for the B8, phase [4, 9]. These two modes are
known to manifest themselves in the lattice dynamics
of the b.c.c. (or B2) structure prior to the transforma-
tion by the softening of some elastic constants and the
presence of anomalies in the phonon dispersion curve.
These phenomena (often referred to in the literature as
pre-martensitic) are readily observed in the tweed
contrast and the diffuse scattering in TEM images and
selected area diffraction (SAD) patterns taken from
samples quenched from high temperature.

Such SAD patterns taken in a [1 10], zone axis orien-
tation are shown in Figs. 1(a) and l(b) for specimens
water quenched from 1100 *C for the TiAINb and
TiAI3Nb alloys. Loci of diffuse intensity (in addition
to distortion and streaking of the B2 reflections) are
located at distinct point in reciprocal space, close to
1/2(1i2)* for the Ti,AINb and 1/3(111)-, andl
1/3(1 i2)* for the TiAI-_Nb alloys (arrows in Fig. 1).
These are positions where reflections from different'
crystallographic variants of the corresponding low tem-
perature phases are to be expected. For slowly cooled
and fully transformed alloys such reflections (from six
rotational variants of the 0 phase for Ti,AINb and
four rotational variants of the B8, phase for TiAI1Nb)
are seen in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) where the SAD patterns
are in a [110k orientation. Figures 2(c) and 2(d) show
images of the corresponding microstructures where (W) Fig. 1. SAD patterns in a I I (j, zone axis orientation taken from
the 0 phase has a plate-like appearance and (d) the B8, the B2 phase of the (a) TiAINb and (b) TiAI;Nb alloys water
phase has equiaxed grains, quenched from I100 TC.

For the Ti-30AI-20Nb (atomic percent) alloy,
whose composition lies between the two alloys dis- able intensity. Our preliminary results show that the
cussed above, both modes of the displacive transfor-
mation can be present simultaneously. Figure 3 shows tie amountor the to moe can bemsesitivet
a SAD pattern in a [1101, orientation from the B2 the cooling history and to the local composition.
phase retained after water quenching from 1100 *C.
(At 1100 *C a small amount of the DO,, phase is pres- 4. Microstructures after annealing at elevated
ent, but the B2 phase has a composition close to the temperatures
nominal composition of the alloy.) The diffuse scatter-
ing observed in the SAD patterns indeed represents Annealing at elevated temperatures (700-900 *C)
both displacive modes with contributions of compar- produces a two-phase microstructure. As Figs. 4 and 5
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Fig. 2. SAD patterns from the multiple variants of (a) the O phase. Ti:AINb alloy and (b) the B8, phase. TiAI.Nb alloy in the [I I0L
orientation after slow cooling from the B2 region; (c) and (d) are the images of the correspondine microstructures.

show, the microstructure obtained for the a superposition of Figs. 2(a) and 2(b). The Fig. 4(b)
Ti-30Al-2ONb alloy after annealing at 700 °C for 18 pattern shows reflections of one of the B8, variants at
days consists of a homogeneous distribution of fine the 1/3(112), position [0001,[1[1 101.), and a triplet of
domains of both the 0 and B8, phases. The SAD surrounding reflections which belong to three variants
patterns of Fig. 4, taken in (a) [1101,. and (b)[II 11•zone of the 0 phase ((1 10),, l101 .). Figure 5(a) shows a
axis orientations, show the presence of reflections from bright field image of the microstructure in the [1101,
both phases in orientation relationships (compared orientation, and Figs. 5(b) and 5(c) shows dark field
with the transformed B2 phase and with each other) images of the microstructure taken with reflections
which are the same as those in the SAD patterns of belonging to a single variant of either (b) the 0 phase or
Figs. 2(a) and 2(b). The pattern in Fig. 4(a) is essentially kc) the B8, phase. Similar to the microstructures of
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Fig. 3. SAD pattern in a 11 t10, orientation taken from the
Ti-31 .i-2UNb B2 phase retained after quenching in water from
I1(100 CC. The diffuse scattering in the SAD pattern ýarrowsý
represents tmo displacive modes of transformation: the
1 10 lio andthe l11.111 modes.

single phase alloys, the 0 phase appears in a plate-like
form Fig. 5!b whereas the BS. phase exists as round
particles ,Fig. 5ic).

The two-phase structure is highly stable and resisLs
to coarsening at temperatures where other Ti-Al-Nb
alloys are structurally unstable after prolonged heat
treatments. This instability can lead to premature
failures [1. 12'. Compared with a single phase
Ti,AINb alloy, the two-phase structure of the
Ti-30AI-2ONb alloy remains fine after annealing for
18 days at 700 'C. The Ti,AINb alloy microstructure
recrystallized after a few days in some specimens after
a few hours. at this same temperature [3j. Figure 6&a' Fi,, 4. SAD patterns taken from the Ti-30AI-20Nb allo, after

shows a partially recrystallized, region of the Ti.AINb anneahne at :(,j CC for IS daws in a 11 ,, a and a I I I , b

alloy observed after 24 h ot annealing at 7()() 'C where zone axis orientamion. The SAD patterns show the presence ot

a laree single grain is seen consuming an or;,iinal fine- rcflections tram both () and BN- phas,,e in orientation rcl1-

plate structure. Figure 6 b, shows another coarsening iio ,,hip,,imiLar tothoseotthe SADpattrnsof Fi.. aandb

process in the TiAINb alloy which proceeds by thick-
ening of some plates and disappearance of others.

The distribution of the 0 and B8. phases in the 700) C. The first ine, Fig. 7,w, involved continuous
Ti-30AI-20Nb alloy can be controlled either by tast cooling trom 140)0)) " to room temperature %1ith
changes in cooling rate or by the temperature at which subsequent annealing at 700 0C for 1S days. The
the quenched material is equilibrated. As preliminary sconed one. Fig. 7 b. involved slo" cooling from 1I (t0
results indicate, the microstructure can be very differ- t, 71)() Cý( and annealing at 700) C for 5 dai\s Evcn
ent for different heat treatment schedules. For example. thou,,h the secCond heat treatment was shorter. the
Fig. 7 compares microstructures obtained by two dil- (B) ,- B3. microstructure i,, noticeably coarser ('lcarhs
ferent heat treatments, both with a final equilibration at the differences in microst rucures are related t, the
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Fig. 5. The microstructure of the Ti-30AI-2ONb alloy after annealing at 700 'C for 18 days consisting of a homogeneous distribution
of fine domains of the O and B8, phases. (a) Is a bright field image: (b) and (c) are dark field images taken with reflections belonging to a
single variant of the 0 or B8, phases respectively.

competition between the formation of the 0 and B8, 5. Microhardness
phase from the cubic phase. The details of this com-

petition depend on the thermodynamic instability tern- Preliminary room temperature microhardness tests
peratures of the cubic phase and the formation kinetics were performed on the Ti-30AI-2ONb alloy following
for the two phases. different heat treatments. The best result obtained so
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far was for a specimen annealed at 700) 'C for 18 days: mg _W-- -~" -- I*
6 17-626 Vickers hardness (VHN) for a 1000 o load.-
without noticeable cracking. This hardness is hioher ~
than the best result found in the literature for alloys
based on the orthorhombic phase, Ti-23.5A1-
24Nb (308 VHN) [31, and for alloys based on the a,

A 4 4L

4W4

F2 7. Micrwtr icture% (f the Ti-30AI 2ONb allov obtained h'.
Fig. 6. Bright field images of a partially recrystallized region ot two different heat treatments, both with a final equilibration at
the TiAl Nb alloy observed after 24 h annealing at 700) *C. (a) A 7001 T. ta After continuous fast cooling from 1400) *C to room
large single grain A is consuming an original fine-plate structure temperature %ith subscqucrit annealing at 700U *C for 18 days. (b
B. tbý Another type of coarsening process proceeding by thick- Afterd~o%% cooline from 1100t to 700 *C and subsequent anneal-
ening of some plates and disappearance of others. int, for -; da\..
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Thermodynamic calculation of the ternary Ti-Al-Nb system

U. R. Kattner* and W. J. Boettinger
Metallurgy Division, National Institute of Standards and Technology, Gaithersburg, MD 20899 (USA)

Abstract

Phase equilibria of the ternary Ti-Al-Nb system are dominated by the large range of homogeneity of (fl-Ti,Nb), the
binary intermetallic compounds of the Nb-Al and Ti-Al systems and the formation of two ternary compounds. The
available ternary experimental data, together with a thermodynamic extrapolation of the ternary system from the binary
systems, have been used to calculate the ternary phase diagram. The model descriptions of the Gibbs energies of most of
these compounds are given by the existing calculations of the binary systems. In order to model a phase which is present in
only one binary system, but has a ternary homogeneity range, a hypothetical phase with the same structure was analyti-
cally described for each binary system. Such a phase would, of course, be metastable in the other binary systems.
Constraints on the Gibbs energies of formation were derived from the crystal structures of the corresponding ordered
compounds. These same constraints were employed for the corresponding phases in the ternary system. In a final
optimization step, ternary parameters were introduced and adjusted to the available experimental data. The as-derived
description of the ternary Ti-Al-Nb system can be used to estimate single or multiphase fields and thermodynamic
quantities where no experimental data are yet available. It is also useful as an indicator of problem areas for which
additional experimental data are required.

1. Introduction (5) A miscibility gap may exist in the ordered (fi0-
Ti,Nb) phase.

The Ti-Al-Nb system is of interest for the develop- The available ternary experimental data, together
ment of high temperature/low density intermetallic with a thermodynamic extrapolation of the ternary
materials. Knowledge of stable and metastable phase system from the binary systems, have been used to
relations in multicomponent materials provides calculate the ternary phase diagram. This attempt at
valuable information for the development of process- modeling the Ti-Al-Nb system must be viewed as
ing strategies for these materials. Once derived, this preliminary. However, it provides a basis for the com-
thermodynamic description can be used to provide bination of data from several sources in a thermo-
information which is not easily accessible through dynamically consistent manner and indicates
experimental techniques, such as metastable extensions composition and temperature regimes where further
or the temperatures where two phases have the same experimentation is essential. A continued interchange
Gibbs energies at a given composition (To curves), between calculation and experimentation is the

Despite their importance, the phase relationships of quickest route to the true diagram.
this system are only partially known for certain tem-
perature regimes (1-81. From the available experi-
mental data the following points can be determined. 2. History of calculations of the Ti-AI-Nb system

(1) The intermetallic compounds of the binary.
Nb-Al and Ti-Al systems have relatively wide ranges Previous calculations of the Ti-Al-Nb system were
of homogeneity in the ternary system. based on the then accepted calculations of the binary

(2) The compounds NbA13 and TiA!3 form a con- systems and available experimental data. In a first
tinuous (D022) solid solution. calculation of the Ti-Al-Nb system [9], the thermo-

(3) At least two ternary compounds exist near the dynamic descriptions of the binary systems of Nb-Al
compositions Ti2AINb and Ti4Al3Nb. and Ti-Al by Murray [10, 11] and of Ti-Nb by Kauf-

(4) The (#-Ti,Nb) phase with b.c.c. structure orders man and Bernstein 112] were used. Since this calcula-
to the (0-Ti,Nb) with B2 (CsCI) structure. tion, the experimental data and thermodynamic

descriptions of the binary Ti-Al and Nb-Al systems
Also at: Department of Materials Science and Engineering, have been subject to revision. For the calculation of the

University of Wisconsin-Madison, Madison, WI 53706, USA. Nb-Al system, Murray [10] used phase diagram as well

0921-5093/92/S5.00 0 1992-Elsevier Sequoia. All rights reserved
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as thermodynamic data to derive the thermodynamic
description for this system. A re-evaluation of the
experimental data for this system suggested that some L
of the thermodynamic data are inconsistent with the
phase diagram data. The calculation based on this re- t
evaluation yielded a simplified thermodynamic (PTi

description and a more accurate fit between the calcu- - -

lated and experimental phase boundaries [13). For the o 8
Ti-Al system, new experimental results showed that -.
(a-Ti) is in equilibrium with the liquid phase and higher T/I/"

liquidus temperatures were established for the com- (aT )/ [ I

position range of 35-80 at.% Al. These changes in the
experimental phase diagram are reflected by a series of
calculations in the literature (see Kattner et al. [ 14] for a 0 10 20 30 40 s50 S0 70 80 90 100

summary). Ti At.. Al Al

Since the accuracy of the thermodynamic descrip- b

tions of the binary systems is crucial for the calculation
of a ternary phase diagram, the most recent calcula-
tions of the binary Nb-Al and Ti-Al systems were L
used for a new approximation of the Ti-Al-Nb system.
These three calculated binaries are shown in Fig. 1.

3. Available experimental data

The available experimental data for the Ti-Al-Nb 0 1

system are sparse when compared with the complexity
of this system. Most of the experimental information is
available for the isothermal section at 1200 *C. The tie-
line data of refs. 6 and 15 are in good agreement and V ,0 20 30 40 50 60 70 6o 90 too

establish the phase boundaries with sufficient accuracy. Nb At. x Al Al

The data of ref. 2 for the (P-Ti,Nb)-Nb3AI-Nb 2Al and
Nb 2Al-TiAI-(TiNb)AI 3 three-phase equilibria are in
general agreement with the phase boundaries indicated
by refs. 6 and 15. It is noteworthy to mention that the L
tie-line data of ref. 6 indicate an isolated single-phase
area near the composition Nb1 oA,15Ti45. This single o
phase is believed to have the B2 (CsCI) structure. It is
also known that the (P-Ti,Nb) phase undergoes an
ordering transition from the disordered b.c.c. structure CT
to the ordered B2 structure (PO-Ti,Nb) in the ternary N
system [1, 3, 6]. The occurrence of two single-phase
fields with the same crystal structure is suggestive of a
miscibility gap.

Most of the experimental data which are available
for the 1100 °C section determine the (,6-Ti, Nb)-Ti3Al T

,0 10 20 30 40 50 6070 80 90 100boundary. The data of Perepezko [71 show a relatively T i At. . Nb Nb
wide two-phase area, while the data of Muraleedharan
and Banerjee [4] show a relatively narrow one. Fur- Fig. 1. The calculated binary phase diagrams. (a) Ti-Al, (b)

ther experimental data report a tie-line for (p0- Nb-Al and (c) Ti-Nb.

Ti,Nb)-Nb 2AI [1], as well as data for two tie-triangles
(fl0-TiNb)-Nb2AI-TiAl [16] and (#60-TiNb)-Ti3Al- ary data given by Perepezko [7]. This conflict can be
TiAl [5]. The compositions of the (P0-Ti,Nb) phase resolved if the assumption is made that two single-
reported for these two three-phase equilibria are phase areas of the (f00-Ti,Nb) phase also exist at this
contradictory to the extrapolation of the phase bound- temperature. In this case one (P0-Ti,Nb) would be
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observed in the three-phase equilibria [8], while the described with a sublattice model, considering two or
other (#0-Ti,Nb) was observed by Perepezko [7]. more sublattices and allowing substitution to occur on

For temperatures other than 1200 and 1100 *C, only at least one of them. Phases for which few data were
few tie-line data are available. For 700 *C, Bendersky available on their homogeneity ranges were assumed to
et aL [8] reported tie-line data between (P-Ti,Nb) and be stoichiometric. For the present calculation, the
Ti,AlNb, and Bendersky et al. [5] reported data program PMLFKT by Lukas et al. [18] was used. In this
between Ti4AI3Nb and TiA! in equilibrium with a trace program the different model descriptions can all be
of Ti3AI. treated with an equation of the form

Experimental data involving the liquid phase are
available only for the TiAI3-rich part of the quasibinary G'= X a' X Yk (Gk + RT ln(yk))
NbAI3-TiAI3 section [6]. Based on the observation of I k

primary fields of crystallization and preliminary differ- + Z AjYpYqVp"' Vqn-

ential thermal analysis (DTA) results, Perepezko et al. I
[6] proposed an estimated liquidus projection. + Z B,,yp"yqnyf,

Experimental results have established the existence
of two ternary compounds: TiAINb [17] and Ti4Al3Nb with
[5]. The Ti2AINb compound has an orthorhombic
ordered structure. It is based on ternary ordering of the vp=yp+( -yp -yq)
DOI 9 structure of Ti3AI which is an ordered derivative and
of hc.p. The Ti4AI3Nb compound has the B82 (Ni2ln)
structure and is believed to have a relatively small vq-=yq+(1-Yp-yq)
range of homogeneity. Neither ternary compound was where i is the phase index; I is the sublattice index;
observed in alloys that were annealed at 1 100 *C [5, 8 ke p, q, r are the species indices; i is the polynomial
or highei temperatures. Bendersky et aL [81 reported index (binary terms); jj is the polynomial index (ternary
the occ,,rrence of the Ti 2AINb compound in samples terms); G' is the molar Gibbs energy of phase i; al is the
that wet annealed at and below 970"C, and the fraction of sublattice Iin phase i; v )ý. y. Yr are the
Ti4An3Nb compound was observed in samples that concentration of species, referred to 1 mole of sub-
were annealed at 700 *C [5]. lattice sites; 0 k is the Gibbs energy of species k; A.. is

the Gibbs energy coefficients of binary polynomial
4. Analytical description of the phases terms; Bi. is the Gibbs energy coefficients of ternarypolynomial terms; and m,n,o are the exponents of

The nhases considered in the calculation of the polynomial terms. The G., A, and B,, parameters are

Ti-Al-4b system are the disordered solution phases either constant or linear functions of the temperature.

(liquid, (-TiNb), (a-Ti) and (Al)), the ordered inter- The exponents m, n and o as well as the indices p, q

metallic compounds of the Nb-Al and Ti-Al binaries and rare given individually for each j or jj.
(Nb 3AI, Nb 2A!, (Ti, Nb)A13, Ti3AI, TiAl, TiAI2 and The first term on the right-hand side of eqn. (1) rep-
Ti2Al5) and the ordered ternary compounds (Ti2AINb resents the Gibbs energies of the species and their con-and Ti4Al3Nb). Since o e te ransition between dis- tribution to the configurational entropy, the second and
ordered (TATi,Nb) and ordered (fl0-Ti,Nb) is believed third term are binary and ternary polynomial inter-
to be a second-order transition, and in order to keep action energies, respectively. The polynomial inter-
the analytical description as simple as possible, these action terms consist of two types (as seen in Table 1).
two structures will not be distinguished in the present Terms involving products of concentrations on differ-
caltw o n sr tures willenotbedisentiged i the (P-T ) present ent sublattices correspond to the energy of formation
calculation; both are represented as the (G-Ti,Nb) phase, of the phase with only one species present on each sub-

For the calculation of phase equilibria, the Gibbs lattice. Terms involving products of concentrations on
energies (G) of the phases present must be expressed as the same sublattice correspond to the change in energy
analytical functions of the variables of interest, i.e.

composition and temperature. For the calculation of owing to the mixing of the species on this sublattice.
the ternary system, the type of equation (model) for the The above equation reduces to the binary quasi-

phases existing in the binaries has been predetermined subregular solution model if only one sublattice (/= 1

by the thermodynamic description used in the calcula- and a' = 1.0) is considered. In this case the species con-

tion of the binary systems. In all three binary systems centration, y4, is identical to the elemental concentra-
the disordered solution phases were described with tion, x,, and therefore, the variable xk is used instead of

quasi-subregular solution models. The ranges of homo- Y., and with

geneity of the ordered intermetallic compounds were v1mx + ( 1 - x - x2 ) -x
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TABLE 1. Thermodynamic description of the Ti-Al-Nb system (all quantities are given in J mol ')

Multiplier Parameter G,, A, or B,, Multiplier Parameter G&, A, or B,

Liquid Nb,Al (three sublattices) 0 3
xro, 0.00 Niobium sublattice: all= 0.53333340
XTi 0.00 YNb - 22666.70 + 10.17567 T

x~ .0YAI Nb -3989.00+8.26413 T
XNbXAIVNb

2  - 103737.10 + 29.45904 T Nb
XNbXAIVNbVAI - 289716.20 + 87.97006 T yriNhb - 13536.00 + 8.45813 T
X~tXAIVAI - 127713.10 + 58.51102 T YAINbYr'Nb 8046.15

XTiXAIVTi - 120521.00 + 41.11378 T YTN -10000.00
XTiXAIVAI - 104619.40 + 41.11378 T Aluminum sublattice: a l = 0.33333330
XTiXNb 13058.26 YNbAI - 22666.70 + 10.17567 T
XNXAIXTi - 100000.00 YAI A - 3989.00 + 8.26413 T

)y-rA' - 13536.00 + 8.45813 T
(P-Ti,Nb) Al Al 59.2t.62XNh --30000.00 + 10.90910 T YAI YNtb - 5499.82 + 1.6825 T

XAJ -628.00+6.65980 T yNbAI FAl 5028.85

XTi -- 14146.00 + 7.28800 T yT.A YAIAt -6000.00

XNbXAIVNh - 133982.50 + 41.69422 T Niobium sublattice: aNbI =0.13333330
XNbXAIVAI - 125401.50 + 41.69422 T Nb -22666.70+10.17567 T
XTiXAI - 129396.70+40.06310 T yNb
XTiXNN 13075.00 Pblynomial terms between species on different sublattices
XNbh2XMXTi - 80000.00 + 60.00000 T yNbNbymlAlYNb"b -46895.30+10.46569 T
XNbXAI^2XT - 180000.00 + 60.00000 T YAINbYNbAtYNbNb 19747.45
XNbXAIXTi" -70000.00 + 60.00000 T yAiNbyAlAlyNb, -- 27148.69 + 10.46569 T

(a-T|) YriNb yAl yNb -35200.00+6.20000 T

XNb - 13000.00 + 9.70910 T yAINbyAi YAt YNbN' -35200.00+6.20000 T

XAI - 5151.40 + 9.61780 T (Ti,Nb)A!3 (two sublattices)
XTi - 18316.00 + 10.89840 T (TiNb) sublattice s)
XNtXAI - 120000.00 + 40.00000 T (Ti,Nb) sublattice: aM = 0.25
XTiXAivTi - 139823.40+45.39174 T YN -8000.00+8.70910 T
XTiXAI|AI - 107753.60 + 21.02630 T YAITN - 10711.00 + 11.47280 T
XTiXNb 13075.00 YTiTN - 12316.00+ 10.79840 T
XNbXAIXTi - 115000.00 YNb YAITN 12500.00

YT'TNYAI TN 2500.00(Al) TN •rTN 3268.75

XNb - 8000.00 + 8.709 10 T YWb Y6.

XAI - 10711.00 + 11.47280 T Aluminum sublattice: a^ A -0.75
xTi - 12316.00 + 10.79840 T A-8000.00+8.70910 T
XNbXAI - 185783.30 + 92.57490 T YAI A - 10711.00 + 11.47280 T
XTiXAI - 124269.60 + 43.89675 T YATAI - 12316.00 + 10.79840 T
XTiXNb 13075.00 YAI YNb - 56592.56 + 33.80652 Tyl^ A|lr,^ - 61849.46 + 36.53370 T

-,..,AI (two sublattices) YwoAl rIAl 9806.25

Niobium sublattice: aNb= 0.75 YNb YAAy-ri^A -Y100000.00

YNbNb - 24500.00 + 10.35910 T Pblynomial terms between species on different sublattices;
yAN 3148.80+7.86 305 T YNb YA

yNb - YTNyAI - 50131.90 + 12.18287 T
YriNb - 13688.50 + 8.16560 T YA N YNb^A 50131.90- 12.18287 TYsNb Yr,~ 9806.25 yriT~yAlAl - 40349.60 + 10.36525 T

Y1 862 TNY At -40349.60+10-36525 T
Aluminum sublattice: aAI = 0.25 T yATyTAl 40349.60- 10.36525 T

yMb A -24500.00+10.35910 T ybTyiyTlNyAlAl - 17000.00 + 6.00000 T

YA!At -- 3148.80 + 7.86305 T TiAls (stoichiometric compound)y•,At - 13688.50 + 8.16560 T 1 - 361654.70 + 145.66830 T
yA AylA - 8675.01 + 2.47012 T
y AIyTrAI 3268.75 TiAI2 (stoichiometric compound)
YriAlyAlA -4000.00 1 - 165313.20 + 66.80632 T

Polynomial terms between species on different sublattices TiAl (two sublattices)
yNb byAl -35518.50+6.93617 T Titanium sublattice: ari - 0.5
YAlrNbWbA 3-5518.50-6.93617 T y~bTi - 8000.00 + 8.70910 T

Y yAAl -26000.00 +7.00000 TT
YANbYAl 26000.00 - 7.00000 T YA I - 10711.00 + 11.47280 T

~yl.li~ 26000.00- 7.00000 T yT - 12316.00 + 10.79840 T
yNb~byiNbyAiAl - -6000.00 YtriTiyA Ti VT Ti - 102978.40 + 7.79282 T
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TABLE 1 (continued)

Multiplier Parameter G•, A, or B., Multiplier Parameter Gk, Al or B.

Titanium sublattice: aTi = 0.5, (continued) Pblynomial terms between species on different sublattices
Ti i- + 7.79282 T yTiTiyAIA - 38000.00 + 7.00000 T

yNý- b AA 6537.50 YAITiYNbAI 38000.00 - 7.00000 T
yNbT'YAiTJ)rI -40000.00 Y.i TiyAIAJ -29633.60+6.70801 TAluminum sublattice: aA =0 .5 yTi Al 29633.60-6.70801 TAlmiu sbltic: A 05Ti Ti Al - 9400.00Ys^Al - 8000.00 + 8.70910 T YNb YTi YAI

YAI - 10711.00 + 11.47280 T Ti.AINb (three sublattices)
Yn AIy- 12316.00 + 10.79840 T Titanium sublattice: aTi - 0.5
YNbAiYAI A -- 60000.00 + 11.00000 T YNbTi - 13000.00 + 9.70910 T
YAI Yli -28311.63+1085167T YrTi - 18316.00 + 10.89840 T
yNbAl YTiA 6537.50 YN" Ti yrTi - 10000.00

Pblynomial terms between species on different sublatticesAsTyla -- 42000.00 + 8.00000 T Niobium sublattice: aN""= 0.25
YibTiYAIA 42000.00 + 8.00000 T yNbNb - 13000.00+9.70910 T
YAYN 42000.00-8.00000 T Nb - 116. 1089840 TrTity Al - 37445.10 + 16.79376 T Y-+YAiYTiA 37445.10 - 16.79376 T Aluminum sublattice: aA =0.25

YNb TiYtri yAIAI -20000.00 yAI,, - 5151.40 + 9.61780 T
TiA! (two sublattices) Pblynomial terms between species on different sublattices
Titanium sublattice: aTi =0.75 YNb TiT bN byAlAI - 38000.00 + 7.00000 T

Tianu sulatie a =07YTi Yn NyAAI -29633.60+6.70801 T
ynbTi -13000.00 + 9.70910 T Ti NbyAl^ --2630.60+7.0800 T
YATi -- 5151.40 + 9.61780 T YTi TiYNbhyAIA- 34000.00 - 7.00000 T
YTi - 18316.00 + 10.89840 T YNbi'YAI
YNbTiYAITi -30000.00 Ti4AI1Nb (stoichiometric compound)
YT.Ti y Ti - 71277.87 + 25.46998 T 1 -480000.00 + 180.00000 T

iTi Ti 9806.25

Aluminum sublattice: a At 0.25
Y b A - 13000.00 + 9.70910 T
YAI - 5151.40 + 9.61780 T
yrTAl - 18316.00 + 10.89840 T
yNhAl ri^A 3268.75

and excess Gibbs energy was set equal to that of the dis-
v 2 = x 2 +(1 -xI -x 2) x 2  ordered compounds.

In the analytical descriptions of the ordered inter-
the equation can be rewritten as metallic compounds of the Nb-Al and Ti-Al systems,

Gi= x, (GI + RT ln(x,)) + x 2( G2 + RT ln(x 2 )) the number of parameters in the description was mini-
mized by using constraints for the different Gibbs

+X Ai X1 " X2
M  energies of formation. If, in an ordered compound, all

the elements are assumed to occur on all sublattices of
In order to provide a thermodynamic description of this compound, this compound will exist over the

a binary phase whose compositional stabilities extend entire composition range. The structures of most of
into the ternary region, the Gibbs energies of the these compounds are ordered derivatives of the struc-
counter phases in the other binaries need to be esti- tures of the pure elements. For complete substitution,
mated. These complimentary phases are not stable in the i.e. at the composition of one of the pure elements, the
respective binaries under ordinary conditions. For the degree of ordering in these compounds must be zero
Nb-AI and Ti-Al systems, the Gibbs energies of and the Gibbs energy of these compounds must then
formation of the stable phases were used to estimate be equal to the Gibbs energy of the pure elements of
the Gibbs energy of formation of the hypothetical the corresponding crystal structure. This implies con-
metastable compounds. The phases in the Ti-Nb straints for the Gibbs energy of formation of the sub-
system exhibit no ordering tendency. Therefore, the stitutional atoms. The same constraints were applied to
Gibbs energy of formation of the ordered compounds the thermodynamic quantities of the hypothetical
was set to zero for the Ti-Nb system and the total metastable compounds in the respective binaries.
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Because the homogeneity range of the ternary with respect to aluminum is smaller. It was, therefore,
TiAI3Nb compound is believed to be small, this phase assumed that niobium and titanium atoms mix only on
is modeled as stoichiometric. The structure of the the titanium and niobium sublattices and no mixing
ordered Ti2AINb phase can be derived through occurs on the aluminum sublattice. Thus, the Ti2AINb
additional ordering of titanium and niobium on the compound composition is constrained to (Ti,Nb)3AI.
titanium sublattice of Ti3AI. It was therefore modeled For complete substitution on either the titanium or
as a solution phase with three sublattices (the titanium, niobium sublattice, the degree of ordering must again
niobium and aluminum sublattices). This phase reveals be zero and the Gibbs energy of formation must then
a significant range of homogeneity with respect to be identical to the corresponding binary Ti3AI and
titanium and niobium, but the range of homogeneity Nb3AI phases with the DO1, structure.

No attempt was made to develop a miscibility gap in
the (#11-Ti,Nb) phase in order to fit the data of

T Perepezko et aL. (6]. For the present calculation, the

a simplification of treating the (fl-Ti,Nb) and (fl0-Ti,Nb)0c Cu I a ted as one disordered phase has the consequence that this

L iqu i dus miscibility gap would have to occur in the (P-Ti,Nb)
Surface do phase. In the three binary systems, the (P-Ti,Nb) phase

only forms a miscibility gap in the Ti-Nb system at a
"" relatively low temperature. However, the experimental
-a .0data suggest that the ternary miscibility gap occurs on

1 the (Ti,Al)-rich side of the system at relatively high
(* .Nb temperatures. In order to obtain the specific curvature

- of the Gibbs energy needed for the formation of a
miscibility gap, the number of ternary polynomial

P& TTA 1 1 terms would have to be increased. Considering the
T'2A,5 simplifications already introduced for the analytical

N description of the (fl/f#0-Ti,Nb) phase. increasing the
CT;. NbA A , number of polynomial terms is not justified.

At the beginning of the calculation, attempts were
0 made to use a least squares method in order to adjust

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

Nb A t % A I A I the Gibbs energy coefficients of the polynomial terms.
Since the amount of available data with respect to the

T i number of adjustable terms is relatively small and most

b 00 of these data cover only the temperature interval
Experimer.ntol between 1100 and 1200"C, the results of the least
L i qu idus squares fitting could only be used as initial values for
Surface N' d,, trial and error calculations. In the trial and error

method the values of the adjustable parameters are
-0 -0 estimated. The change of the phase boundaries

S6 7between two steps of the calculation is used to estimate
A .a new values in order to adjust the calculated phase

boundaries to the experimental results. The reported
(" T.Nb)"values of the adjustable parameters were estimated by

0such a trial and error approach.

Tr;AI T_,T 2 AI1

-I 0 "5. Results and discussion

Nb2A, (; Ib) The thermodynamic description of the Ti-AI-Nb

0 10 20 30 40 so 60 70 a0 90 ,oo system is given in Table 1. This description was used to
Nb A t . Al Al calculate the liquidus projection, several isothermal

sections and an isopleth. The calculated liquidus pro-
Fig. 2. The liquidus projection (circles, maximum; squares, sm- jection is compared with a preliminary projection
mum). (a) Calculated. (b) Initially, after Perepezko et al. (6],
the composition of liquid of the binary three-phase equilibrium estimated by Perepezko et al. [6] in Fig. 2. The calcu-
was taken from the binary calculations. lated 1400 *C section is shown in Fig. 3. The calculated
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T i Ti
aý I a .0

Calculated O Calculated 0o 0

1400"C 1 200"C

Isotherm Isotherm

- *,

Nb At..7. Al (T;'Nb)AI, Al Nb At.%. Al (Ti.Nb)AI 3  Al

Fig. 3. Calculated isothermal section at 1400 °C.b

T i~ l i~ l Ti A

Eeimental a 7 o Refg2

Experim n a Re f-. "

isothermal sections at 1200, 1100 and 700 *C are com- 1200*c 0 Re f . 6

pared with the experimental tie-line and phase boun- Isotherm 0 0 Ref15

dary data as shown in Figs. 4-6. The isopleth at 25
at.% Al with the experimental data is shown in Fig. 7. /

The calculated and the estimated experimental aT i -

liquidus projections as given in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) are A ' (PT Ni b)

in qualitative agreement. The calculation predicts
correctly the phases occurring in the invariant four-a
phase equilibria. However, the liquidus temperatures
predicted by the calculation for the primary TiAI AA,/

region are lower than the temperatures from first ,

experimental results [6]. This has as a consequence that

the temperature of the calculated three-phase equi- / ,,
librium L+(a-Ti)+TiAI decreases with increasing /
niobium concentration while the first experimental 0 10 20 30 40 so sa ýo so 0 o 1oo

results indicate that the temperature increases. A Nb At . Al A[

ternary eutctic (L-- Nb2AI + (Ti,Nb)AI3 + TiAI) is Fig. 4. Isothermal section at 1200 *C. (a) Calculated. (b) Experi-

predicted for the invariant equilibrium involving mental data and phase boundaries.

L+ Nb2AI + (Ti,Nb)AI3 + TiAl, but the experimental
results indicate that it is a transition-type reaction
(L+ (Ti, Nb)A13-" Nb 2AI + TiAl). The calculation
gives a maximum for the three-phase equilibrium range of homogeneity is even larger. The calculated

L+ Nb2AI + TiAI close to the eutectic composition. and experimental phase boundaries agree fairly well at

Small changes of Gibbs energies of the compounds 1200 and I100 *C, while the calculated tie-line direc-

involved in this equilibrium could shift this maximum tions deviate from those experimentally determined.

closer to or even beyond the eutectic composition. In The increased range of homogeneity observed for the

the latter case, the invariant equilibrium would then be (Ti,Nb)A13 phase in the ternary system was well

a transition type and the maximum would occur in the matched by the calculation at 1200 °C. In the present

metastable three-phase equilibrium, calculation the temperature of the binary eutectoid

The calculated 1400'C section reveals a large range (a-Ti)-Ti3A!+TiAl decreases initially with increas-

of homogeneity for (fl-Ti Nb). This is in agreement ing niobium concentration. This results in an isolated

with experimental results [1], which indicate that this ternary (a-Ti) phase field between Ti3Al and TiAl.
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Ti Ti

Calculated a Calculated

11 00*C 700"C (aT i

Isotherm a Isotherm a,'

Ti3 A 00 
40

a~a

0 10 20 (0 a 1 20 3 t 40 5,0 60 70 80 90 100
Nb At.7• Al (T;.Nb)A1 3  Al Nb NbAI At.%. Al Al

T i T i I

b0 bf•
P700C y\ (\Oi) a Ref.8
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The single-phase region of. the phase denoted by gies for this section. Further experimental effort is
Ti2AINb exists in the present calculation at an exces- needed to establish the phase boundaries for this iso-
sively high niobium content and, in fact, does not thermal section.
include the stoichiometric composition of Ti2AINb. The process of adjusting the Gibbs energy coeffi-
Thus the important (fl-Ti, Nb) + Ti3AI + Ti2AlNb dents of the polynomial terms showed that the phase
three-phase equilibrium also exists at an excessively relationships obtained from the calculation are
high niobium content. With the current thermo- extremely sensitive to small changes in the Gibbs ener-
dynamic description of the (fl-Ti, Nb) phase, the phase gies. Similar behavior had been previously observed
boundaries of the (•-Ti, Nb)-Ti3 AI, (/I-Ti,N'b)-Ti 2AINb during the calculation of the Ti-Al binary system [ 14,
and (/]-Ti,N-b)--Nb 3Al equilibria have very similar 19]. The fact that small changes in the Gibbs energies
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positional and temperature regions in order to eluci-
date the phase equilibria of this technologically

L important system.
0 0
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IntroduLon

Recently the composition A12riTa has been identified as a basis for further alloy development during a search of -y
titanium aluminide alloys having increased oxidation resistance and solidus temperature (1). At 1 100 C this composition
consists of -y phase (TiAI containing Ta) and a phase (Ta2Al containing Ti) (2,3). McCullough et al.(4) obtained evidence
by high temperature x-ray diffraction for the transformation of a similar composition (Al-28at%Ti-27at%Ta) to HCP and
BCC phases above 1450 C. Weaver et al. (5) found an alloy Al-24atTi-25atTa to be BCC and o at 1450 C. In the
present paper the compositions and crystal structures of the equilibrium phases present in an A12TiTa alloy for temperatures
between 1200 and 1550°C are determined. Based on the series of phase transformations found above 1325* C, significant
opportunities exist to alter the microstructure of the -y + a two phase mixture which is stable below 1325 "C.

Euc~dmerral

Arc melted buttons were prepared from 99.99% pure components. Several remelts were necessary to ensure dissolution
of the Ta before the butons were solidified into a rod shape. Pieces approximately I cmx 1 cmux 1 cm in size were used
for heat treatment. Due the excellent oxidation resistance, a few samples were heat treated in air to facilitate u-,er
quenching, while the majority of the samples were heat treated in gettered Ar. T[e Ar hunace was equiped with a support
pedestal which could be lowered into a cold chamber. Cooling rates for these samples were estimated at 400 C/min. Heat
treaunent procedures were varied as experience with the alloy was obtained. Generally a 1400" C/3 h treatment followed
by a 1525 * C/i h treatment was used to eliminate casting microsegregation. Without the initial treatment partial melting
was sometimes observed at 1525 "C. Subsequent isothermal holds for times up to 23 h were used to establish equilibrium
at the various temperatures.

Samples for optical metallography were etched in 3:1:1 solution of lactic, nitric and hydroflouric acids. Scanning
electron microscopy (SEM) microprobe analysis was performed using unetched samples and elemental standards. All
reported compositions are the mean of at least three measurements. Bulk composition results obtained using broad area
scans showed approximately ±1 at% macroegregation from piece to piece and an average composition of Al-25.Sat%T7-
25.9atTa.

Selected samples were prepared for tranmission electron microscopy CTEM) by electropolishing in a solution containing
30 cc perchloric acid, 175 cc butyl alcohol and 300 cc ethyl alcohol. Differential thermal analysis (DTA) was performed
in gettered Ar up to 1500 C to establish a basis for the choice of heat treatment temperatures. To determine the structures
of the phases that decomposed during cooling, high temperature x-ray powder diffraction patterns were obtained at 1300,
1400 and 1475 * C in gettered He from 0.4 mm thick slices of as-cast material which were spot welded to a Ta heater strip.
Temperatures were measured by a thermocouple spot weiled to the back of the heater strip.
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Mi•cowrobe and "TA Results - The results of1the microprobe analysis of the phase compositions are given in Table I
and Fig. I for the samples treated in Ar. Compositions of phases present in samples treated in air showed no significant
deviations from those in Table 1. The four distinct branches in Fig. 1 show conclusively that four distinct phases occur.
Of the phases found to be present at the various temperatures only a and -y exist at room temperature. The phases labeled
f and a decompose on a fine microstructural scale during cooling from the temperature of equilibration. In these cases
the microprobe beam was spread to cover regions large enough to average over the fine decomposition structure.

Table 1 - Summary of Microprobe Results
Temp. Phase %Ti %Ta %AI Heat Treatment ('C)

1550 6 25.7 25.0 49.3 1550/lh
1525 6 25.7 25.0 49.3 1400/3h; 1525/2h
1500 1 24.7 26.2 49.1 1400/3h; 1500/2h

a 26.0 22.3 51.7
1475 S 25.2 26.1 48.7 140G/3h; 1475/4h

a 26.4 22.3 51.3
1450 6 24.9 27.3 47.8 1400/3h; 1550/1h; 1450/5h

a 26.0 22.6 51.4
1425 1 24.7 27.8 47.5 1400/3h; 1525/1h; 1425/18h

a 25.8 22.9 51.3
1400 6 24.4 28.0 47.6 1400/3h; 1525/lh; 1400/18h

a 26.1 23.1 50.8
a 14.1 43.4 42.5

1375 a 27.6 21.5 50.9 1400/3h; 1550/1h; 1375/18h
a 15.4 43.4 41.2

1350 a 29.5 20.0 50.5 1400/3h; 15501/h; 1350/16h
o 17.5 40.0 42.5

1330 a 29.2 20.8 50.0 1400/3h; 1525/lh; 1330118h
a 16:3 43.4 40.3
ly 29.5 16.9 53.6

1300 a 29.7 16.3 54.0 1400/3h; 1525/1h; 1300/18h
y 15.3 44.1 40.6

1200 a 14.3 46.0 39.7 1200/23h
' 31.5 14.1 54.4

1500 1500

a a
4)1400 01400

Q.
E E

12 ,12

To00 ..- ,---, ... ii

at. z To at. x Al

Fig. 1. Composition of phases observed in AJ-25at%Ti-25at%Ta at various temperatures. a) Ta content. b) A] content
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With the exception of isolated compositions and temperatures (i.e., reactions with zero degrees of freedom), equilibrium
demands that a single alloy composition that lies in an n-phase region at some temperature must pass into a region with n+ I
or a n-I phases during heating or cooling. The data in Table 1 and Fig. 1 shows that the adjoining solid phase fields for
AI-25at%Ti-25at%Ta during cooling are 0, 0+a, ,+c +o, a+o, ac+o+-, and a+3y. The three phase regions should exist
over a range of temperatures but are apparently quite narrow as each was observed only at one temperature. In Fig. 1
changes in the slope of the curves for each phase should occur when the curve crosses into an adjoining region. In some
cases enough data is present to observe these changes.

Examination of DTA heating curves for this alloy showed a flat baseline from below 1100* C up to a pair of strong
endothermic peaks with onsets at 1325 ± 15 'C and 1385 ± 10" C. On heating the onset of an endothermic DTA peak should
occur whenever a new phase begins to form. Comparison of these temperatures with Fig. 1 indicate that these onsets
correspond to the formation of a and 0 phases respectively during heating.

Microstructures - The microstructures typical of these six multiphase fields are shown in Fig. 2. The large grain size
and the associated fine decomposition structure seen in samples cooled from the single phase B region is shown in Fig. 2a.
For samples annealed in the a+0 region, two distinct microstructures occur. Initial 0 treatment and annealing in the two-
phase field produces the a phase (light) on the boundaries and in the interior of the 6 grains as shown in Fig. 2b. On the
other hand, direct heating to the two-phase field produces the equiaxed two-phase structure of Fig. 2c.

A sample annealed for 18 h at 1400'C contains a three phase structure of a (gray), 6 (dark) and a (bright) as shown
in Fig. 2d. A two phase &+a microstructure found at 1350"C is shown in Fig. 2e. Fig. 2f shows a three-phase
ao(gray)+3y(dark)+a(bright) structure. Backscattered SEM images were essential to metallographically differentiate
between a and -y. Note the parallel boundaries in some regions where a and - touch. These are similar to the (I111) I
(0001). boundaries observed for a+-y structures in binary Ti-Al alloys. Finally a y+o structure obtained at 1300*2 is
shown in Fig. 2g.

Cast..iStructum- The crystal structures of 3y and a were confirmed directly by room temperature x-ray diffraction
and selected area diffraction and microdiffraction in the TEM to be the same as the binary -y-TiAI phase and the binary
a-Ta2Al phase. To determine the truMc of the phases identified by microprobe as 0 and a, samples water-quenched
from 1550 and 1450" C were examined by TEM respectively. Fig. 2h shows the morphology revealed by TEM of the P
phase sample after quenching. BCC and HCP phases are identified by microdiffraction. Viewed at lower magnification,
the BCC phase appears to be the matrix and is probably retained from the high temperature heat treatment and the HCP
phase formed during cooling from 1550" C. On the other hand quenching from 1450" C failed to retain the high temperature
phases. TEM examination revealed only the presence of the room temperature phases a and -y. The -y phase however
contained antiphase boundaries and t11) faults that were not present in y phase which was cooled from temperatures
where it was in equilibrium (s 1330" C). This suggests that they with defects formed during quenching. In agreement
with (5), these APB's and faults suggested that this -y phase formed from an FCC parent. Confirmation was sought using
high temperature x-ray diffraction.

Consistent with the heat treatment results, high temperature x-ray patterns at 1300"C confirmed the presence of a and
-'. The -y phase disappeared in the pattern obtained at 1400' C and no FCC was observed. At this temperature as shown
in Fig. 3, the pattern contains lines from tetragonal a, and new lines associated with HCP a, and a trace of BCC P. Lines
from the Ta heater strip (BCC, a=0.333nm) are also seen. Rietveld refinement of the lattice parameters using a sample
displacement correction established the following lattice parametrs: o(tet), a=0.9987rn, c=0.5263nm; a(bex),
a=0.2935nm, c=0.4670nm. X-ray scans at higher temperature (1475 'C) were plagued by excessive grain growth but the
presence of BCC (a=-0.325nm) and HCP was apparent.

In the recently refined Ti-Al binary phase diagram, the HCP phase was found to exist with up to 48 at% Al at 1430'C
(6,7). The HCP a phase found here has composition -Ti-51at%AI-23atTa and lattice parameters close to the binary a
phase. Thus we conclude that the a phase present in this alloy between -1325C and -1500"C belongs to the solution
phase based on a-Ti with Al and Ta additions. Also the 0 phase observed here likely belongs to the solution phase based
on D-Ti and Ta. These results on the presence of HCP and BCC phase at high temperature in alloys of this general
composition agree with (4).
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Fig. 2. a) Optical. Decomposed phase. 1S25*C. b,c) Optical. P(dark)+croight). 1450*C. d) Optical.
#(dark) +a(.gray) +a(light). 1400' C. e) Backscattered SEM a(dark) +a(light). 1350 *C. f) Backscatered SEM,
a(gray)+o(light)+-y(dark). 1330*C. g) Backscattered SEM. o(light)+-y(dark). 1300C. h) TEM of a sample water
quenchedA from 1550 *C showing retained BCC phase and HCP plates.
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Discusin

The data obtained in the presnt study involves only one composition. However, partial isothermal sections of the Ti-
Al-Ta system can be estimated. Consistent with Table 1, isothermal sections in the temperature range between 1200 and
1550"C involve two three-phase triangles, a+o+o and a+7+o. These triangles and their associated two-phase fields
shift through the composition studied as the temperature is varied to produce the observed equilibria.

An estimate of an isothermal section at 1330 C is given in Fig. 4. First the measured data for the three-phase triangle
between a, y, and a at 1330"*C was plotted. Next an estimate for the position of the three-phase triangle between a, 0,
a at 1330 C was performed. This triangle was only observed at 1400 C for the studied composition but would be expected
to shift to lower Al content as the temperature is reduced based on the behavior of the 0 phase in the Ti-Al binary. The
triangle was assumed to have the same size and orientation as that measured at 1400'C. Its position was estimated using
the following procedure. Extrapolation of the compositions of the a and A phases from the temperature range between 1400
and 1500" C to 1330 * C using Fig. I establishes a metastable tie line at 1330 C between a and P which contains the studied
composition. The end points of this tie line and the limits of the a+.6 field at 1330"C in the Ti-Al binary were used to
sketch a two-phase field in the isothermal section which extend from the binary Ti-Al to the composition range of interest.
The three-phase a+1+o' triangle was then shifted from its position at 1400" C so that the ends of the a+,6 side of the
triangle coincided with the sketched a+6 boundaries.

The basic topology of Fig. 4 should exist up to the solidus. Preliminary thermodynamic calculations of the liquidus
surface (8) show two four-phase reactions involving L+a+#+a and L+a+y+a. At temperatures just below these
invariant reactions, the same two three-phase fields, a+p+o and a+,y+o, will form. These triangles likely persist down
to the temperature range studied. Clearly the estimate given in Fig. 4 needs verification and quantification by experiment
on other alloy compositions.

The upper limits of stability of the -y'+a structure in the AI2TiTa composition has been established as 1325 "C. The
phase changes which occur between 13253 and 1550' C provide the opportunity to change the -,+a microstructure by hea
treatment and to perhaps effect improvements in low temperature toughness and/or high temperature creep resistancie. For
example a A or an a&+ heat treatment can be done on this alloy to adjust the grain size. Furthermore
microsegregation can be completely removed by a 0 treatment. Appropriate heat treatment can also be determined to
produce coarse or fine a within the -y matrix.

The composition AI2TiTa transforms from a structure of -7 (TW'd) and a (Ta2AI) during heating above 1325 C to various
multiphase structures composed of o, a(HCP) and P(BCC). Between 1425 * C and 1500" C the alloy is two phase a+0 and
between 1525"C and 1550"C the alloy is single phase P.
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Abstract

A review of the literature reveals ternary phase diagram data for a number of systems involving MoSi2. Although
incomplete, this literature provides the initial basis for a rational approach to alloy design. For example, one can assess the
high temperature stability of various artificially introduced reinforcements, such as niobium or SiC in an MoSi, matrix
and the possibilities for the development of stable two-phase microstructures in quasibinary alloys in the MoSi2-TiSi 2 and
MoSi,-TaSi2 systems. Revised phase diagrams for these latter systems are presented that indicate the absence of the
C I 1b-to-C 40 high temperature polymorphic transformation in pure MoSi,.

1. Introduction 2. Application of ternary diagrams to composite
design: diffusion paths

The application of ternary and higher order phase
diagrams to problems of alloy and composite process- 21. MoSi2-Nb
ing and design provides significant improvement over Figure 1 shows the 800"C isothermal section of the
the use of binary diagrams. In this paper a critical Mo-Nb-Si diagram according to ref. 3. Isothermal
review is presented for selected ternary and higher sections of ternary phase diagrams contain three differ-
order phase diagrams involving MoSi2. Many of the ent kinds of regions. In the figure, black areas represent
literature citations in this article were obtained from regions where alloys consist of only one phase. For
the bibliography of Prince [1, 2]. As examples, the example, niobium and molybdenum dissolve com-
MoSi2-Nb and MoSi2-SiC composite system are pletely in each other as a b.c.c. solid solution. Other
examined using the relevant ternary diagrams in con- single-phase regions are: Mo3Si; a continuous solution
junction with the concept of the ternary diffusion path from Nb5Si 3 to MoSSi3; NbSi2 having the C40 struc-
to describe the reaction layers that may or may not ture, which is different from the MoSi2 structure; and
form in composites based on an MoSi2 matrix rein- silicon. Between single-phase regions are two-phase
forced with these materials. The bulk of the paper is regions which contain tie-lines whose ends are the
then concerned with phase diagrams based on pairs of compositions of the saturated phases in an equilibrium
disilicides, especially those involving multiphase alloys coexisting mixture. Finally there are triangular regions
that combine the tetragonal C11b structure of MoSi2  (tie-triangles) in which three phases are in equilibrium
and the hexagonal C40 structure to determine whether with compositions given by the corners. Each side of
any opportunities for microstructural manipulation the triangle is a limiting tie-line of the adjacent two-
exist through solidification or heat treatment. Finally, phase field. Every isothermal section of a ternary
new phase equilibria data is presented on the system is made from combinations of single-phase,
MQSi 2-TiSi2 and MoSi2 -TaSi 2 systems which pre- two-phase and three-phase regions. Such a section is
cludes the possibility of an equilibrium C40-to-C1 1 b required for each temperature to describe the allo)
polymorphic transition in pure MoSi2. system completely. It is useful to note the narrow two-

0921-5093/92/S5.00 0 1992 - Elscvier Sequoia. All rights reserved
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Fig. I. Mo-Si-Nb isothermal section at 800 °C [3]. The composi- Fig. 2. Schematic diffusion path observed for the reaction
tion widths of the compounds are schematic. between niobium and MoSi2 at 1200 and 1500 °C by Lu et al. (51

superimposed on the ternary triangle of [81 at 800 C, which isthe only one available.

phase region between the disilicides in Fig. 1. This is a

common feature of disilicide equilibrium that is
discussed in considerable detail below, interpreted. The compositions of single phases occur-

The analysis of reaction layers in composites ring in diffusion couples must (under all practical cases)
requires the use of these diagrams in conjunction with lie in single-phase regions of the phase diagram.
the "diffusion path". A thorough discussion of these Experimental contradiction is often seen owing to the
paths is available in the work of Kirkaldy and Young imperfect spatial resolution of the microprobe
[4]. Lu et al. [5] have recently formed composites of measurements traversing interfaces or owing to regions
either plates or wires of niobium in MoSi2 and of fine microstructure that are two phase. These two-
examined the reaction layers and the mechanical prop- phase regions are caused by morphological instability
erties between 1200 and 1500 °C. In diffusion couples of the initially planar interfaces and must be analyzed
they found a reaction layer consisting of niobium-rich separately. Second, because a line connecting the two
(Nb,Mo)5Si 3 and molybdenum-rich (Nb,Mo)SSi 3 com- compositions of the two reacting materials must con-
pounds. If one obtains microprobe data across a reac- tain the average composition, the diffusion path must
tion layer and plots the compositions on the ternary zigzag across this line to conserve mass within the reac-
triangle, a graph of the diffusion path is obtained. The tion zone. The path must lie on both sides of the con-
path observed at these temperatures is shown super- nectng line. Finally the route that the path takes across
imposed on the available 800 °C section in Fig. 2; it the ternary triangle is related to the identity of the fast-
runs from the pure niobium comer into the single- diffusing species. Note that the ends of the diffusion
phase b.c.c. region (dissolving a very small amount of path, near the MoSi2 end and the niobium end, both
silicon) and then jumps across the two-phase field point either toward or away from the silicon comer,
following a tie-line to Nb5Si 3. The jump occurs at This fact indicates that the silicon is the fastest-diffus-
positions in the sample corresponding to the location ing species. For example, if the path had left the
of the boundary between the phases. The path then niobium comer in a direction toward molybdenum,
runs across the NbsSi3 and MoSSi3 region and jumps molybdenum would have been indicated as the fast
from the Mo5 Si3 to the MoSi2 region. One can calculate diffuser in the b.c.c. phase.
the path and the rate of thickening of the layers using The microstructure and diffusion path observed in
the phase diagram if the diffusion coefficients for all the the reaction zone after hot isostatic pressing (HIP) of
phases are available and if the interfaces remain commercial grade MoSi2 in a niobium HIP can at
paralleL Indeed diffusion data are often obtained by 1450 °C is shown in Fig. 3. Similar paths are reported
doing such experiments, in another paper in these proceedings [6]. This path is

Three simple points can be made about diffusion different from that shown in Fig. 2. Microprobe analy-
paths. First, compositions obtained from microprobe sis performed on this sample shows that the path goes
that lie in two- or three-phase fields must be properly from niobium to NbSSi 3to NbSi2 and across the join to
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MOSi 2. The micrograph shows, from left to right, pure A significant detail has been omitted in the above
niobium, a layer of Nb5Si 3, a two-phase layer of Nb5Si3  discussion regarding (Nb,Mo)5 Si3. The microstructure
and NbSi2 with a diminishing volume fraction of and microprobe data presented by Lu et aL [5] showed
Nb 5 Si3, a single-phase region of (Nb,Mo)Si2 with an the existence of two (Nb,Mo) 5 Si 3 phases, i.e. two dis-
increasing molybdenum content, and finally MoSi2. crete interlayers are observed in the diffusion path: one I
Typical of commercial MoSi2 the dark regions within niobium-rich and the other molybdenum-rich. Thus,
the MoSi2 contain silicon-rich material as either SiO 2  on the assumption that there is no fourth component
or elemental silicon. If a line were drawn between pure contamination, the phase diagram at the temperature I
niobium and pure MoSi2, it would be seen that the path of the HIP treatment (1450 *C) must contain a two-
would violate mass conservation. One possible phase field across the (Nb,Mo)5 Si3 composition. This
explanation involves the realization that the material observation is indeed supported by the fact that Nb5 Si3
contained within the HIP can contain excess silicon. If has a polymorphic transition from a low temperature
the line is drawn between niobium and a point within form (D8,) to a high temperature form (D8m) at tem-
the two-phase field between MoSi2 and silicon, the peratures reported from about 1650 to about 1950 "C
path can satisfy the requirement of mass conservation. depending on the exact stoichiometry [7]. The high
Thus the reaction path and the identity of the phases temperature form has the same crystal structure as
within the reaction layers can depend on the quality of Mo5 Si3 and a complete solution is possible between
the MoSi2 powder. Nb 5Si3 and Mo5 Si3 at high temperatures. However, the I

low temperature form of Nb5 Si3 has a different crystal
structure from Mo Si3. Therefore despite the uncer-
tainty of the polymorphic transition temperature,
which needs to be clarified, it seems likely that the
shape of the diagram (Fig. 1) must be revised to include
a two-phase field across the (Nb,Mo)5 Si 3 composition
at low temperatures as shown schematically in Fig. 4.
This is a good example of the current incomplete state
of the database for ternary systems involving MoSi2.
The available information provides a starting point for
analysis but many details remain to be clarified.

22. MoSi,-SiC
'a) Considerable research has been focused toward the

si formation of composites of MoSi, with additions of

si

NbSi2  Mosi 2

1• Mo Mo

(b)

Fig. 3. (a) Microstructure and (b) schematic diffusion path, Nb Mo
observed after HIP treatment at 1450"C between a niobium Fig. 4. Schematic Mo-Si-Nb ternary system which reflects the
container (left, white) and commercial purity MoSi2 powder with fact that Nb5Si. and Mo5 Si3 have different crystal structures
silicon-rich inclusions (right). The light-gray phase is NbsSi3, and below 1650"C. A two-phase field is thus required along the
the medium-gray phase is (Nb,Mo)Si 2. (Nb,Mo)5 Si, section.
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SiC. These additions are known to be thermodynami- solution across the diagram. Combinations of MoSi2
cally stable. No dissolution or reaction layer occurs with disilicides that have the hexagonal C40 structure
with the diffusional bonding of the starting materials, necessarily require the formation of a two-phase field
The Mo-Si-C ternary diagram [81 is consistent with between the C 1 1 b and C40 phases with various ranges
these observations. As shown in Fig. 5(a), a narrow of solubility. For example, Fig. 6 shows that CrSi2 is
two-phase field (indicated by the single tie-line) exists soluble in MoSi2 up to 40 mol.%. Beyond this level
between MoSi, and thus a two-phase mixture is stable of addition a two-phase region exists between the Cl1 b

at 1600 *C. structure and the C40 structure. (This high level of
One might ask whether SiC could be used in a solubility is not confirmed in the present work (see Fig.

duplex mixture of MoSi2 and Mo5Si 3 (Mo3Si2 accord- 17).) The solubility data in the literature are also shown
ing to older literature). According to this figure, a corn- for combinations of MoSi2 with TiSi2, TaSi2, and
posite of MoSi2, Mo 5Si 3 and SiC would not be NbSi2. TiSi, has the orthorhombic C54 structure
thermodynamically stable at 1600"C. No three-phase rather than the C40 structure. Thus a second two-
triangle exists at this temperature for these three phase region occurs between the C40 and C54 phases
phases. The ternary phase (Mo-Si-C) indicated in the in this quasi-binary section. As part of an ongoing
diagram would form in these composites at 1600 *C. study, it was necessary to determine the accuracy of
At lower temperatures, however, the triple composite these data on binary disilicide interactions and to
would be stable. For example using diffusion couple measure how these solubilities change with tempera-
results at 1200 *C, van Loo et al. [91 have shown that a ture. Such solubility changes would provide the oppor-
three-phase field does exist between MoSi2, Mc,Si3  tunity for heat treating these alloys to bring out
and SiC. The existence of a four-phase reaction precipitates within the different phases for possible use
MoSi2 + ternary phase - Mo5Si3 + SiC at some temper- in strengthening.
ature between 1200 and 1600"C is necessary to make Nowotny et al. [141 also examined quasi-ternary
the diagrams of refs. 8 and 9 consistent. The tempera- sections at 1300 *C that combine three disilicides as
ture of this reaction would be the upper operating limit shown in Fig. 7. These diagrams obey all the geometri-
for the triple composite. cal rules followed by a "real" ternary diagram. One can

Interesting possibilities may exist in MoSi2-SiC see that the dominant second phase for the formation
system for controlled microstructural designs based on of natural composites with MoSi2 is the C40 phase. For
melt processing. MoSi2 has been melt processed by example the addition of TaSi2 and TiSi2 to MoSi2 yields
plasma spraying [10] and by cold-hearth melt spinning various compositions of the C40 phase which can
[11]. Thus the consideration of solidification structures occur in equilibrium with the C1 1

b phase. This may
is important. Figure 5(b) shows the liquidus surface for allow the development of two-phase alloys with con-
Mo-Si-C alloys. Note the quasi-binary eutectic reaction trolled matching of expansion coefficients or interfacial
at the liquidus valley at 1900 *C between MoSi2 and interatomic distances. One can see that the C40 phase
SiC where the liquid will naturally freeze into a mixture is ubiquitous in these combinations of disilicides and,
of MoSi2 and SiC phases. A detailed examination of despite some quantitative errors known to exist in
this reaction is described in more detail in ref. 12. these figures, it is clear that the C40 phase is extremely

important as a second phase in two-phase microstruc-
tures of disilicide systems.

3. Disilicide quasi-binary systems
3.1. MoSi,- TtSi,

The data in the literature on the relative solubilities Experiments were conducted on MoSi2-TiSi 2 alloys
and two-phase fields (generally at 1300 C) of various to resolve conflicting data in the literature. The
disilicides when combined with MoSi2 [3, 131 are sum- diagram of Fig. 8 [15] shows MoSi2 with a polymorphic
marized in Fig. 6. Referring to Fig. 1, the alloys under transition from C 1

1b to the C40 phase on heating
consideration contain phases that maintain a constant above 1860 *C. The C1 lb structure has limited solubil-
silicon level but vary the refractory metal content for ity of TiSi2 in MoSi2.The diagram shows the C54 form
example between NbSi2 and MoSi2. A section of this of TiSi2 and a large homogeneity range for the C40
type is termed a quasi-binary section if all of the tie-lines phase. The accuracy of this diagram is suspect be-
at the various temperatures lie in the plane of the cause of the curvature of the boundary between the
section. In this case the section obeys the rules of con- C40 and (C40 + C 1 lb) phase fields near 1860 *C. (No
struction of an ordinary binary phase diagram with heat of transformation data is available to check this
MoSi2 and the other disilicide as the components. Most slope.) The liquidus data are for the C40 phase except
familiar is the alloying of MoSi 2 with WSi 2 which are near the TiSi2 side of the diagram. There is no liquidus
both tetragonal C 1 1 b and which form a complete solid for the C 1Ib phase because of the supposed poly-
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Fig. 5. Mo-Si-C ternary diagrams according to ref. 8: (a) isothermal section at 1600 *C showing stable two-phase field between MoSi2
and SiC; (b) liquidus projection showing eutectic reaction between MoSi2 and SiC. The phase designated Mo3Si2 is now referred to as
MosSi..
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Fig. 6. Homogeneity range in mole fraction and two-phase fields
for various combinations of disilicides at 1300 °C (800 °C for
MoSi2-NbSi2) [3, 13). See Fig. 17 for revised results. J-,,

morphic transformation of the C 11b on heating above
1860 °C.

Contrary to this diagram, Fig. 9 shows the liquidus
surface projection of the MoSi2-TiSi2-TaSi 2 quasi-
ternary system [13]. Unfortunately Kudielka and
Nowotny [13] never showed a graph of the binary cr&, V", Zrsz' Mo&S,
system along the MoSi2-TiSi 2 edge. However, one canC C"
see the presence of a binary peritectic reaction, Fig. 7. Quasi-ternary isothermal sections at 1300B of various
liquid +Cl lb-C40, at about 1750 0 C and about combinations of disilicides showing the omnipresence of the
83 mol.% TiSi2 on the binary edge of the ternary C40 phase according to ref. 14.
triangle. In the present work the existence of this peri-
tectic reaction is confirmed albeit at a different compo-
sition and temperature.

The MoSi 2-TiSi 2 quasi-binary diagram as deter- 2000- 2020
mined in the present work is shown in Fig. 10. The
experiments used to determine this diagram used alloys L 1860
prepared from research purity elements by arc melting - 1800
the pure elements in gettered argon with several e/-
remelts to ensure homogeneity. The revised diagram E
features the peritectic formation of the C40 (Mo,Ti)Si2  ,
phase. The microstructure of a cast sample of 15 'oo
MoSi2-4mol.%TiSi 2 (Fig. 11) shows a classical peritec- 1_

tic microstructure [16] where the first phase to solidify
forms plates of the C 1 1b phase (white phase), and the
region between the plates solidifies as the lower tem- 1200
perature phase (dark phase) with some slight readjust-
ment in the solid state to approach completion of the 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
peritectic reaction. The temperature for the peritectic TiSi2 Mole Fraction MoSJ2  MoSi2
reaction, liquid+C1lb-.C40, was determined by the- Fig. 8. Quasi-binary MoSi2-TiSi 2 diagram according to ref. 15.
heat treatment of samples in gettered helium or argon Ai, C40; y, C54; t, C1 lb-
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754.07

73

C4

Fig. 11. Backscattered scanning electron micrograph of the as-
4,'0 7F0 cast alloy, MoSi,-4mol.%TiSi,, showing a peritectic structure

TZ070 0 2100 consisting of primary plates of C lIb (light) and interpfate C40
7z 41(OS4t phase (dark).

Fig. 9. Quasi-ternary liquidus surface (13] for MoSi,-TiSi,-TaSi.
that shows a peritectic reaction, liquid + Cl , --C40, on the
MoSi,-TiSi, binary edge and a eutectic reaction, liquid - C40 + limited solubility of TiSi, in MoSi, is confirmed as well
CG 11, on the MoSi,-TaSi, binary edge. as the existence of a wide C40 region in the middle of

the diagram.

3.1.1. The C I 1,-to-C40 polymorphic transformation
200. - -in pure MoSi,
1900- L The experimentally determined MoSi2-TiSi 2

--- "- - diagram and the solidification path analysis [171 indi-

oo80o '. . cates the absence of the C I lb-to-C4 0 transformation
170,. Lin pure MoSi,. An MoSi, polymorphic transition is

S1700. shown in the current evaluation of the binary Mo-Si
E 1600- ,system [7]. Figure 12 compares the general shape of

the phase boundaries of the MoSi,-TiSi2 diagram
1500. --- -- found in the literature (Fig. 8) with those measured in
1400- 4 Y the present work. The diagram in the literature con-

tains the polymorphic transformation in pure MoSi2
that gives rise to a two-phase region between C40 and

Q1 02 03 0.4 05 0.6 07 OB 09 Cl lb with TiSi, additions. The key difference between
MOS 2  Mole Fraction T&~i2  TiSi2  the diagram in the literature and the revised diagram of

Fig. 10. MoSi.,-TiSi, quasi-binary diagram obtained through this this work is an increase in the polymorphic transforma-
research. tion temperature to above the melting point of MoSi2.

The upper part of the (C11 t + C40) two-phase field is
thus metastable and the peritectic reaction,

at successively higher temperatures until an indication liquid - C 1 1b + C40. is naturally generated. If one were
of partial melting was observed metallographically to extrapolate the experimentally measured boundaries
after quenching at about 400 *C min- 1. The liquidus of the (C 11 b + C40) phase field upward in temperature
composition at the peritectic temperature was esti- .in the revised MoSi,-TiSi, diagram (Fig. 10), there is
mated from microprobe data taken from this quenched no possibility that the boundaries can converge at the
liquid. The peritectic temperature for the other peri- MoSi 2 terminus axis at a temperature below the melt-
tectic reaction, liquid + C40 -- C54, near the TiSi2 side ing point of MoSi, (Tm - 2020 *C).
of the diagram, was determined by differential thermal The possible arrangements for the free energy vs.
analysis measurements. The data points shown for the temperature behavior for the liquid, C1 1 b and C40
subsolidus regions were determined by microprobe phase for pure MoSi, are shown schematically in Fig.
analysis of samples heat treated in gettered helium and 13. In this figure the lowest curve at any temperature
quenched at about 400 *C min -. Elemental standards represents the stable equilibrium phase and the inter-
were used to quantify the microprobe results. The very sections of the free-energy curves correspond to the
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Fig. 12. Schematic representation of two possibilities for the Fig. 13. Pbssible arrangements for the free-energy vs. tempera-
MoSi2-TiSi2 quasi-binary diagram. The polymorphic transfor- ture curves for the liquid, C 1lb and C40 phase for pure MoSi2 .
mation of pure MoSi2 from C1 1b to C40 is (a) below and (b) The polymorphic transformation of pure MoSi2 from C 1

It to
above the melting point. (b) shows the phase relationships deter- C40 is (a) below and (b) above the melting point. (b) is the
mined in this work. correct situation as determined in this work for pure MoSi2 .

transition temperatures. If, for pure MoSi2, the C 11b melting point may be only a few degrees Celsius below
phase transformed to the C40 structure during heating the melting point of the Cl 1 b phase. The conditions
below the melting point, one would have the rela- required for the formation of metastable phases during
tionships shown in Fig. 13(a). On the contrary, if the rapid solidification have been discussed elsewhere [17].
Cl lb structure is stable to the melting point, then the
free-energy relationships would exist as in Fig. 13(b). 3.1.2 Powder processing ofMoSi2-T0Si 2
In the latter case, the polymorphic transition would be In the present study, limited experiments were per-
metastable and would occur above the melting point. formed involving powder processing of these high
Similarly in this case the liquid-to-C40 transition purity arc cast samples. The ingots were reduced to
would occur below the C11 b melting point. The rela- - 325 mesh powder and HIP processed in argon at
tionships shown in Fig. 13(a) can be obtained from 200 MPa at 1750"C for 1 h in a tantalum can. The
those of Fig. 13(b) by merely raising the free-energy microstructure of this HIP-processed sample as well as
curve for the C40 phase relative to the liquid and C1 lb the fracture behavior after Vickers indentation with a
phases. Addition of solute alters the phase stability as 100 kgf load are shown in Fig. 14. An equiaxed struc-
happens with the addition of TiSi2 or, as shown below, ture of grains of Clib and grains of C40 phases is
for TaSi2. It is also clear how, in a rapid liquid quench- detected through backscattered contrast in the scan-
ing operation such as plasma spraying, the formation of ning electron microscope (and confirmed by micro-
a metastable MoSi2 C40 phase can occur directly from probe). Some residual porosity is also evident The
the melt if the undercooling takes the melt below the region around the indent is chipped and various cracks
metastable melting point of the C40 phase (the inter- are evident. Measurement of crack length as a function
section of the C40 and liquid free-energy curves). This of load (10-100 kgf) showed a consistent fracture
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Fig. 14. HIP-processed MoSi2-10 mol./oTiSi2 showing a 100 kgf Vickers indentation. An equiaxed structure of grains Of C I Ib and
grains of C40 phases is detected through backscattered contrast in the scanning electron microscope. Cracks associated with the
indentation are used to determine the fracture toughness and the interaction of the crack with the two-phase microstructure.

toughness value typical of pure MoSi2. The crack path of this composition with about 30 mol.% TaSi2 con-
shows little deflection as it passes through the different tained no eutectic microstructure. The samples froze as
phases except at the end of the crack where it deflects a single-phase C40 with essentially no microsegrega-
down a grain boundary between the C 1lb and the C40 tion. Similar to the MoSi 2-TiSi 2 alloys, arc-cast alloys
phases. Thus there appears to be no dramatic effect of containing less TaSi2 exhibit the same classic peritect .ic
the two-phase microstructure on toughness, at least in structure where the C 11b phase forms first and the C40
this equiaxed morphology. However, it is evident that phase forms between the C11b plates (Fig. 15(a)).
the two-phase structure can be manipulated into other Figure 15(b) shows the results of aging the arc-melted
morphologies and size scales. No tests were performed material at 1600 *C for 4 h. Because the composition of
to determine whether this combination of phases can the C40 phase produced by solidification contains
yield any improvement in creep behavior, more MoSi2 than is present in the C40 phase at

The alloying of MoSi 2 with TiSi2 does not appear to 1600 0C, needles of the Cl 'b precipitate in the C40.
impair the intrinsic oxidation resistance of MoSi 2. In These precipitates appear as parallel plates and thus an
preliminary oxidation tests, arc-melted ingots of MoSi 2  orientation relation exists between the C'l b and C40
with 3 and 18 moL%/ TiSi 2 held 10 h at 1300*C. in air phases. Transmission electron microscopy examination
exhibit oxidation resistance behavior similar to that of found the interface plane to be (11 O)c jj(0001 )c4
an unalloyed MoSi2 control sample. with (00 2)cjj10i0~l)c4o as was expected from the

known relationship between the C'l b and C40 struc-
3.2 MoSi2-ToSi 2  tures. Annealing at 1300 C (Fig. 15(c)) produces the

Figure 9 shows a eutectic reaction between MoSi 2  same microstructure but with much finer plates.
and TaSi2. If real, this feature would have been interest- The summary of the revised phase diagram, which
ing for melt processing and would have provided the includes microprobe work on heat-treated-and-
capability to produce a fine dispersion of Cl 11b and quenched samples, is shown in Fig. 16. Instead of a
C40 phases from the melt. However, arc-cast samples eutectic reaction between C 11b and C40, a minimum
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perature data are shown as broken curves to reflect
"uncertainties in the data due to the slow diffusion of
tantalum in samples that have not reached equilibrium
at 1300 "C with a 100 h heat treatment. The liquidus
construction is only suggested at this time. The points
(indicated by crosses) are the liquidus data taken along

C40the quasi-binary MoSi,-TaSi. edge of Fig. 9. When
extrapolated to the pure disilicides, they are about
100 *C too high. The proposed liquidus is constructed
parallel to the data points. In conclusion, the MoSi,-
rich end of this diagram contains a similar peritectic

- reaction as does the MoSi2-TiSi2 diagram of Fig. 10.
OSimilar to the MoSi,-TiSi, system, there is no way that
:a the (C1 lh+ C40) two-phase field can extend to give a

- . polymorphic transformation in pure MoSi, before
melting occurs.

Figure 17 shows the revised version of Fig. 6 which
includes the solubilities of the C1 1b and C40 phases as
determined in the present work at 1300 *C. Included
are data for MoSi2-CrSi2 that were obtained by micro-
probe analysis of samples heat treated at 1375 *C for
98 h. Clearly the large solubility of CrSi2 in MoSi2
shown in Fig. 6 is not confirmed. The limited solubili-
ties of the various disilicides in MoSi, even at elevated
temperatures (at least for TiSi2 and TaSi2) would limit
the potential for the precipitation of C40 phase within
a matrix of C 1 b, but there are some capabilities for the
reverse situation of developing structures based on the
precipitation of C 11 , precipitates in a C40 matrix.

In this paper, only the addition of refractory metals
that substitute for molybdenum have been considered.
Another strategy for manipulation of the metallurgical
structure of the alloys can be obtained through the sub-
stitution of aluminum for silicon. The isothermal
section of the Mo-Si-Al diagram has been measured
[18] and contains a two-phase field between a C 1lb and
a C40 phase. This C40 phase has the composition
Mo(Si,AI)2.

4. Conclusions

(c) Ternary diagrams are necessary to understand the
Fig. 15. Micrographs of MoSi2 -10 mool.% TaSi2: (a) back- reactions that occur in various composites based on
scattered scanning electron micrograph of as-cast material; (b) MoSi2 and are very useful to develop strategies for
backscattered scanning electron micrograph of material which alloy design. Existing phase diagram information gives
had been heat treated for 4 h at 1600 C; (c) optical micrograph some useful general trends in disilicide systems.
of material which had been heat treated for 110 h at 1300 *C. Further research is needed to improve the accuracy

and reliability of these data before any detailed analysis
in the liquidus surface has been placed at about of heat treatment of monolithic alloys or analysis of dif-
30 mol.% TaSi 2 because no coring of alloys is observed fusion paths for reaction with reinforcements is pos-
for samples cast in this range. The boundaries of the sible. Parts of the MoSi2-TiSi 2 and MoSi 2-TaSi 2
(C11b + C40) two-phase region are documented quasi-binary diagrams have been measured. The phase
through microprobe measurements. The lower tem- equilibria exhibited in these systems lead to the conclu-
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Fig. 16. MoSi 2-TaSi 2 quasi-binary diagram obtained through this research.
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